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Here's the story our compet
Itors don't want you to know. 
A full feature-for-feature 
'comparlson of the MCs. 
Call us for a free copy. 
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You need a whole MVS system, 
not one that's full of holes. 

The New Monitor 
c;::;-= 

for MVS. 

Without a complete monitor, 
you're vulnerable to holes in your 
management of MVS/XA and ESA. 
Holes that can lead to nasty falls. 

Now, with The Monitor for MVS™, 
you can easily fill those treacherous gaps. 

TMON/MVS gives you the 
equivalent of five other monitoring 
products, with more extensive coverage 

than you can get anywhere else. 
You get an exception monitor, a 

top-notch delay monitor, and a 
DASD monitor to see real-time 
events in your system. 
Real-time information isn't 

enough. So TMON/MVS gives 
you something unique - an 

online, systemwide record of the 
recent past. That's backed up by a 
performance data base for online 
query and batch reporting. 

Whether you're running a few 
monitors or none, if you're not 
running TMON/MVS, you may have 
gaps you can't see. Avoid the pitfalls, 
with TMON/MVS. 

For a FREE TRIAL call 
1-800-227-8911 or (in Virginia and 
Canada) 1-703-893-9046. 
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The Whole Solution 

Landmark Systems Corporation 
8000 Towers Crescent Drive 
Vienna, Virginia 22182-2700 
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In 1988, IBM again produced a blueprint 
for the future of heterogeneous comput
ing: Systems Application Architecture, or 
SAA. Oracle more than endorses this inno
vative vision. Oracle is delivering it. Today. 

IBM's goals for SAA: 'l\pplications that 
can be ported with less effort; applica
tions that can span systems; user access to 
these applications that is simpler and 
more uniform; and programming skills 
that have broader applicability.}" 

ORACLE is the only database software 
that runs on mainframes, minicomputers 
and PCs. In fact, ORACLE provides data 
transparency across your MVS, VM, VSE, 
and OS/2 environments in addition 
to over 80 other platforms and operating 
systems. Today. 

More than just 
a software company 

Oracle offers more than just software. 
We offer solutions. No other database 
company can offer a full suite of services 
including systems integration, education, 
consulting and the #1 customer supportz 
in the industry. Which is why Oracle has 
become the largest database company in 
the world.3 

Just as SQL was the future of data 
management in 1978, SAA is the future in 
1989. Make an Oracle seminar part of 
your future, today. Call1-800-345-DBMS 
to reserve your seat in the next Oracle 
seminar in your area: So you won't be 
somebody else's first customer, tomorrow. 

Copyright © 1989 by Oracle Corporation. COMPATIBILITY· PORTABILITY· CONNECTABILITY 
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle 

20 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 • World Headquarters 
(415) 598-8000 • ORACLE Canada (800) 387-4407 (except 
Quebec)· Quebec (514) 337-0755· ORACLE Systems 
Australia 61·2·959-5080· ORACLE Europe 44·1-948·6911. 
ORACLE Systems Hong Kong 852·5·266846 

Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark 
of IBM. Other companies mentioned own Call1-800-345-DBMS, ext.8239 today. 
numerous registered trademarks. TABA 

1: IBM Journal of SAA 2:DATAPRO survey, August 1988, companies with sales over $10 million 3:Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette report 
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by Dan Cronin. 
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left, mention the name of 
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that has no-nonsense answers to today's 
pressing MIS and development isslJes. 
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BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE For some, they 
are just amateurs playing business games. But for oth
ers, they personify a trend. The trend is IS shops seil
ing their software and management services-in a 
word, their expertise-to competitors, as well as to 
their own suppliers, on a scale heretofore unknown. 
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of giving away too much? 
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I INSIDE DATAMATION 

The Spread of the Entrepreneurial Spirit 
There's nothing quite like the power of an idea. An idea can neither be confined 
nor possessed. It has no sense ofloyalty. And it cannot experience pleasure or pain. 
But when an idea takes hold in the minds of people, it can become more powerful 
than an atomic bomb, with consequences even more far reaching. Just witness what 
the idea of freedom has meant, and how as you read this it is changing cultures, 
political systems, even whole nations. Recent events in the Soviet Union are a case 
in point. 

In our industry, the idea is spreading that the information systems function can 
do more than it has before. And if what we've seen so far is any indication, that idea 
is spreading fast. The "more" in this in
stance is selling the accumulated exper
tise of a company's internal IS organiza
tion on the open market. Whether it is 
incorporated in software or a service 
like facilities management, this exper
tise is being leveraged by IS depart
ments any way they can. 

But the reasons that IS executives get 
into the business of selling IS expertise 
are certainly not monolithic. As senior 
writer Ralph Emmett Carlyle writes in 
this issue's cover story, "The Selling of 
IS," page 22, "For some, they are just 
techies: amateurs playing business 
games .... For others, they personify a 
trend in which centers of mnovation 
have shifted from vendors to customers 
and are seen as a vital link in the indus
try's evolution ... " 

For Carlyle, who has been writing 
about information systems in DATAMA
TION for 13 years, the trend provides 
an opportunity to offer insights about 
the changing nature of the IS function 
and the role of the people running it. SENIOR WRITER CARLYLE: Probing 
Solving problems may be rewarding, he the spirit of entrepreneurial IS managers 
says, but there are other motivations as 
well. Using IS to generate revenue and profit for a company, and therefore changing 
the perception that the IS organization is solely a cost center, is also a powerful idea. 

Carlyle is quick to point out, however, that sometimes the rush to embrace the 
entrepreneurial spirit can be a reaction to reversals in a company's core business or 
a result of the industry's downsizing trend. Moreover, such a new role may not be 
easy to manage, particularly if a company runs the risk of selling expertise that has 
served to differentiate it from its competItion. 

CASE and Spreadsheets 
Much has been written about the need for and benefits of computer-aided soft

ware engineering (CASE), but a recent University of Houston survey homes in on the 
actual effect CASE has on programmer productivity. Based on a survey of actual 
usage at 12 companies, our article, "Reaping CASE Harvests," page 31, tells where 
CASE has been effective and what the training and implementation challenges are 
for this important technology. 

David R. Brousell, Executive Editor 
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The#1 systems 
management tool for 
VM environments. 
Storm clouds gathering over your data 
center? Don't wait for the deluge. Get 

VMCENTER II and stay in control for good. 

VMCENTER II is a unique software product - an 
unmatched resource for managing all your VM operations. 

With VMCENTER II, you can simplify access without 
endangering security. Save on DASD without compromising 
performance. Enhance service to users while streamlining 

administration. And control local and remote sites with 
unprecedented effectiveness. 

With the VMCENTER II automated facilities, you can manage 
present-day operations more easily than ever. And in the time 
left over, plan for the future with confidence and accuracy
thanks to comprehensive online utilization and trend reports. 

No wonder VMCENTER II is the most widely used systems 
management tool for VM environments. It's the single most 
important investment you can make in the quality and cost-

effectiveness of your VM operations. 

So why wait any longer? Gain the upper hand today. And keep 
the storm clouds at bay for years to come. For more infor

mation on VMCENTER II, call or write Systems Center, Inc., 
1800 Alexander Bell Drive, Reston, VA 22091. 

A New York Stock Exchange Company. 

800-561-7100 70J-164-8000 
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I LETTERS 

Order out of CAOS 
I am writing to clarify some quotes attrib
uted to me in your article titled "Com
puter Associates: At a Crossroads," 
which appeared in the April 15 issue of 
DATAMATION [po 61]. 

First, I am certainly a fan of Charles 
Wang; however, I am not a past critic of 
Mr. Wang nor of the Computer Associ
ates organization. Secondly, my remarks 
about the benefits of dealing with one 
vendor for multiple products were made 
in a much more positive light than came 
across in the article. To clear the record, 
I am quite satisfied with the CA products 
we currently run. Furthermore, I am 
confident and enthusiastic about the fu
ture integration of these products. I not 
only believe Computer Associates is 
working on integration of products-I 
know for a fact that they are. 

Finally, I feel obliged to comment on 
your reference to the user summit meet
ing in Garden City on February 6. I at
tended the meeting and I felt very com
fortable with the results. I applaud Mr. 
Wang's willingness to sit face to face with 
us to discuss the issues of user group con
ferences and relations in general. I find 
Mr. Wang to be honest, fair and willing 
to compromise when it is reasonable. I 
believe he is very sensitive to the value 
of good relations with the user commu
nity. Maybe we should give him the bene
fit of the doubt until he demonstrates 
otherwise. 

Ross E. Markley 
President 

CAOS User Group 
Alexandria, Va. 

A Voice in Response 
Leila Davis' article "Phone Mail Gets 
Stamp of Approval" [April 1 , p. 69] gives 
DATAMATION readers an incorrect im
pression. It referred to Syntellect's voice 
response applications but categorized 
them as phone mail and voice messaging. 
They are neither. They are voice re
sponse. 

Voice messaging and phone mail sys
tems record and forward spoken mes
sages through the telephone. Voice re
sponse, on the other hand, allows users 
to interact with a host computer. Callers 
have access to specific information stored 
on the host. Information is entered or re
trieved using a telephone key pad. 

Both voice response and voice messag
ing are major market segments of the 
voice processing industry. In the 1990s, 
we will see these applications begin to 
overlap and merge. But for now, the dis
tinction is important to companies seek-
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ing the best solution to improving cus
tomer service. 

S. Thomas Emerson 
President and CEO 

Syntellect Inc. 
Phoenix 

ImPIOS Thoughts 
We read with interest the brief news item 
on page 13 of the April 1 edition, "Battle 
of the Titans." 

The last sentence gives readers the er
roneous perception that Andersen Con
sulting is in the business of selling "Pi
ous," an MRP II software package most re
cently sold by McCormack & Dodge. The 
story is incorrect on several accounts: 
• The product is PIOS, not "Pious." 
• PIOS is a Manufacturing Resource 
Planning (MRP II) system used in general 
commercial and aerospace/defense ap
plications. It is not a financial accounting 
package. 
• Andersen is not selling PI~S. As part 
of an agreement between the two organi
zations, McCormack & Dodge is no 
longer marketing or supporting PI~S. 
Andersen Consulting has assumed world
wide product rights for PIOS and will of
fer limited software maintenance to PIOS 
users as agreed upon by the two parties. 
In addition, Andersen Consulting will 
develop enhancements to PIOS as spon
sored by users. 
• Andersen does sell its MAC-PAC Manu
facturing Resource Planning (MRP II) line 
of software products. 

Richard L. Linting 
Andersen Consulting 

Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Chicago 

Error of Omission 
I read with great interest the article 
"ShoPEing for a PC DBMS" by Marvin 
Bryan LMarch 15, 1989, p.25]. However, 
I was disappointed that you did not in
clude Quicksilver from WordTech Sys
tems Inc. of Orinda, Calif., in your sur
vey. This dBase III Plus-compatible com
piler is directly competitive with 
FoxBase + and Clipper, two products 
you did include. Quicksilver offers one 
significant advantage over these com
petitive products: complete data base and 
index file compatibility with dBase III 
Plus. Both Clipper and FoxBase + use in
dex file structures that are incompatible 
with each other and with dBase III Plus. 

Also, as a historical note, WordTech 
is the original pioneer in the field of 
dBase-compatible compilers. They have 
been in the business since the days of 
dBase II. They have been spared involve-

ment in the recent law suits brought by 
Ashton-Tate against the other compiler 
developers because they have always op
erated under license from Ashton-Tate. 

As for the future, the ... joint devel
opment agreement between WordTech 
and Oracle for the purpose of advancing 
SQL technology holds great promise. 

Correction 

Melvin A. Carter 
Coordinator of R&D 

Gavilan Software 
Soledad, Calif. 

In the sidebar "Market Size: It Depends 
on Who's Talking" on p. 26 of the April 
15 issue of DATAMATION, the compound 
annual market growth rates for CAP In
ternational and International Data Corp. 
for 1989-1992 should have been 36% 
and 66.4%. CAP's 117.5% figure was for 
a period of years prior to 1988, and IDC's 
77% was for the period 1987-1992. 

ACCESS 

T here are several ways to use DATAMATION 
beyond just reading it. You can call on our 

experts-:-the editors who specialize in certain 
fields are eager to hear of your experiences in 
and thoughts on how to manage information 
technology resources. Youcan contribute 
articles to the magazine by supplying us with 
manuscripts for our review. You can learn how 
competitors and colleagues are using software 
and systems from our research department, 
which can provide details of both published and 
unpublished studies on various aspects of 
technology usage. And you can always voice 
your opinion by submitting a letter to the editor-:
electronically or by post. 
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"This is not the mM I thought I knew~' 

"I thought I was hearing things. 
"There's this IBM salesman telling me I 

need a special piece of equipment that IBM 
doesn't even make. 

"And then he offers to get it for me anyway, 
and integrate it with the stuff I already have. 

"What's the story here?" 

The Solution: The story is that 
IBM people are not out just to sell hardware or 
software. They're out to solve problems. 

And they'll go out of their way to solve them. 
Whether you're big or small. Old customer 

or new. 
It's just one more way IBM is listening to 

your needs, and bringing you the best solutions. 
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When it comes to sorting, SyncSort is always 
the better choice! 

Call us at (201) 930-8200 to arrange for a 
comprehensive benchmark on your system. 
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GMAdvances 
'Graphics Tool 

DETROIT -:-A key aspect of Gen
eral Motors Corp.'s corpo
ratewide computer project, titled 
C4, will rely on a new graphics 
standard that will replace the cur

rent Initial Graphics Exchange Specification. According to 
Rudi Gern, network development manager for Electronic 
Data Systems Corp., the upcoming Product Data Exchange 
Specification will be required to tie the C4 project's disparate 
parts together. The C4 program will link advanced computer
aided design, engineering and manufacturing with computer
integrated manufacturing technologies across GM's world
wide network of plants and facilities. To accomplish that goal, 
Gem says, GM will need the new standard, which implements 
a vendor independent way of describing manufacturing data. 

Wall Sireel 
IS Closing 
Affecls 90 

NEW YORK CITY -Nobody is 
sure how many prospects IBM 
has for its next generation main
frame family, but you can strike 
New York City investment house 
L.F. Rothschild. Unterberg 
Towbin Inc. from any list of can

didates. Its once-expanding data center, housing. two 3090 
mainframes and 90 staffers, .will soon be a memory-victims 
of post crash .Wall Street's obsession with cutting costs and 
realigning businesses. "We were gearing up for the big time," 
says a newly unemployed staffer from Rothschild's New York 
data center. The data center in March had completed a 15-
month, multimillion-dollar conversion program .. Some 2,500 
programs running under DOSNSE had been rewritten to run 
under, IBM's large-scale MVS operating system. That same 
month, Rothschild, which is owned by Franklin Savings As
sociation of Ottawa, Kan., handed out termination notices to 
all 90 employees. The company had been a full service bro
ker-equities, bonds, options-before the crash, but in. the 
succeeding dark. days was reduced to just investment and 
merchant banking. A Franklin. Savings spokesman says the 
decision to phase out the data center was made solely by its 
subsidiary. Rothschild is now shifting to PC-based services. 

Japanese 
Split on 
SPARCUse 

TOKYO-'-Does Sun Microsys
tems Inc.~s recent licensing deal 
with Japan's Toshiba Corp. 
mean that Sun'sSPARCmicro
processor architecture is well on its 
way to' unseating that of the more 
established processors, such as 

Intel Corp.'s 80386, asa standard general purpose architec
ture? Notreally, says a top executive at anotherjapanese part
ner of Sun, Fujitsu Ltd. Fujitsu was Sun's first SPARC partner, 
helping Sun execute the design and fabrication of its SPARC 
reduced instruction set computing (RISC) chip in exchange for 
Sun's promise to buy lots of them. But, according to Fujitsu 
executive vice president MatamiYasufuku, who negotiated the 
original agreement with Sun, SPARC will be a niche architec
ture, primarily for technical applications. Fujitsu hopes SPARC 
becomes. the standard among RISC chips; says Yasufuku. 
"But, for general purpose [systems], we're concentrating on 
the Intel architecture and TRON' [The . Real-Time Operating 
System N ucleus-:-Cl computer architecture project led by Tokyo 
University researchers]''' For SPARC to break out of its techni
cal niche, it would mean some customers would give up a sub
stantial applications investment. "We don't think the customer 

LOOK'AHEAD 

will abolish those [software] assets. There are two basic archi
tectures-RISC and CISC [complex instruction set comput
ing]. Even Intel is doing both kinds," he says. 

Global Name 
Direclory 
ForSNA 

ARMONK, N.Y.-A distributed file 
service for IBM Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA) networks is de
tailed in the latest issue of the IBM 
Systems Journal. Called SNAlFile 
Services, the new capability pro
vides a standard naming direc

tory for all files and data objects on an SNA network. The serv
ice maps local system file names to a global directory and can 
transfer function commands among heterogeneous systems, 
using Logical Unit 6.2 peer communications for all transfers. 

Apple Opens 
A Party Line 

CUPERTINO, CaliL-Busy is the 
wordior Apple Computer Inco's 
networking' folks this summer, . as 
they announce a whopping 14 
new products and three develop

ers' toolkits for the communications world. Among the new 
products will be support for Token Ring and X.25 networks, an 
EtherTalk network protocol for AlUX (Apple's version of UNIX), 
a 2,400 bits per second modem and an Apple 3270 application 
programming interface. Additionally, Apple and Digital will 
give to developers this summer details on the first release of the 
AppleTalk network protocol for the VMS operating system. 
When presenting a preview of their joint projects"last year, the 
two companies said that end-:user products for file, print and 
terminal services would begin to appear this summer. Now, 
however, it looks like end-user services will not show up before 
the end of the year. 

Compaq 
1511 

HOUSTON-Coca~Cola Foods 
Inc., already a big COMPAQ 
Computer Corp. desktop com
puter user, will be distributing sev
eral hundred of. the PC maker's 

SLT/286 laptop machines to its sales force by the end of the 
year. Running customized software, the laptop computers 
should help sales reps keep closer track of their sales. ForCom
paq, the order adds additional fizz to an already big year for 
the SLT/286. The computer has captured 40% of the domestic 
market for battery-powered laptops, according to industry 
watcher StoreBoard Inc. 

DEC Cranks 
Midrange 
Plans 

MAYNARD, Mass.-Having 
promised to turn out midrange 
VAX computers at an accelerated 
rate, Digital is holding true to its 
word, with plans to introduce the 
third generation of its VAX 6000 
line in the fall. With first deliveries 

anticipated later this year, the rumored VAX 6400 family is ex
pected tooffer up to 50% more performance at a price only 15% 
higher than the current VAX 6300 line. Look for prices starting 
at about $300,000 for a 7 million instruction per second (MIPS) 
entry level uniprocessor. UNIX isn't being ignored by the com
pany's midrange planners. Later this year, Digital' sversion of 
UNIX, the Ultrix operating system, will support symmetric 
multiprocessing for a coming family of DECsystems com put
ers~ These will incorporate the latest MIPS Computer Systems 
Inc. microprocessor and VAX 6900 series packaging. But, 
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rather than make its UNIX customers mark time, Digital plans 
to release a 20M IPS uniprocessor in advance of the symmetric 
multiprocessing systems. 

D-Day Looms 
For Super 
Cenler 

PRINCETON, N.J.-Now that the 
National Science Foundation 
(NSF) has funded four of its five 
supercomputer centers, what's go
ing to happen at the fifth-the 
John von NeumannSupercom
puter Center (JVNC), which con

tains an orphaned ETA Systems machine? Neither side is talk
ing, but there are only a few alternatives. "Only three things 
can happen," says one center director, who requests anonym
ity. "They can get a Cray [Research Inc.] Y-MP followed by 
an SS-l [the first machine expected from Steve Chen's Super
computer Systems Inc. start-up]' They can go with a mas
sively parallel alternative architecture machine. Or they can try 
for a Japanese machine. No one's had the guts to do that so 
far, but the NNC just might"-especially given the fourth alter
native: termination. Word's out that the Science Board, which 
oversees the NSF, is tired of rubber stamping every move the 
foundation makes and may show its independence by an
nouncing plans to close the center. The director estimates a 60% 
chance that the JVNC will be closed. The Science Board will 
disclose its decision by August 1. 

BAS Sell-Oil 
Hils Snags 
In Europe 

SUNNYVALE, Cali£.-The plan 
for the Hitachi Ltd./Electronic 
Data Systems Corp. collabora
tion to sell off the European opera
tions of its newly acquired Na
tional Advanced Systems 
Corp. mainframe unit may not be 

dead, but sources say it's on the critical list. The plan was to 
sell the NAS European operations to competitor Comparex 
Informationssysteme GmbH for about $270 million. But that 
plan has been foiled by a couple of issues. Comparex officials 
say that NAS Europe's tax liabilities are greater than they had 
anticipated by some $27 million, making the deal 
uneconomical. Hitachi also got cold feet, sources say, after rec
ognizing Comparex's apparent plan to cut most former NAS 
employees from the payroll after taking over. For the record, 
Hitachi officials say talks with Comparex are still continuing 
but, in the meantime, NAS Europe's operations will also con
tinue-effectively competing with Comparex. 

EDS Broadens 
EDI Services 

DALLAS-Electronic Data Sys
tems Corp. soon will be offering 
electronic data interchange (EDl) 
services outside its General Mo
tors Corp. clientele. According to 

company sources, the giant systems integrator believes it has 
gained enough data interchange experience with parent GM 
to begin offering the network capabilities to non -General Mo
tors accounts. 

Model 204 
Gels·Bew Face 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-Com
puter Corp. of America is plan
ning to release Common User Ac
cess (CUA) compliant program
ming interfaces for its Imagine 

forms generator and its Model 204 User Language, an applica
tions development language. Expected via a third-party 
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agreement, the new tools will enable Model 204 users to split 
the mainframe software's 3270 data stream and map it to a 
CUA front-end module on a personal computer. The front-end 
software runs on IBM PS/2 personal computers, enabling us
~rs to build User Language applications and graphically con
struct forms on their PCs. 

Iialians 
Sa'y Bonjour 
To Minilel 

MILAN-Italian and French vide
otex users can look forward to ex
panded options when the two 
countries' systems are connected. 
France Telecom's successful 
Minitel will officially connect to the 
Italian phone company Sip's 

videotel system at the end of July. Initially, users of both systems 
will receive the other's services free. In October, Minitel's bill
ableservices will become available to Italian users. Sip expects 
to distribute 60,000 Minitel-type terminals mad~ by N.V. 
Philips'GL and Alcatel NV to Italian users within the year, 
bringing total installations in Italy to 100,000. The Italian com
pany hopes to have about 330,000 terminals in use by 1991. In 
contrast, over 4 million France Telecom terminals have been 
installed. 

Ashlon-Tale 
Looks 10 CASE 

TORRANCE, Calif.-Front-end 
software engineering tools for the 
dBase IV data base are high pri
orities at Ashton-Tate Corp. The: 
company released its first dBase 

code generator in March and hopes to complement the gen
erator with analysis and design tools, says Ken H. Rhie, Ash
ton-Tate's product manager for data base product marketing. 
"We're seriously considering our direction for CASE [com
puter-aided software engineering] at the moment. ... We're 
evaluating whether to develop tools ourselves or go into an 
alliance like RTI [Relational Technology Inc.]''' RTI recently 
signed an agreement linking its Ingres data base manage
ment system with software engineering tools developed by 
Cadre .Technologies Inc. of Providence, R.I. 

ISO Gels 
Lisp Droll 

GENEVA-A draft proposal for a 
Common Lisp programming lan
guage standard will be presented 
this month to the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) 

for action. Prepared under the auspices of the American Na
tional Standards Institute, the draft standard could be voted 
on by the ISO before the end of this year, according to X3Jl3 
Common Lisp committee member Richard P. Gabriel. The draft 
proposal does not include standardized language interfaces 
for mixing Common Lisp and other languages. Gabriel pre
dicts that current efforts by developers to create language in
terfaces will spur wider acceptance of Lisp. 

Raw, 
Random 
Dolo 

Interested in running a 16 mega
bits per second Token Ring over 
an unshielded twisted pair? Stay 
tuned, says folks at Ungermann
Bass Inc .... Quebec-based 
Ogivar Technologies Inc. re
leases its first laptop PC in Novem

ber . .. A network monitoring device is under development at 
Novell Inc:s Excelan Division. A fall launch of the device, 
which provides monitoring functions only, is expected. 
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VENTURES 

The Selling of IS 
IS shops are selling software and management services to 

competitors, as well as to their own suppliers, on a scale heretofore 
unknown. But do these IS spinouts run the risk of giving away the keys 

to their kingdoms? 

BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE 

F 
or some, they are just techies: amateurs 
playing business games, but devoid of busi
ness sense-a passing fad. For others, they 
personify a trend in which centers of inno

vation have shifted from vendors to customers and 
are seen as a vital link in the industry's evolution. 
They're the multitude of IS shops inside organiza
tions that are now open for business to outside cus
tomers. Found anywhere from tiny university de
partments to vast industrials in the Midwest, these 
"spinouts" are hawking everything from software 
to services to overall facilities management (FM). 

What's good for these IS shops seems to be good 
for big business. IBM sees them as an extension to its 
marketing organization. Software companies want. 
to harness their R&D firepower. And the industry 
may need their expertise to climb out of its slump. 
Whether they've got bodies, code or industry know
how, IS shops around the world are packaging their 
expertise and putting it up for sale. 

The roster of companies whose IS departments 
now serve two masters, both internal and external 

Caterpillar 
- Contract 

customers, grows daily and includes such 
big names as American Airlines Inc., 
Bechtel Group Inc., Caterpillar Inc., 
First Boston Corp., Kimberly-Clark Inc., 
Mellon Bank, The Travelers Corp. and 
Weyerhaeuser Corp. Despite the per
ceived potential, however, some corpora
tions are steering clear of such initiatives 
because their IS departments have their 
hands full or because they fear a conflict 
of interest. 

Corporations such as Aetna Life & 
Casualty insist that IS should be dedicated 
solely to the business it is a part of. How
ever, despite its claim that IS has no busi
ness being in business for itself, Aetna is 

programming not averse to buying products from such 
- conversions IS spinouts-even those created by its 
- educational competitors. And others that have pooh-

services poohed the idea of IS selling itself believe 
- medical claims that it's likely such ventures will evolve 

processing as extensions to electronic data inter
change networks. 
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The new wave of IS spinouts shouldn't be con
fused with the activities of American Express Inc., 
whose $450 million external IS business, American 
Express Information Services Co., is the cumulative 
result of 10 years of acquisitions. The ventures 
tracked by DATAMATION are a direct outgrowth of 
an internal IS operation. For example, Johns 
Hopkins University of Baltimore, Md., which spun 
out its alumni services arm five years ago, is self sup
porting and acts as a marketing company through 
sales of alumni directories and direct mail. 

In general, universities are headed 
down the same road as large corpora
tions. "We're already self supporting, 
and our schools and faculties are not cap
tive customers [they can and do buy out
side]," says Maurice Murphy, director of 
Network Services at Harvard Univer
sity's Office for Information Technol
ogy, in Cambridge, Mass. Murphy, who 
was lured away from Polaroid Corp., ex-
pects corporate talent to be recruited in 
growing numbers to put university IS de-
partments on a more business-like and, Mellon 
eventually, sales-oriented footing. - Processing 

However, the IS spinout concept isn't - financial 
new; after all, aerospace companies have applications 
been turning underutilized data centers - facilities 
into profit centers for years by selling management 
both software and computer time. Some 
big names, such as Lockheed Corp. and 
McDonnell Douglas Corp., are even retreating from 
this type of business. Aren't the current crop of spi-
nouts just more of the same? Or does this round of 
big IS shops peddling their wares on the outside re-
flect a singular need to cut costs? 

There is some merit in this latter view, say IS man
agers. IS spinouts sometimes follow in the wake of 
business reversals or result from corporate downsiz
ing or cost containment. But there seem to be other 
forces at play in the current trend, too. 

Many corporations are simply tired of what some 
refer to as reinventing the wheel. "Why should I try 
and recreate a bunch of standards for applications 
development if they already exist?" asks Jim Beitel, 



executive vice president of Information 
Services at Nebraska-based First Fed
eral of Lincoln, discussing his decision to 
buy from an IS spinout. 

Beitel had been waiting for his vendor, 
Computer Associates International Inc. 
of Garden City, N.Y., to come up with 
new CASE tools for his CA-Datacom /DB 
data base manager and CA-Ideal pro
gramming language. "I don't doubt that 
over time we could have built some
thing," he says, "but at a user group 
meeting we found that some other CA 
customer already had. So we're buying 
from them." That other customer is pa
per goods manufacturer Kimberly
Clark, which has just launched a spinout, 
Kimberly-Clark Computer Services Inc. 
in Irving, Texas, to sell the fruits of its 
internal development. 

Another spinout customer is L.F. 
Rothschild Unterberg Towbin Inc. of 
New York City. Hank Hogan, a former 
applications manager at the company, 
says that internal IS staffers at the finance 
house could have handled the multiple 
conversions from IBM's DOSjVSE to MVS 
operating systems that were completed 
this March. "But it made sense to job this 
type of grunt work out to someone else," 

Another in a series of arti
cles that address signifi
cant management. organ
izational and systems is
sues confronting IS. 

he says. This work helped launch the Cat - TRAVTECH'S QUIRK: Some clients have bought several hundred 
erpillar spinout, Caterpillar Professional copies of the software product TRAPS. 
Systems Group in Peoria, Ill. "Who 
knows the needs of an IS department better than an
other IS department?" Hogan muses. Many times it 
is the user group grapevine or informal visits by IS 
staffers to peers at other sites that provide the impe
tus for new IS ventures. 

And there seem to be few qualms about buying 
from such techies. "If it's the right technology, 
you'd buy from the devil himself-or, worse still, 
from competitors," quips Ali Firouz, a business sys
tems consultant at Chubb & Son Inc. of Warren, N.J. 
Firouz is buying a program-testing-and-debug
ging tool from another insurance company, "be
cause it's the best solution out there." He also notes 
that the parents of IS ventures are often corpora
tions with deep pockets. "And it's they who are ac
countable if anything goes wrong. Often, there's less 
risk than buying from an independent software ven
dor. I know that Travelers [the IS organization he 
buys from] will still be around next year or 10 years 
from now." 

Software companies are also driving the trend to 
the selling of IS by emerging as big buyers of IS shops' 
products. Leading software companies such as 
McCormack & Dodge in Natick, Mass., and Panso
phic Systems Inc. of Oak Brook, Ill., test and debug 
their applications using a tool that came from an IS 
spinout. "We have a program that is a cruder form 
of Travelers' TRAPS offering," says Don Friswell, a 
product design and quality assurance consultant at 
McCormack & Dodge. "We could plow money into 
this or into TRAPS. It makes more sense to choose 

the latter." TRAPS stands for Testing, Recording & 
Playback System. It is a pc-based program that un
earths bugs in software before they surface in expen
sive production systems. 

Friswell says that many IS shops are capable of pro
ducing hit software. "With the right marketing and 
distribution, they can take their place in the vendor 
community," he says-adding that there is a big op
portunity for software companies to be-
come the selling fronts for legions of 
techies in DP shops. 

If IS as a separate business is rooted in 
anything, it's in the industry's need to 
solve acute problems, Friswell and other 
experts note. "Customers are only inter
ested in quality and solutions. They no 
longer care where the parts come from," 
says Friswell. Partnerships and technol
ogy exchanges are the industry's way of 
putting heads together to surmount its 
software productivity crisis and reduce 
development costs. . Kimberly-Clark 

Computer vendors, mdependent soft - _ Application 
ware vendors (ISVS) and, more recently, development 
consultant/integrators have grappled tools 
~ith the industry's problems for some _ pro.fessional 
time, but they have lacked a pool of ex- services ~ 
pertise tha~ t~e IS sh?p can provid~. B?b _ systems ~ 
Hug.hes, Digital ~qu!pment Corp. s YICe design and ~ 
president of servICes mdustry marketmg, implementation ~ 
once said that the biggest barrier to in- . 
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dustry growth was a scarcity 
of network integrators, in par
ticular, project managers 
(both internal and external to 
IS shops) with such expertise. 
Frank Guthrie, a vice presi
dent at the forest products gi
ant, Weyerhaeuser of Ta
coma, Wash., believes that 
with increased exposure to 
outside customers, IS shop 

whether a program should go 
into production and is now be
ing marketed exclusively by 
Travtech. 

technicians could help fill this FIRST FEDERAL'S BEITEL: Why 

Meanwhile, the potential 
for IS to sell itself has not been 
lost on IBM. A scarcity of tech
nical talent, applications ex
pertise and even of funds at 
times have forced IBM to 
reevaluate how it develops its 
systems. For IBM, getting the 
job done often means going 
outside. The computer giant 

void. recreate standards for existing applications? 
Industry ex perts have 

looked for the next software best-sellers to come 
from the ISVs. But they may have to revise that 
outlook. The software package created deep within 
the bowels of The Travelers, TRAPS, is already a 
best-seller and the subject of three user group gath
erings in 1988 alone. 

More than 100 companies have bought 
TRAPS. Art Quirk, president of the Trav-

IIIII~ elers spinout, Travtech Inc., says that 
III III some clients have bought several hun-
II' 1III dred copies each. TRAPS is priced at 
11"" 1 $18,000 per five copies and $1,500 for 
~:!!:!! each additional copy. 
~ By some strange twist of fate, an ad-

\ ~ junct product for TRAPS, called Score-

~, ~o ~fi~i~!~:gi~~~i~~~~~~l~ct~!~ 
Travtech, Inc. 
• CASE 

1985 and 1986. The company lost mil
lions because the market wasn't ripe. But, 

• qualityassur- as a part of its legacy, its Scoreboard pro
ance software gram has a rating system that determines 

would love these IS ventures to weave their solutions 
around its flagship 309X mainframes to help dispel 
the growing perception that such machines are "di
nosaurs." Those IS shops that do, and there are nu
merous examples already, could be viewed as exten
sions of IBM's marketing organization. 

But there are dangers to IBM from such im
mense IS spinouts. "We started out in IBM's good 
books," says Dean Fitzbag, manager of data commu
nications for General Motors Corp.'s Electronic 
Data Systems Corp., the company that pioneered FM 
back in the early 1960s. "But we reached a point 
when we didn't always replace old IBM equipment 
with its new offerings. Sometimes DEC or IBM plug
compatible machines were a better choice." 

Mellon's Spinout Strategy 
The potential for reward and the corresponding 

potential for peril exists for user organizations, too, 
which in recent years have farmed out a colossal 
amount of IS work to outsiders. 

A case in point is Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh, a 
leading edge IBM test site that is generally regarded 

Spinout Advice From One IS Veteran 

A. driving force behind the spinout trend is the IS veterans 
and experienced entrepreneurs who can add marketing 

refinement to raw techie substance. One such personality is Art 
Quirk, whose resume reads, under accomplishments, "Throw
ing strikes and getting the batter out." 

This high school sports phenomenon went on to become a 
big league pitcher for the Baltimore Orioles and the Washing
ton Senators· before permanent fatigue plagued his left arm. 
Now 51, and after a varied career with IBM, Xerox Corp. and 
market research and software companies, he's characteristi
cally tackling the toughest end of the IS spinout spectrum, the 
software business, as president of The Travelers' spinout, 
Travtech. 

But Quirk is undaunted, and with the success of the Pc-based 
Testing Recording & Playback System (TRAPS) behind him, he's 
working to position The Travelers' large IS group as a develop
ment shop for independent software vendors. His advice to 
would-be IS spinouts is to start small, preferably with a boot-
strapped operation. . 

"We [Travtech] started [in late 1985] with two people and a 
$200,000 line of credit we didn't really need," Quirk remem
bers. The twosome sold $500,000 worth of products in its first 
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year and has grown to 20 people and over $2 million a year in 
sales. 

One secret Quirk gladly shares is his three ways to sell soft
ware. The first is a highly focused target market. "Don't just 
go for CASE, for example, pick a segment," he says. Quirk chose 
quality assurance. The second thing is get into "no warranty" 
software. "IS managers are willing, even eager, to buy just your 
source code and customize it themselves." The third key is to 
spin off packages to ISVs and computer vendors. An example is 
a DB2-based security system that was sold to a Boston company 
and became DB View and was in turn sold to the former VM 
Software, now Systems Center Inc. in Reston, Va. Another 
product, a VSAM forward recovery system, ended up in the 
hands of On Line Software International Inc. of Fort Lee, N J. 

Once a spinout is set up and its operations under way, the 
benefits·to the spinout itself become tangible. In addition to a 
revenue stream, Travtech, for example, ends up with free 
maintenance and upgrades of its original software. There is also 
another form of fulfillment. "Travelers' IS group gets an enor
mous amount of positive reinforcement [and bonuses] of their 
work knowing that hundreds of companies are using their pro
grams," says Quirk. 
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How to tell for sure IT y-our data center has 
been moved. 

If a 3270 ter:m:inal gave you fast response 
times, youd assume that an IBM mainframe 
computer was nearby. 

But it could be miles away, IT the ter:m:inal 
was attached to RDST~the Remote Device 
System from Network Systems. 

RDS extends IBM charmels to anywhere 
filler or phone lines will go, with no perfor
mance loss. Ter:m:inals, bigh-speed printers, 
even cartridge tape drives run just fme under 
RDS, without a local (and expensive) IBM 
mainframe nearby. 

In fact, when agricultural co-ops Land 
O'Lakes and Cenex merged therr corporate 
staffs, RDS helped eliminate an extra data 
center. Users couldn't tell it was gone. 

Call us at 1-800-338-0122 for more 
about RDS-charmel extension that makes 
remote sites perform like they're right 
across the hall. ,T, N t k S t n- e wor ys ems® 
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Bechtel 

as one of the classiest mainframe shops in the coun
try. Last year, reveals senior vice president of MIS 
George DiNardo, the bank's big iron processed over 
$1.5 billion worth of business, 51 % of which was for 
outside clients, such as banks, trusts and stock trans
fer companies. Everyone of these customers, and 
those that DiNardo has yet to attract, is a MIPS 
sponge for the next generation of IBM mainframes. 

The next step in DiNardo's strategy-the bank's 
outside IS activities have been going on for some 
time but are not formally organized as a spin out-is 
entry into the FM, or total solutions, business. Mellon 
will buy the DP operations of midsized banks and 
hard-pressed mutual funds concerns and run them 
at a fixed cost to the client. The client gets a much
needed infusion of cash and can focus purely on the 
business at hand. Mellon gets a recurring, predict
able source of revenue to offset the wild, cyclical 
swings of banking. 

But there has also been a downside. DiNardo ad
mits to selling a gigantic trust system to its competi
tion, two large banks, in 1974. "We gave them the 
jewels," he says. One bank botched it up terribly and 
couldn't get the system to run. A win for Mellon. 
The other client made hay with the software and 
gave Mellon a terrible beating in the pension man
agement business. Mellon lost. 

While it's true that IS spinouts spring from part
nerships, technology exchanges and the demand for 
more intellectual firepower, it's also clear that some 
of the breed are created for less laudable reasons. 
Since top IS professionals and their organizations are 
generally viewed as cost centers by the executive 
suite, it's a simple matter to package them and job 
them out to the highest bidder if their cost dynamics 
are favorable. 

"This is the bad news," says professor James 
Wetherbe, director of the University of 
Minnesota's MIS Research Center. "You 
don't view IS as a separate cost center if 
it's something integral to your business, 
something that differentiates you from 
the competition and gives you a strategic 
edge." 

Adds Jeffrey Alperin, assistant vice 
president of corporate technology plan
ning at giant insurer, Aetna: "You don't 
spin off your IS department if it's viewed 
as a business partner by top management. 
You use it to clobber the competition." 
Alperin, a critic of the spinout trend, says 

• software and that though many exceptions exist in the 
services form of ventures that complement a com-

pany's main business, many are merely 
"selling cheap MIPS and bodies, often in 

the wake of reversals in their main businesses." 
One other critic goes even further. "[It's] merely 

a product of the current corporate preoccupation 
with downsizing and cost containment. I believe it's 
a passing fad," says M. Victor Janulaitis, chief execu
tive at the Los Angeles-based consultancy, Positive 
Support Review. 

Nick Simonds, director of MIS at Chrysler Corp. 
in Detroit, raises another objection, saying that his 
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Three Models for Spinning Out 

T here appear to be three types, or models, of organiza
tions that sell IS. All are profit-and-Ioss centers, but 

each functions in a different environment. 
The first is the traditional IS organization that also hap

pens to service outside clients. The outside sales activity is 
usually carried out by the existing IS organization. An exam
ple is Mellon Bank. The bank's IS organization has provided 
processing services and software packages to other banks
including competitors-for 30 years. It operates as a cost 
center and must fight for a slice of the overall budget with 
other departments. Last year was a milestone: sales to 450 
outside clients exceeded those to MelIon itself-$786 mil
lion, as opposed to $745 million. 

The second type of model is an actual spinout from an IS 
organization. A spinout is an organization that is given sepa
rate status, but unlike a true spin-off continues to have finan
cial and other relationships with a parent organization. A 
spinout from a homegrown IS organization is an inde
pendent business unit, a self-supporting venture, that is ulti
mately accountable to the parent. It mayor may not have 
close links with the stem IS organization, but should be 
viewed as an extension of such an organization. Kimberly
Clark Computer Services is one of the most recent examples. 

The third model is not necessarily thought of as a spinout, 
but could end up as one. Some corporations have acquired 
IS assets over the years that are eventually spun out when 
they acquire a critical mass. American Express is a recent 
example of this type. Amex has bought a number of service 
bureaus over the past 10 years that together make up a $450 
million operation. This composite was spun out in April and 
named American Express Information Services Co. It has 
no connection with internal IS. 

management has steered clear of spinout initiatives 
because of the dangers of IS trying to serve two mas
ters. "It's easy to get distracted from the mission of 
serving your own business," he says, noting that out
side clients would tend to lure away top technical 
talent "especialIy if they were high pay/big. perks 
consultant/integrators. " 

This is the line taken by other large corporations 
such as Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc., 
Security Pacific Automation Co. and Aetna. But 
even these concerns agree that spin outs could accel
erate as the degree of customer involvement in elec
tronic data interchange grows. "We're putting a 
new national satelIite network in for our dealers, and 
we could end up offering it to other sources
advertisers, financial companies and so on," says Si
monds. He would consider this an example of where 
spinouts complement rather than detract from a 
company's main business. 

But nagging questions remain: Does a spin out ad
vance the company or just its technical staffs? And, 
is it possible for IS to serve two masters and still sup
port its company's core mission without distraction 
and dilution of its efforts? 

The answers could go either way, and perhaps 
therein lies the secret. True competitiveness lies be
yond software and technology. The best and the 
brightest will always win. If the spinout trend is a 
reflection of a well-differentiated company that 
views IS as a business partner, IS managers every
where will win. Going public with such expertise can 
only give the whole industry a much-needed shot in 
the arm. c::::J 
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Heckuva way- to run a network. 
At first, most networks are fast and efficient. 

But as more people crowd aboard, they push 
therr networks beyond capacity. Eventually, 
bottlenecks develop that make gettillg down to 
work a tough commute. 

HYPERcharmel!DX takes a clifferent route. 
It relieves congestion by builcling smooth 

connections between diss:imilar networks. 
It easily exchanges data across clifferent proto
cols and media, illclucling Ethernet, TCPIIP, 
and HYPERcharmel. And HYPERcharmel
DX leaves the door open for standards 
that arent :fii1ly defined yet, like FDDI and 
OSI. So your network grows illstead of 
screeching to a halt. 

Call 1-800-338-0122 for :information on 
HYPERcharmel-DX products, consultillg, and 
worldwide support. Why take a local when you 
can ride the express? ,T. N t k S t yy e wor ys ems® 
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He also doesrrt realize 
Hewlett-Packard makes pes. 

386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation 
© 1989 Hewlett-Packard Company CP-PC903 

That's unfortunate. Because 
Hewlett-Packard has a line of 
eight high-performance per
sonal computers. PCs which 
range from desktop and floor
mount Intel386 ~ based power
houses to entry-level 8086-
compatibles. PCs which offer 
you a better way of doing 
business. 

Hewlett-Packard personal 
computers give you plenty of 
opportunity for expansion. As 

~~afi.~ 
The HP Vectra QS/20 PC. One in 

a line of eight pes from Hewlett-Packard. 



well as plenty of options. At the 
high end, you can get up to 8 
accessory slots, 620 Mbytes of 
hard disk storage, and 16 Mbytes 
of RAM. And on all models, you 
get a choice of video solutions 
and the flexibility of using 
either 5.25" or 3.5" disks. 

Beyond this, an investment in 
Hewlett-Packard PCs allows 
you to choose confidently from 
thousands of software applica
tions and peripherals. HP's strict 

adherence to industry stan
dards insures compatibility. 
Now, and into the future. 

But the most important feature, 
the one you won't get with any 
other personal computer, is 
Hewlett-Packard reliability. For 
50 years, HP has promised, and 
delivered, exceptional quality 
in everything from calculators 
to HP LaserJet printers. 

Finally, every PC made by 
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Hewlett-Packard is backed by 
an extensive network of trained, 
authorized dealers. For more 
information and the name of 
your nearest dealer, call 1-800-
752-0900. You'll soon realize 
what an HP personal computer 
can do for you. 

There is a better way. 

f!!I'lid! HEWLETT 
~1!41 PACKARD 



NO OTHER CASE TOOlS 
COME WITH THESE EXTRA PARIS. 

At McDonnell Douglas, we understand that a software engineering tool designed for maximum 
infonnation is a valuable corporate asset, and to productivity in applications development. 
manage and maximize that asset requires not only Because we understand the role of CASE in 
the right tools, but the knowledge of how to use meeting your changing business and financial needs, 
them. That's why we deliver more than just tools. our products and people are part of your long-tenn 
We also deliver an ongoing partnership with each plans. We can help make the difference between 
customer to make sure those tools work for you. efficiency, and effectiveness. And that makes a 

Our full life cycle tools include PRO-IV, a highly difference on your bottom line. 
transportable development language; STRADIS~ a To find out how top-line CASE thinking can 
life cycle methodology and ProKifWORKBENCH; affect your bottom line, call 1-800-325-1087. 

~CDONNELLDOUGLAS 
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CASE 

Reaping CASE 
HalVests 

A University of Houston survey finds small software projects 
to be a fertile field for CASE tools. However, the adequacy of current tools 

for complex software development is by no means widely accepted. 

O btaining satisfactory results 
from computer-aided software 
engineering (CASE) can be a lot 

like gardening. The size of the harvest is 
determined to a large extent by when and 
where the seeds are sown. 

Productivity gains from the use of soft
ware engineering tools vary depending 
on the suitability of a software project 
and programmers' acceptance of CASE, a 
survey recently conducted by the Univer
sity of Houston of some 40 program
mers, analysts and systems designers at 
12 companies reveals. Among the sur
vey's other findings: 
• Using CASE typically changes existing 
development methodologies. 
• Training programmers and designers 
in the use of CASE tools is no simple task. 
The variety of tools and a reluctance to 
change development habits are major 
hurdles to the successful use of CASE. 
• Using CASE tends to result in a shift in 
programming time to front-end develop
ment, such as planning and design. More
over, its use significantly lowers the time 
spent on writing code and maintaining 
software. 

Overall, survey findings illustrate the 
selective impact that CASE has on pro
grammer productivity. While companies 
generally agreed that using CASE tools in
creased productivity in all phases of the 
systems development cycle, proficiency 
in a particular tool, the size of the devel
opment project and the degree of tool in
tegration all affect the results that can be 
obtained. 

Beyond productivity, however, im
proved ~uality of software products, 
standardized development techniques 
and better project management were 
cited as CASE-related benefits by most re
spondent companies. But the study also 

BY MARCUS LOH and R. RYAN NELSON 

identifies common problems in imple
menting CASE and shortcomings in the 
current generation of tools. 

CASE tools automate tasks associated 
with the software development life cycle. 
Depending on their degree of tool inte
gration and scope, these tools are either 
referred to as "toolkits" or "work
benches." For the purposes of the sur
vey, a toolkit is defined to be a set of inte
grated CASE tools designed to work to
gether to automate, or partially auto
mate, a particular development job or a 
single phase of the systems development 
cycle. Workbenches are integrated CASE 
tools that assist across all phases of the 

systems development cycle-planning, 
analysis and design, implementation and 
maintenance. 

Training Is Not Trivial 
A significant finding concerned the 

amount of time most developers require 
to become adept in the use of CASE. Pro
grammers, analysts and designers report 
they spend an average of 69 hours learn
ing to use CASE tools on their own. Com
pany-operated group-training sessions 
and private instruction account, on aver
age, for another 86 hours of training. 
Such lengthy training requirements can 
impede CASE use. 

Front End Tasks Consume More Staff Time 

When CASE tools are employed, software development activity shifts from back-end 
coding and maintenance to front-end planning, design and analysis as a percentage of total time spent. 
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The higher ran kings for 
Training Needs Consume Significant Time front-end tasks support one 

I--------------------------------------i respondent's conclusion that 
Hours spent individually learning CASE tools far exceeds time in structured courses or seminars. CASE tools provide "signifi-

cant productivity gains on sim-
r---------------------r---------------------,---------------------,-----------------------l pIe tasks, but there are no sav-

J 169 I ings for complex tasks." The Self-Taught 

f----------------------+--------------------+---------------------t----------------------i grea t est sa vi n gs in d eve lop-

.1 147 1 I ~:~~I;~I.:~[;ff~n~~i~~,ast~~~ In-House/Company-Run 
Course or Seminar 

f---------------------l---------------------F-------------------+-----------------------1 as dia gramin g . For ins tance, 

I 
WI I I one company reports that, us-

I I 39 I I ing CASE, a data flow diagram 
i------------------+-------------------t--------------------t------------------i t ha t ordi naril y too k two to 

One-on-One Instruction 

Course/Seminar at 
Vendor's Site 

,I 13r I I three weeks to develop manu-

r-·-+-·l~r--~·-T··-···-l i ~!E~{::::.:c~~:;::a:ef:: In-HouseNendor-Run 
Course or Seminar 

Computer-Aided 
Instruction 
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I 1118 Il I II Q) 1 a . f I I .>c:- to comp ete. n projects 0 up 
'I I L ___ _ _ __ -'-_______________________________ -' ______________________ J => to two years, CASE appears to 
o 20 40 

Hours 

60 80 ~ have been able to reduce the :; 
c5l average number of hours 

~ ________________________________________________________________ ~ spentperpr~ectby20%.For 
projects over two years, how

ever, there was no significant reduction 
in time. 

For instance, hefty training needs 
prompted Service Corp.· International 
(SCI) to replace a CASE tool from Atlanta
based KnowledgeWare Inc. in favor of 
data-modeling tools from Kimberly
Clark Computer Services Inc. in Dallas. 
The latter tools are tailored to a fourth
generation language and data base that 
are familiar to sCI's programming staff. 

"The learning curve was much more 
difficult than we thought it would be," 
says George Shackelford, director of 
management information systems for 
SCI, a Houston-based operator of funeral 
homes. "Training was expensive, the 
package was expensive and then we 
found we had to spend several months to 
become proficient in it." 

Training needs may reflect the users' 
tendency to implement two or more dif
ferent CASE tools. In our sample, 26 dif
ferent CASE tools were used among the 
surveyed companies. These firms 
showed a more than two-to-one prefer
ence for toolkits over workbenches. All 
but three of the 12 companies surveyed 
acknowledged using two or more ven
dors' tools. 

Reasons for CASE Failures 
A lack of involvement in selecting the 

CASE tools by those who use them may 
affect training needs. Most of the pro
grammers and analysts we surveyed did 
not participate in their company's tool se
lection. In addition, poor traimng is high 
on the list of reasons for CASE failures, 
says Neil Tramel, an Electronic Data Sys-
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tems Corp. development manager in 
Houston. But, according to Tramel, the 
three most common reasons for failure 
are a staff that doesn't understand meth
odologies, inadequate staff training and 
operating without management support. 

Among the reasons for tool selection, 
survey respondents mentioned text and 
graphics integration, flexibility for 
stand-alone or LAN-based use and suit-

D POOR DATA SHARING By 
EXISTING CASE TOOLS 
CONFINES USE To SMALL 
PROJECTS. 

ability for particular applications. 
CASE tools primarily are applied to the 

front end of the systems development cy
cle among the companies we surveyed. 
Every company acknowledged using at 
least one tool for the analysis and design 
phase and 75% used planning tools. Only 
50% use tools for back-end coding and 
maintenance phases. One-quarter of the 
respondents reported using CASE tools 
throughout the systems development cy
cle. 

On a scale of 1 to 5 (ranging from poor 
to exceptional), survey respondents 
rated their CASE tools a favorable 3.69. 
For individual phases of the software de
velopment cycle, CASE tools rated weak
est in implementation (3.38) and mainte
nance (3.40) and strongest in analysis and 
design (3.85). Planning tools received 
moderate approval, with a rating of 3.50. 

We believe the root of this productivity 
decline is the difficulty current tools have 
in sharing data. Given the greater data
sharing requirements of complex sys
tems, this drawback places a restriction 
on the use of CASE tools in larger develop
ment projects. 

The companies that we interviewed in
dicated that this lack of, or awkward na
ture of, interfaces to other tools, com
bined with poor compatibility, was a seri
ous shortcoming of CASE tools. Further
more, the typically long learning curve 
and the lack of a facility to forecast per
formance of the target system were men
tioned as weaknesses by most companies 
surveyed. 

Another sign of the immature state of 
existing tools was reflected in the time 
spent in the various phases of develop
ment. Prior to the implementation of 
CASE tools, companies reported that 44% 
of development time was devoted to 
planning, analysis and design. After us
mg these tools, this percentage increased 
to 55%. 

Our conclusion is that CASE tools effec
tively shift manpower expenditures to 
the front end of the development life cy
cle. However, this should be viewed as a 
benefit. Many experts claim a higher per
centage of time should be spent in front
end activities. 

More than 80% of the companies inter
viewed reported altering their chosen 
methodology as a result of using CASE 



re ·Ii • a • bil' i · ty, n. 1. the state of having qualities that 

merit confidence or trust; as, a reliable friend. 2. suitable 

or fit to be counted on; won't let you down. 3. yielding the 

same result on repeated trials. 

see LIEBERT 
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tools. For example, four companies ac
knowledged adopting Gane and Sarson 
standard methodologies for data analysis 
and design. In fact, only two companies 
were able to use CASE tools with their ex
isting methodology. 

User Involvement Helps 
Virtually all companies cited produc

tivity increases in the analysis and design 
phase. For example, they found that in
formation was captured quickly in joint 
application design sessions. Similarly, 
quality improvements were attributed to 
the enhanced user participation in analy
sis and design. 

Respondent companies also averaged 
a 35% increase in productivity in the 
maintenance phase because applications 
required less rework. Having a common 
structure across programs made the 
maintenance effort much easier, they 
felt. Only two companies reported a re
duction in productivity in the implemen
tation and maintenance phases. Those 
who experienced a productivity decrease 
felt that less time was allocated to the lat
ter phases and too much time to analysis 
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and design. 
Users generally indicated that CASE 

tools not only promoted gains in produc
tivity but also provided consistency, fa
cilitated communication and achieved 
significant savings in development time. 
CASE tools allowed designers to produce 
and maintain standardized design for
mats and similar screens and menus. This 
consistency permitted easier movement 
of people from one job to another. Better 
communication resulted from the joint 
analysis and design workshops at one 
company, allowing for better under
standing by users, designers and manag
ers. Moreover, the tools' graphic depic
tion of complex systems forged a com
mon language for designers and users to 
discuss projects. 

Better quality projects are produced 
more quickly after using CASE tools. This 
improvement is attributable to the use of 
diagraming and the resulting more pre
cise data model. 

Virtually all respondents asked for bet
ter interfaces and integration, reflecting 
a belief that there is no comprehensive 
tool that can handle all phases of the sys-
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terns development life cycle. Even if such 
a product were available, respondents 
said, they would still be concerned about 
its ease of use. 

Based on the findings in this survey, 
CASE tools have had a significant impact 
on the systems development process. Not 
only do programmers and analysts seem 
to become more productive they also 
seem to spend more of their time in the 
early phases of the development life cycle 
rather than on implementation and 
maintenance. 

However, the unevenness of produc
tivity gains across the development life 
cycle suggests that improvements are 
needed in tool integration and/or inter
product compatibility. The long learning 
curve that current products require also 
suggests companies must continue to de
vote a high level of organizational re
sources to CASE training. ~ 

Marcus Loh is a graduate student in 
business administration, and R. Ryan 
Nelson an assistant professor of 
management information systems, at the 
University of Houston. 



! Lie-bert, n. 1. the premier supplier of reliable computer 
I 

support systems, esp: Environmental Control, Power, UPS, 

I Access Control and Site Management. 2. an industry 

pioneer with a quarter century of experience 

and nearly 300,000 systems installed. 

13. the company that continues to advance the standard for 

quality and energy efficiency. 4. characterized by the finest 

, technical sales organization in the world and committed to 

unparalleled customer service. 

5. a reliable friend with the 

resources and dedication to 

earn your trust and confidence. 

I see RELIABILITY 

If reliability is synonymous with your definition of computer 

support, call 1-800-942-9477 for the unabridged version 

of what Liebert can mean to you. [@.liebert 
The first name in reliability. 
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Reach Nearly 1,000,000 Information 
Processing Professionals with 
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And We'll Produce YOUR Ad for FREE! 

Advertise YOUR Company's Hardware and 
Software Products, Supplies, Services and 
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Mart Manager 

at (61 7) 558-4355 and ask about this great, easy and 
cost-efficient way to advertise your company's products, 

supplies, services and literature. 
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Tracking the 
Wild Data Base 
Data base monitoring and SOL optimization tools are finding 
a place in those DB2 data base shops where production 
a~plications compete with ad hoc queries for precious 
system resources. 

BY TOM McCUSKER 

Database 2 (DB2) customers are 
fast becoming the great hunters 
of the IS world. As the relational 

data base moves in to broader use, IS 
shops are learning to track poorly con
structed queries, trap errant SQL state
ments and, generally, protect system re
sources from the carnivorous appetites 
ofless skillful data base users. 

The need is especially apparent as pro
duction applications begin jostling end
user applications for system resources. In 
part, the demands stem from a recent 
tendency to open the data base to end
user queries. A single data base query can 
consume as little as five seconds to as 
much as five hours, depending on how 
well it is structured and the data access 
managed. 

As DB2 usage expands, some customers 
have found the right prescription for 
performance woes in monitoring tools 
that include· DB2 Manager from Boole 
and Babbage Inc., Omegamon from Can
dIe Corp. and Insight/DB2 from Data 
Utility Group Inc. Still others are joining 
IBM's Query Management Facility (QMF) 
with SQL optimization packages to check 
the system demands of ad hoc queries. 

"More experienced users think DB2 is 
the most elegant software product ever 
offered by IBM. But to the less experi
enced, it's a [resource] hog," says Gerald 
S. Hodge, a consultant with Los Angeles
based Candle Corp., a company that 
makes software to monitor computer 
performance. 

Even DB2's QMF, which enables users 
to issue dynamic queries to the data base, 
offers limited guarantees that a user 
query won't tie up much-needed re
sources, according to Hodge. He recalls 

one such query that took six days to be 
answered. In part, such problems derive 
from the flexibility by which information 
can be stored in DB2. A poorly con
structed query Gin request more infor
mation than users really need, Hodge ex
plains. For those programmers or end us
ers kept waiting for a query to be proc-

essed, more is definitely not better. 
"DB2 has made it very easy functionally 

to produce systems. But if these systems 
are going into a production environment 
with a large number of transactions, then 
you've got to look at performance," ad
vises Arun Ghosh, division manager for 
data base services at Security Pacific 

SECURITY PACIFIC'S GHOSH: Fine-tuning SOL statements and encouraging 
programmers to use indexes keep DB2 from consuming too many system resources. 
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Automation Co. of Los Angeles. 
The company, which provides infor

mation services to Security Pacific Bank, 
follows several guidelines to prevent un
wieldy queries from impacting system 
performance. For instance, it constantly 
fine-tunes SQL statements and pushes de
velopers to use indexes often. That's no 
small feat given that the bank's 2.0 DB2 
applications employ tables with up to 10 
million rows each. 

In addition, Security Pacific uses 
Omegamon to monitor the efficiency of 
its data base usage. The services company 
was an early support program user ofDB2 
Version 2.l and has more than a year's 
experience with versions ofthe relational 
data base. 

Planning is essential to running an ef
fective relational data base management 
system that doesn't consume CPU time or 
cause unacceptable surges in I/O activity, 
according to users such as Ray Stephen
son, data base administrator at Sara Lee 
Direct, of Winston-Salem, N.C., a unit of 
food giant Sara Lee Corp. 

Avoiding the Money Pit 
"Unlike other data base management 

systems, DB2 is easy to use, highly flex
ible, can eliminate your data base admin
istrator and is able to work across very 
large data bases," says Stephenson. How
ever, he warns that a poor implementa
tion can just as easily turn into a money 
pit. "You have to do the same things as 
installing IMS [Information Management 
System], and you've got to learn how to 
code SQL or performance will suffer." 

Like many other DB2 licensees, Sara 
Lee Direct monitors all applications be
fore they go into production. The com
pany uses Insight/DB2, from Database 
Utility Group of Federal Way, Wash. 
Such monitoring "allows us to catch 
problems in development before they 
ever impact production," Stephenson 
says. 

Janet Weber, systems programmer at 
Monumental Life Insurance Co. of Balti
more, says performance studies are turn
ing up problems caused by a lack of plan
ning. Monumental gave Weber a year to 
design standards, build DB2 tables and 
design queries for end users to run 
against the data base. 

For example, Weber brought in In
sight/DB2 to determine the source of re
sponse time problems on a CICS DB2 ap
plication. After editing the requests, she 
learned that a frequently used query was 
too vaguely structured to identify the 
correct index. Each time it was made, the 
entire index was read, and then every re-
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cord in the data bases referenced by the 
indexes was also read. 

"This can't be corrected by the system 
alone. It needed special monitoring," 
says Weber. She used DB2's Explain facil
ity, but all it told her was that the index 
was being searched, not that every page 
of data was being read, as well. 

Events that clobber response times can 
be controlled with IBM's QMF, a DB2 op
tion for processing interactive queries. 
DB2 and QMF each include a resource gov
ernor to control the amount of system re
sources a query or series of related que
ries can consume. When a query exceeds 
predetermined limits, it is automatically 
shut off. 

o SARALEE 
MONITORS ITS DB2 
ApPLICATIONS To CATCH 
PROBLEMS EARLY. 

Philip Morris USA uses that approach 
to save resources on a mass mobilization 
system of names, addresses and other 
characteristics of people who have an in
terest in the tobacco industry. At least 30 
end users query the data base using QMF 
each day, says Cary Jones, a senior techni
cal analyst for computer planning at 
Philip Morris in Richmond, Va. How
ever, not everyone considers the gover
nor to be helpful. Monumental Life's 
Weber says the QMF governor has been 
used only in test environments. 

Flood of Queries 
"As we open the door to ad hoc [que

ries], we have to prepare for the water 
that rushes through," says Christopher 
Myers, a senior data base consultant with 
Security Pacific. Myers' chief concern is 
that user queries do not negatively im
pact bread-and-butter production sys
tems now running at the bank. 

While agreeing that end users should 
be advised that optimum ad hoc query 
structures save resources, Ghosh ofSecu
rity Pacific thinks proper SQL program
ming shouldn't be a user's first concern. 
"Users should be focusing on the busi
ness. They know how the business runs 
and, as part of doing their job, they need 
to use the system to get at data. 

"On the other side of the coin, there 
are queries that will eat you alive," asserts 
Ghosh. As ad hoc queries have grown, 
Security Pacific has begun to examine 
the most efficient way to process them. 
Under study are such variables as proces
sor requirements and software and hard
ware alternatives. "We're talking very 

large data bases of maxbe 30, 40 and 50 
gigabytes that could be [facing] very com
plex ad hoc queries," Ghosh adds. 

Others are pursuing dual data base 
strategies to separate ad hoc queries from 
their production applications. For in
stance, United Parcel Service of Para
mus, N.J., is diverting ad hoc applications 
from its IMS data base to a DB2 data base, 
according to capacity planner David 
Feigenbaum. The company assigns the 
more frequently requested data to DB2. 
In the face of some 15,000 queries per 
day, the extraction method has pre
vented serious con tention problems, 
Feigenbaum adds. 

pes Relieve Host 
Offloading the mainframe is another 

strategy employed at Toronto-based 
Central Canada Grocers, one of a grow
ing number of companies providing us
ers with PC/SQL from Micro Decision
ware of Boulder, Colo. The package en
ables end users to retrieve data from host 
data bases by means of menu-generated 
SQL statements. Douglas Chmara, senior 
technical analyst with the company's IS 
operations, says the product lets users do 
"what if' work without eating up main
frame cycles. 

PC/SQL is part of the concept of coop
erative processing, where data can be ex
tracted from host mainframes; it can be 
updated and then uploaded to the host 
to populate DB2 data bases. About 100 
installations now use the Micro Decision
ware product; last year, the company was 
named an IBM authorized application 
specialist for DB2. 

As performance monitors proliferate, 
DB2 users may come to realize more fully 
the promised elegance of what IBM calls 
the DBMS of the 1990s. "We bought it be
cause-like SAA and IBM's Cross System 
Product (CSP)-we were told it was the 
direction of the future," says Stephenson 
of Sara Lee Direct. 

These performance measurements, 
however, may also lead users to question 
the added resources DB2 requires and 
perhaps have second thoughts about 
trade-offs. One user says DB2 requires at 
least five times the system resources of 
flat file-based applications. Users such as 
Biggers Brothers of Charlotte, N.C., and 
Irving Oil in Saint John, New Brunsw
ick-both of which have installed DB2 on 
4381 class processors-are quickly hav
ing to move up to 3090s. 

"I feel like I have a tiger by the tail," 
jokes Cary Jones of Philip Morris. "And 
I can't let it go. Too much is invested in 
it." c:::J 
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Can Stand-Alone 
EISs Stand Up? 

A handful of novel, micro-based programs, loosely referred to as hypertext, 
are being used by IS and non-IS developers to change the look of a few 

high-profile executive information systems. But will they keep 
executive users satisfied? 

T hroughout last year's presidential 
campaign, the senior anchormen 
at ABC News had an edge over 

their rivals at NBC and CBS. While their 
counterparts sat sifting through piles of 
4 x 6 cards for their notes and for late
breaking bulletins, ABC's. Peter Jennings 
and David Brinkley used a computerized 
information retrieval system that gave 
them on-the-air access to a vast library of 
political data. 

The microcomputer-based program, 
essentially an executive information sys
tem (EIS), boasted graphics-intensive soft
ware and a touch-sensitive screen. It pro
vided facts and figures about the candi
dates, their views on key issues, maps of 
convention halls showing where delega
tions were seated, not to mention the an
ecdotes and trivia about states and con
gressional districts that made the cover
age so, well, watchable. 

What makes this EIS even more re
markable, though, was the fact that it was 
developed in less than two man-months 
by one of ABC's producers, assisted only 
by an Apple Computer Inc. consultant. 
David Bohrman, a senior producer in 
ABC's Election Unit, says he did most of 
the coding himself, using a Macintosh
based, application-cum-development 
tool called HyperCard. 

HyperCard is one of a novel breed of 
software loosely referred to as "hy
pertext." Hypertext is a microcomputer 
technology that makes it easier to re
trieve random data by mimicking human 
thought processes (see box, "A Word 
About Hypertext"). The low cost of 
many hypertext-based packages is mak
ing it possible to develop lower cost EISs 

BY STEPHEN G. DAVIS 

faster than ever. Apple, for instance, sells 
HyperCard for $49 and bundles it free 
with new Macintoshes. 

These rapidly developed, low-cost mi
cro-based EIS solutions, like ABC's, repre
sent a new approach to an application 
that is gaining in popularity at many large 
corporations-despite, in many cases, 
minimal support from in-house IS. But 
even though the benefits of micro-based 
EIS are undeniable and developing them 
with hypertext products have made them 
more attractive, they have their limita
tions. Consequently, the more expen-

ABC's BOHRMAN: Teamed up with Apple 
to provide the network's election coverage. 

sive, host-based EISs, both developed in 
house and from off-the-shelf packages, 
continue to dominate the field. 

At Chase Manhattan Bank in New 
York City, an EIS running on a Wang vs 
mini gives the top management team ac
cess to a data base of 30,000 worldwide 
business contacts while also automating 
routine office paperwork. Norman Ross, 
vice president of corporate communica
tions, who works in the Chase data center 
that developed the EIS, began last year to 
look into migrating the system to IBM PC
compatibles to integrate new capabilities 
and perhaps take advantage of existing 
pc-compatible software packages. Ross 
built a new EIS prototype with a pc-based 
hypertext package called Knowledge
Pro, from Nassau, N.Y.-based Knowl
edge Garden Inc. 

Cost Savings Are Real 
Deveioping a HyperCard-based EIS 

that runs on a Macintosh, says Ray 
Palkovic, director of information systems 
technologies at GTE Corp. in Stamford, 
Conn., "gave us [in ISJ the greatest 
amount of one-on-one contact with sen
ior managers we've had in a development 
effort. It takes you from being the back
office accounting type to being an inte
gral part of the business." 

Other companies that have used mi
cro-based EISs, in either pilot or produc
tion efforts, include DuPont, Lever ~ 
Brothers Co. Inc., Mrs. Fields Inc., TRW .8 
Inc. and Union Carbide Corp. ~ 

Most stand-alone EISs run on IBM PC ~ 
ATs and compatibles, which are also the ~ 
preferred workstations for host-based ~ 
EIS packages. In the United States, at g-
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least, significant activity also centers on 
the Macintosh. Prices start as low as noth
ing (for bundled HyperCards) and can 
run up to $60,000 for turnkey installa
tions of a customized pc-based EIS. 

A System in Six Weeks 
Users of these systems confirm that the 

savings with pc-based EISs are real 
enough. "We planned on spending 
$60,000 and six months doing the inves
tigative work alone [for a host-based 
EIS]," says GTE's Palkovic. "Our project 
manager came back in six weeks, not with 
a prototype but with a working system." 
Palkovic and project manager Don 
Ginsberg figure the total cost of GTE's 
system was $14,000. 

However, despite such cost savings, 
host-based systems remain the preferred 
EIS solution when large data bases need 
to be updated frequently. Even with hard 
disks, pCs are too small to contain the vol
ume of data an EIS needs to satisfy execu
tives at a typical large organization, 
warns John Paton, U.K. marketing man
ager for Thorn EMI Computer Software, 
in Middlesex, England. "It's [having] the 
optional information [always available] 
that matters, not what a senior executive 
may want on anyone occasion," he adds. 
"If it's not there, he's going to be disillu
sioned very quickly." 

Keeping EIS data resident on a single 
mainframe, adds Charles Hubbard, vice 
president and manager of management 
and financial IS at Marine Midland Bank 
in New York City, "avoids the confusion 
which would quickly destroy our credibil
ity." Hubbard says that Marine Mid
land's EIS, which has over 100 users, fur
ther ensures credibility by gathering in
formation from other systems automati
cally-that is, without having to enter 
the data a second time and thereby in
troduce another level of errors. Further
more, Marine Midland's system displays 
the names and phone numbers of all in
formation providers on each EIS screen. 

Of course, the advantages of a host
based EIS do not come cheap. These 
packages cost between $30,000 and 
$300,000, according to vendors, and us
ers most commonly spend between 
$100,000 and $150,000 per installation. 
Many observers say that customizing the 
packages usually doubles the expense. 
Even those who opt to develop such sys
tems entirely in house can easily spend 
$50,000 to $100,000, either on tools or 
simply on maintenance time. 

For their part, users experienced with 
lower cost micro-based EISs maintain that 
with the right connectivity scheme, their 
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A Word About Hypertext 

M any users of executive information systems are often already familiar with the 
key attributes of hypertext, even if only due to a superficial and, in some 

cases, coincidental convergence of ideas. "We didn't [initially] know about hy
pertext," says Pilot Executive Software's chairman David Friend, describin-g the 
development of the user interface to his firm's EIS product, Command Center, which 
debuted in 1985. "What we were trying to do was develop something so obvious 
that executives could use it. It wasn't until about a year ago that a magazine editor 
pointed out that what we had was hypertext." 

The word hypertext was coined by Ted Nelson, a computer researcher and entre
preneur (see "The Tyranny of the File," Dec. 15, 1986, p. 83), to describe a vision 
of reorganizing computer data so that access to it 'more closely resembles the way 
the human mind works. 

Some people trace the idea back further, to a 1945 Atlantic Monthly article, "As 
We May Think," by Vannevar Bush, who built a pioneering analog computer at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1920s and later served as President 
Franklin Roosevelt's wartime science adviser. "The human mind," wrote Bush, 
" ... operates by association. With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the 
next that is suggested by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intri
cate web of trails carried by the cells of the brain." 

It follows from this line of thinking that the traditional means of storing data on 
a computer-the file-is a clumsy way to label and group together related items of 
information. Deliberately or not, EIS developers have horrowed this insight from 
the hypertext concept. So, instead of forcing users to remember arbitrary filenames 
and presenting information sequentially in a fixed order, EIS developers using the 
hypertext system organize data according to a more three-dimensional model. 

Labels and connections can be drawn between separate pieces of information in 
a hypertext system, and these, in turn, become an essential part of the information. 

The standard components of many EISs aimed specifically at making them easy 
to use are often typical of hypertext systems, as well. Nelson has been working since 
the 1960s on a hypertext system, Project Xanadu, which is now being developed for 
Sun Microsystems Inc. workstations under the sponsorship of the Sausalito, Calif.
based software maker, Autodesk Inc. Other developers active in pursuing hypertext 
projects include Bellcore, McDonnell Douglas Corp. and Xerox Corp.'s Palo Alto 
Research Center. 

systems can do anything a host-based EIS 
can do. GTE's micro-based EIS, for exam
ple, uses dial-up communications to fetch 
data generated by the company's main
frame-based financial decision support 
systems (DSSS). 

Big Vendors Interested 
The connectivity of micro-based sys

tems continues to improve, developers 
say, as vendors have come to appreciate 
its significance. At Northeast Utilities 
Service Co. in Rocky Hill, Conn., staff ac
countant Michael McCartney is working 
on a HyperCard-based pc EIS that uses 
data stored on an IBM mainframe. With 
new products designed to link various 
vendors' systems, he says, "eventually, 
we'll be able to connect VAXs, IBM main
frames, Apples and other PCs." 

The micro-based EIS market remains 
primarily the province of consultants and 
small start-tip firms, but this situation is 
beginning to change, too. Apple, for ex-

ample, is showing its own EIS to business 
companies with the hope that EIS will 
~elp sell Macintoshes to corporate Amer
ICa. 

Apple's information management 
marketing manager Don Nanneman, 
who is spearheading the EIS push, claims 
HyperCard-based EISs can help develop
ers overcome what he sees as the two big
gest constraints on EIS use: "the cost of 
implementation and the amount of 
meaningful functions that any system can 
address." 

Another major vendor openly eyeing 
the micro-based EIS market is Wang 
Laboratories Inc., which claims that "ex
ecutive decision support" is a target ap
plication for its new office automation 
product, Freestyle. The product, a 
$2,000 hardware and software package 
designed for pc ATs and compatible 
workstations, features an icon-intensive 
interface and allows users to add notes 
to screens captured from any pc applica-
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tion with an electronic stylus and pad, 
among other things. While conceding 
that Freestyle "is not an EIS in the con
ventional sense," Wang's director of 
product marketing Sharon Matthews ar
gues that it could be the basis of an EIS. 

Vendors of host-based systems feel 
that the advent of micro-based EISs is 
muddying their market because they 
often make use of products and tools not 
expressly designed for EIS. Apple's Hy
perCard, for example, was not designed 
expressly as a business applications devel
opment tool. The EIS market "is really 
abstract and difficult to quantify," con
cludes Clare Gillen, an analyst with the 
Framingham, Mass.-based market re
search firm International Data Corp. 

While specific figures on sales of these 
low-end EIS systems and development 

tools are not available, sales of host-based 
EIS products in 1988 grew over 50% from 
1987, to about $34 million, according to 
IDC. 

Done Right, Worth Millions 
The advent of the stand-alone micro

based EIS also "makes the EIS market
place a bit less clear for the purchaser," 
says Thorn EMI's Paton. Thorn is the 
European and Australian distributor for 
a host-based EIS called Command Center, 
developed by Pilot Executive Software of 
Boston. "We're seeing exactly the same 
[division of the EIS market] over here," 
Thorn says. 

Both host-based and micro-based de
velopers tend to agree that EIS, when 
done right, is worth its cost. 

Maybe so, but don't expect every ex-

ecutive to agree, say IS staffers who have 
delivered EISs. A successful EIS installa
tion, they say, requires not just technical 
virtuosity but an abiding sensitivity to all 
the people involved. "You have to be 
careful to work with those who support 
you," advises Tesfaye Aklilu, manager of 
executive support systems at Xerox 
Corp. of Stamford, Conn., and not make 
people unused to such systems uncom
fortable. A case in point: for all the user
friendliness built into ABC's news-anchor 
EIS, "David Brinkley never really used 
it," says senior producer Bohrman, with 
a shrug. He smiles and adds: "But then, 
he doesn't even use a notebook." c::::::J 

Stephen C. Davis is associate editor of the 
"Business Week Newsletter for Information 
Executives. " 

Some Leading EIS Suppliers 
HOST-BASED EIS PACKAGES 

Commander EIS 
Com share Inc. 
3001 South State Street 
P.O. Box 1588 
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 
(313)-994-4800 
Circle 100 

Executive Edge 
Execucom Systems Corp. 
P.O. Box 9758 
Austin, TX 78766 
(512)-346-4980 
Circle 101 

Command Center 
Pilot Executive Software 
40 Broad Street 
Boston, MA 02109 
(617)-350-7035 
Circle 102 

MICRO-BASED EIS PACKAGES 

RediMaster (IBM pc-compatible) 
American Information Systems Inc. 
Charleston Road 
Wellsboro, PA 16901 
(717)-724-1588 
Circle 103 

EOS Workstation (Macintosh) 
Executive Office Solutions 
438 Sands Avenue 
P.O. Box 28 
Monroe, OH 45050 
(513)-539-9548 
Circle 104 

Executive Workstation (Macintosh) 
MediaWorks 
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852 South Stanley Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
(213)-939-5872 
Circle 105 

Resolve (IBM pc-compatible) 
Metapraxis Ltd. 
Hanover House 
Coombe Road 
Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Surrey KT2 7 AH, U.K. 
(44)-1-541-1696 
(U.S. office) Metapraxis Inc. 
900 Third Avenue, 36th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212)-935-4322 
Circle 106 

MICRO-BASED EIS DEVELOPMENT 
TOOLS AND SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS 

HyperCard (Macintosh) 
Apple Computer Inc. 
20525 Mariani Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408)-996-1010 
Circle 107 

ArchiText (Macintosh) 
BrainPower Inc. 
30497 Canwood Street, Suite 201 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
(818)-884-6911 
(800)-345-0519 (outside California) 
Circle 108 

Probus EIS (Macintosh) 
Decision Technologies Inc. 
300 Broad Street, Suite 500 
Stamford, CT 06901 
(203)-327-4000 
Circle 109 

MacSMARTS (Macintosh) 
Cognition Technology Corp. 
55 Wheeler Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
(617)-492-0246 
(800)-622-2829 (outside Massachusetts) 
Circle 110 

Wingz (Macintosh) 
Informix Software Inc. 
16011 College Boulevard 
Lenexa, KS66219 
(913)-599-7100 
Circle 111 

KnowledgePro (IBM PC-compatible) 
Knowledge Garden Inc. 
473A Malden Bridge Road 
Nassau, NY 12123 
(516)-542-6333 
Circle 112 

FileVision IV (Macintosh) 
Marvelin Corp. 
3420 Ocean Park Boulevard, Suite 3020 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(213)-450-6813 
Circle 113 

Guide (IBM pc- and Macintosh-compatible) 
Owl International Inc. 
2800 156th Avenue, 
S.E. Bellevue, WA 98007 
(206)-747-3203 
(800)-344-9737 (outside Washington) 
Circle 114 

Freestyle (IBM pc-compatible) 
Wang Laboratories Inc. 
One Industrial Avenue 
Lowell, MA 01851 
(508)-459-5000 
Circle 115 
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A leading insurance company. A petro-chemical giant. A I .. '0' ....._sflillJ#'·7; 

major communications firm. Some of the most successful r''''' ___ '''j#_ ;' 
companies in America have invested in the Excelerator® '4~'-~-"""'-""'"~' . . ... p 
Series from Index Technology. And they've gotten big returns~~/ 
Because th~ Excelerator solution offers more than CASE tools. Its a unique ",
three-part formula for success. 

It starts with comprehensive support for all stages of the systems development 
life cycle. It includes adaptable technology that evolves with your organization's 
needs. And it's supported with the kind of service others only talk about. 

But don't take our word for it. Listen to what our satisfied customers have to say. 
Call us today at 1-800-777-8858 for a free copy of our magazine, CASE Directions. 
And we'll show you how becoming part of our history 
will prepare you for the future. 
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Index Technology Corporation 
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~ixdorf. The alternative to the upside-dowl 

~ n ixdorf builds its system on a solid base from 
U '\J the ground up. Because the alternative is 
mighty unstable. 

Most computer companies start with the host, 
then attempt to bring the awesome power of 

the mainframe down towards the workstation level. 
In theory, this approach should work. In actual 

practice, it falls short, for the same reason one does 
not slosh water from a bucket into a drinking glass
it's almost impossible to fill the glass more than half 
full, and you get water all over the table. 

Nixdorf takes the opposite approach. We begin 
at the workstation level, where all the actual work 
is done, and work up to the existing host via a 
powerful Nixdorf server. This ensures that all the 
power in the computer system is usable power, 
and that none gets wasted in inefficient trans
mission. 

There's another important benefit: The Nixdorf so
lution is oriented to delivering maximum information 
and processing power to the ultimate user at work
station level. It is thus no longer necessary to leave it 



;olution. 
I 

~-------------- Host 

I to a "priestly class" of professional intercessors to 
decide how isolated company executives may use 
the system. Data need be entered only once, and the 
system is fully accessible to all workers, allowing 
them to be creative, and to share their work product, 
when appropriate, with every other member of the 

I organization, providing maximum synergy. 
Computer experts are free to devote their consid

erable knowledge and expertise where it should be 
applied - in facilitating the flow of business through
out the company. 

;:---------- Server 

--Workstation 

Nixdorf understands the basic principle. A stable 
pyramid must stand on a solid base. 

Nixdorf Computer Corporation 
300 Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154 
Telephone (617) 890-3600 

The Best of Both Worlds 
1 _______ ,_ 1 

NIXDORF 1 ________ ] 

COMPUTER 
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NEWS 
A continuing report on advanced 
software for personal computers. 

Get money back on OS/2 
memory, options and 
software. 

Right now IBM and its business partners 
are offering thousands of dollars in rebates on over 
110 available applications. IBM is also offering up 
to $1,600 back on memory plus hundreds of dollars 
back on modems, accessory cards and hardware. 
Ask your IBM Authorized Dealer about these spe
cial savings today, or call 1 800627-2492. 

OS /2 software vendor 
rebate participants. 

Easel makes it easy to 
migrate applications from 
hosts to programmable 
workstations. 

Easel® for OS/2 Extended Edition is a 
full-featured development tool for creating pro
grammable workstation-based graphical interfaces 
that can communicate with existing host 3270 
applications. This lets you develop workstation 
applications without having to change host appli
cations. It provides high-level language support 
(and WYSIWYG graphicsl for developing EE appli
cations that support Presentation ManagerTM and 
Communications Manager. For more information 
contact your IBM representative. 

DeScribe gives OS/2 users 
WYSIWYG word processor. 

DeScribe™ conquers the gap between word 
processing and desktop publishing. DeScribe gives 
you advanced word processing combined with style 

sheets, flexible page layout and typographic 
controls. Since it runs under Presentation 

Manager, you benefit from the multi-tasking, multi
windowing environment. 

The WYSIWYG mouse
and-menu interface 

makes it easy to create professional 
quality documents. For additional 

information on DeScribe, call Lennane 
Advanced Products at 1 916646-11 

Advanced Business Microsystems. Inc. 
Advanced Graphics Applications. Inc. 
AS I Application Specialists. Inc. 
Borland International. Inc. 

Gupta Technologies. Inc. 

Califomia Software Products. Inc. 
Cawthon Software Group 
Computer Associates Intemational. Inc. 
Consumers Software. Inc. 
Data Wright. Inc. 
DCA Corporation 
Dodson Programming Service 
Enable Software. Inc. 
Enyart Development Corporation 
GBA Systems 
Graphic Software Systems. Inc. 

Mictosott® 

IBM Corporation 
Information Builders. Inc. 
lilformix Software Systems. Inc. 
Intelligent Environments 
Key Software. Inc. 
Laboratory Microsystems. Inc. 
Lattice Corporation 
Logitech. Inc. 
Lotus Development Corporation 
Lugaru Software. Ltd. 
mdbs. Inc. 
Micro Focus. Inc. 
Micrografx 

Microrim. Inc. 
Microsoft Corporation 
Novell 
Para Research. Inc. 
Symantec Corporation 
3CDM Corporation 
T /Maker Company 
TPS Systems 
WordPerfect Corporation 
ZSoft Corporation 
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Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3. 
delivers advanced 
spreadsheet power to 
OS/2 users. 

1-2-3® Release 3 delivers a new dimension 
of power and performance to OS/2 users. Release 
3 integrates true 3D worksheets, powerful data 
base capabilities and high-impact business graph
ics. Of course, it's fully compatible with your 
existing 1-2-3 data and macros. Release 3 supports 
leading OS/2 networks and PostScript® output 
devices. For more information, see the Lotus® 
Authorized Reseller nearest you. 

Maximize semiconductor 
manufacturing process with 
AIM-Advanced Interface 
for Micralign~ 

As part of Perkin-Elmer's commitment to 
provide the semiconductor industry with ways to 
improve productivity, they've developed an OS/2 
version of Advanced Interface for M icralign 
(AIMTMI. This integrated system interfaces with the 
Perkin-Elmer Micralign 500/600 HT series and 
utilizes OS/2's advanced multitasking capabilities 
to monitor 50,000 processes for maximized 
machine utilization. AI M reduces the time semicon
ductor manufacturers spend on system setup and 

diagnostics, and it enables flexible storage and 
real-time information retrieval. 
For more information on how 

AIM can help dramatically improve 
your productivity, call Perkin-Elmer 

at 1 2038344725. ~ =-
la~~~ 

Free OS/2 Application Guide 
available. 

You can receive a 340-page OS/2 Applica
tion Guide that lists and describes over 800 identi
fied applications for OS/2. For a free copy of this 
guide call 1 800 IBM-2468, ext. 120. 

==-::. .=® - - _ .......... - ------. ... -. ... - - --------_ .. ---
-- --"'" -=- , ..... 



A mid the latest storm of anxiety 
over the viability of Control Data 
Corp.'s systems business, Cyber 

users appear to be remaining loyal, de
spite strong fears about rumored cut
backs in software development and in 
sales and support staff. Their loyalty, 
however, may be largely accounted for 
by the cost and pain of converting their 
proprietary Cyber systems to another 
vendor's equipment. 

"We're concerned about CDC's viabil
ity, but we're not looking at contingen
cies because there really aren't any," says 
Morris Branch, IS manager at the Ten
nessee Valley Authority in Knoxville. 
"We've looked at moving some code 
over to IBM, but most of the analysis soft
ware we're using only runs on CDC." 

The Electronics and Defense Division 
of TRW Inc. in Redondo Beach, Calif., 
may be one of CDC's most loyal custom
ers. In April, two weeks after CDC an
nounced that it was dropping its ETA -
Systems supercomputer operation and 
streamlining its computer business, TRW 
was moving ahead with plans to trade in 
two old Cyber machines for a new, larger 
Cyber 994. "They've been an excellent 
company to us. They provide good hard
ware and excellent support," says Jerry 
Irmler, manager of scientific operating 
systems at TRW. 

Horrendous Conversion Costs 
Excellent support notwithstanding, 

the division's biggest reason for remain
ing in the CDC fold may be what Irmler 
terms "the horrendous cost of convert
ing to a non-NOS operating system." Irm
ler confesses that a few years back TRW 
did look into migrating ItS large base of 
NOS 2 users to IBM VM. The estimated cost 
was $40 million in labor. 

Although the IS staff at Milwaukee
based Briggs and Stratton Corp. had 
questioned what it would do, it also de
cided to renew a three-year lease on CDC 
gear when it expired last fall. "We con
cluded it was just too painful to switch 
vendors," recalls Jay Shaffer, Briggs and 
Stratton CAD/CAM manager. 

But within six months, upon the an
nouncement of cutbacks, Shaffer found 
himself wondering if the less painful de
cision was the right decision. 

What Shaffer and others fear most is 
that CDC will cut away at an area vital to 
his company's needs-CDC's Integrated 
Computer-Aided Engineering and Man
ufacturing (ICEM) software for computer
aided design (CAD). 

"I figure we'll continue to get support 
for our hardware, no matter what, be-

SYSTEMS 
MAINFRAMES 

Loyalties 
Under Fire 
Maintaining state-of-the-art operating system 
and application software heads the list of Cyber users' 
anxieties over CDC's latest financial tribulations. 

BY DAVID STAMPS 

cause that's profitable," says Shaffer. 
"It's the CAD software I'm worried about. 
CDC's CAD software is already a couple of 
years behind other vendors. I'm afraid 
software will be one of the first things to 
get cut." 

Robert H. Whalen, manager of engi
neering systems for toy maker Fisher
Price in Aurora, N.Y., shares Shaffer's 
fears. "CDC disclosed to us its plans for 
enhancing its ICEM software, and they 
were talking some nice improvements, 
some features we really need. But now 
we're hearing that the ICEM area will see 
cutbacks. No one we talk to seems to 

know how deep those cutbacks are, and 
that worries us." 

A week after the announced cutbacks, 
CDC was flying key users to its Minneapo
lis headquarters to allay their fears. 
"We're going to continue to spend a sig
nificant amount of dollars on research 
and development," says Sharon Studer, 
vice president of marketing for CDC's 
Computer Products Group. "We have 
retained a commitment to our key prod
ucts and markets: energy management 
systems, manufacturing, government 
and our base of research and education 
institutions. " 

One of the people who met 
with CDC management was 
Bob Kirkman, president of 
VIM, the Cyber mainframe us
ers group. "The proof will be 
in the pudding," he says. "Us
ers are a lot more anxious now 
than two years ago when the 
company went through its last 
management reshuffling. 
Now I think people are going 
to give them a year to either 
make it or fold." 

In the meantime, Kirkman 
reports, he's seen CDC make 
some unsettling moves, for ex
ample, the elimination of 
three out of the four jobs at a 
local sales office. "If they cut 
the sales staff like that across [ 
the board, it's not clear they'll s 
have the critical mass to do any g' 
selling," he says. ~ 

Briggs and Stratton's Shaf- 3 

fer also reports a decline ~ 
among key CDC support staff. ~ 
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"We were already weak in numerical sup
port staff, having lost three of four peo
ple, in the past year. Then, after the April 
announcement, the fourth person quit," 
he says. 

Operating System Rumors 
Another area of concern to Cyber us

ers is the status of NOS-VE, CDC's operat
ing system. For the past several months, 
rumors have circulated that CDC had fro
zen development of NOS-VE and that the 
company might be backing away from 
plans to develop a native UNIX operating 
system for its Cyber line. A CDC spokes
man asserts that development of NOS-VE 
is continuing, and that the company plans 
to implement a native UNIX by 1991. 

Even so, some users have discounted 
the virtues of loyalty and have withstood 
the pain and cost of conversion, and some 
of these are long-time CDC customers. 

Research institute Battelle in Colum
bus, Ohio, started its relationship with 
CDC in 1965 with one of the first 3400 
systems and continued with the Cyber 
line right up to the Cyber 800 series. But 
five years ago, it began phasing out its Cy-

bers in favor of Digital's VAxc1usters. 
"It was the slow development of NOS

VE that drove us into the VAX camp," says 
Tom Beerman, a 23-year Battelle vet
eran. "CDC gave us a good mainframe en
vironment, and we got a lot of good serv
ice out of it over the years. But when DEC 
came along with VMS, CDC didn't adapt." 

Tektronix Inc., in Beaverton, Ore., 

o CDC's CAD SOFTWARE Is 
ALREADY A COUPLE OF YEARS 

BEHIND OTHER VENDORS. 

began as a CDC customer in 1972 and still 
uses CDC disks, but five years ago it de
cided to port the applications that it could 
to a variety of networked workstations 
and replace those that wouldn't convert. 

Thomas Bohan, manager of the scien
tific computer center at Tektronix, of
fers this assessment of CDC's troubles: 
"The CDC field staff gave us good sup
port, but the folks back at corporate just 
lost touch with the technology. They 
stuck to an operating system that was too 
difficult to connect to other things, they 

tried to hold on to the high end of the 
market when the rest of the industry was 
moving to networked workstations." 

Even a CDC loyalist like TRW's Irmler 
finds himself wondering where the com
pany is headed in the wake of its decision 
to fold ETA, which he calls "one of the 
dumbest things CDC ever did." 

One thing in CDC's favor may be the 
change in management instituted in De
cember, in which Lawrence Perlman be
came president and chief operating offi
cer of the company. Perlman is largely 
credited with turning around CDC's 
money-losing data storage products unit 
when he took control of it in 1985. Last 
year, CDC's disk business, now a separate 
subsidiary called Imprimis Technology 
Inc., earned $60 million. 

VIM's Kirkman remains optimistic. 
"Don't count them out yet," he says. 
"They've got good technical talent and 
a new management team. They deserve 
one more chance, but this will probably 
be their last one." CJ 

David Stamps is a freelance writer based in 
Minneapolis. 

COMPATIBLE 
UPS seeks to 
connect with 
flexible, growth
oriented midrange 
computer. Object: con
tinuous, on-line power 
protection. Call LORTEC UPS 
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WE INTRODUCED AUTOSYNC, WE'VE 
SEEN A LOT OF ADS FOR OUR COMPETITORS, 

Our best advice is that you ignore them all and get a Hayes modem with 
AutoSync instead. That way your PC can automatically talk synchronously* to 
mainframes or asynchronously to other PCs and hosts through the same com
munications port on your computer. 

You see,.AutoSync is built into Hayes 2400 bps, 
and higher-speed, stand-alone or board modems and 
all Hayes V-series ™ modems. So you won't have to 
rely on synchronous adapter cards, protocol con
verters and other impressive sounding equipment 
that can cost so much money. AutoSync is even a standard feature in the Hayes 
modem available in the Zenith ® TurbosPort ™ laptop, so you can communicate 
with the office mainframe from almost anywhere. 

We think you'll agree that getting a Hayes modem with AutoSync is a lot 
better than wasting money on needless equipment. Or needless advertising . 

. Fo, yo", n~=t Hay" Advoo«d Sy"'"'" D~I", ,,"1800-635-1225, Hay" Micro,"mpute' product" 10' .. P.O, Box 105203, At,mta, GA 30348, Iiayes@ 
*Using software which incorporates the Hayes Synchronous Driver (HSD) purchased from CQ Computer Communications. Digital Communications 

Associates. or Network Software Associates. © 1989 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. 
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Whose ad is this, anyway? 

That's a very good question. capability. Whether you're printing 
Because, instead of being an ad simple textfor everyday correspon

for the 20 very different companies dence or complex graphics for elec
you see here, it's actually an ad for ~"'~~"".o/~'"'~' tronic publishing, PostScript 

."."."~'"' :'. ':. ' . ,\ . the one Industry standard that f;;/ ,.,' .•.•.... j. makes It easy. 
makes them very much alike. ~j ... '. ""g, : I. PostScript also gives you 

The PostScripe languageh;:.¥~~f~~~l;~e:'; absolute freedom to select 
from Adobe Systems. ):';;w''':~t'$~~r~ft;~# the best hardware and more 

Chooseaprinterortypeset-;; ,,' "" than 4,000 software programs 
ter from one of these companies for your needs and budget. 
and you can make the choice for That's called compatibility and 
PostScript. Because each of these Adobe PostScript guarantees it. 
manufacturers has licensed So, even though different Post-
Adobe's page description language. Script printers and typesetters offer 

Why did they do it? different resolutions, paper handling 
Foronething, PostScript delivers options and output speeds, you can 

the ultimate in output quality and be sure they all work together. 

Because they all speak the same lan
guage. The language of PostScript. 

Now, aren't you glad you asked? 

Monotype C ~[;.~@) Q® 

~1;mmtlH§I.J @AUTOLOGIC 

Vc,u:i.~yper " <C<D.\nn®~ 
'J€1t'(~J .,~ TEXAS ~ 
==-=- = INSTRUMENTS 

§ : :¥~ Dataproducts. 
lDlnlo~ype Panasonic 
D5X(~ !bestetner ~~~~ 
scitex ,kHUt:4t:"iffn j 

BMS® D~D©®OO WIEG 
This ad is presented by Adobe Systems Incorporated,which encourages you to look for the PostScript symbol on computers, printers and other products that support PostScript software from Adobe Systems; 

it's your guarantee of quality and compatibility. Adobe, PostScript and the PostScript logo are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the U.S.A. The logos of the original equipment manufacturers 
supporting PostScript are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. ©1989 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved. 



L egendary gumshoe Sam Spade al
ways did his best work in a low
tech style: drinks with talkative of

fice workers or an after hours visit to a 
company file cabinet. Security, where it 
existed, was a locked file cabinet or a 
readily distracted guard. 

As a threat to data security, such detec
tive-novel antics are not the only causes 
worry in this network era. For many large 
banks, insurance companies and multina
tionals, data protection is becoming as 
much a function of the encryptogra
pher's key as the security guard. 

Just ask Hal Tipton. As manager of in
formation security at Rockwell Interna
tional Corp. of Seal Beach, Calif., Tipton 
recently toured the aerospace concern's 
offices around the country to raise secu
rity consciousness. "We've had quite a 
few hacking incidents and viruses," he 
says. "They've all been benign so far, but 
the message is clear. Benign today, malig
nant tomorrow." 

That same message has spread to oth
ers thanks to well-publicized viruses at 
the U.S. Department of Defense's AR

PANET and security breaches at major 
corporations. As distributed processing 
and applications such as electronic mail 
grow, companies are probing their vul
nerability to electronic breaches. How to 
limit such breaches is a question that in
creasingly concerns Tipton and others 
like him. 

One solution getting a second look is 
data encryption. Widely criticized in the 
past as cumbersome and expensive, the 
security device has lately seen some ad
vancements that are making some users 
reconsider it. Perhaps the biggest public
ity boost was the decision by worm weary 
Internet to offer encryption services for 
the first time in the nationwide research 
network's history. 

But even those old time users of en
cryption are noticing a difference. "As 
far as the general use of encryption, my 
'observation is that it's up," says Bern 
Flaherty, manager of corporate security 
for Citicorp, in New York City. In certain 
instances, such as when communicating 
with the Federal Reserve Bank, Citicorp 
has no choice but to encrypt. 

Precautions also are taken with execu
tives' foreign travel itineraries and with 
electronic discussions of pending deals. 
In more routine communications, such as 
Citicorp's 25,OOO-user electronic mail 
system, encryption remains an option. 

While encouraging employees to lock 
offices, Flaherty and others in his profes
sion must also cope with information age 
burglars. For instance, there is plenty of 

1~1rf@~1 
SECURITY 

A Secret 
No More 
Data encryption, an intriguing notion just a few years 
ago, is getting a second look from corporate security 
managers. Lower encoding costs and a greater fear 
of viruses put new impetus behind an old standard. 

BY SUSAN KERR 

How Automatic Teller Machines Encrypt 

Data Encryption Standard encodes bank transactions at an ATM using a multistep process that 
(1) scrambles bit order, (2) divides data blocks into 32-bit left (L) and right (R) halves, (3) applies 
predetermined key values in 16 separate steps (K1-K16) and combines (4) with results of the 
previous division or step (5). The encoded data are transmitted over a network to bank computers, 
where the process is reversed (6). 

PRE

PERMUTED 
INPUT 

Personal Identification Number 

OUTPUT L---------,r-----------' 

® C;IN\fl:RSE:I~TIAL;~l:FfM:;;:D 
V 

OUTPUT 
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software available that monitors key
strokes and routines that can trap user 
passwords and system access codes. Yet, 
all too frequently, information flows 
without safeguards. 

"Guys will lock up their file cabinets 
and doors, but they'll let information 
flow [unguarded] over microwave or 
telephone lines," says Lewis Morris, 
president of security products vendor 
Cylink Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif. "We 
don't get people buying encryption be
cause they're thinking ahead. It's be
cause they've been stolen from. And it 
[encryption] is a growing business." 

Encryption, in its many types and uses, 
is becoming recognized as one of the best 
ways to address such vulnerability. In
ternet, for example, this fall will beg-in 
using software-based encryption, whIch 

o COMPANIES LOOK FOR 
DATA PROTECTION AFTER 
THEFT BRING HOME THE 

PROBLEM 

is slower but considerably cheaper than 
the hardware encryption schemes com
monly used for electronic funds transfer. 
Internet users will be charged a $25 fee 
for a public key that decodes their mes
sages. 

When encrypting, an algorithm con
verts the message or document into an 
unreadable jumble of characters and 
symbols. The key-essentially a string of 
digital information-allows users to en
code or decode a message. To date, key 
management has been the most complex 
and costly part of encryption. But newer 
electronic methods are simplifying the 
process. 

Not Always a Bargain 
Most encryption users will not get the 

same bargain as those on Internet. At 
Rockwell, Tipton estimates that encryp
tion costs his company $1,500 per net
work node. Nonetheless, the company 
recommends that encryption be used for 
some sensitive information. 

Very often, the first issue in a security 
review involves defining sensitive data. 
Encryption addresses two basic but very 
different security needs. The first 'and 
most obvious is keeping information se
cret. Companies may be legally responsi
ble for even unauthorized disclosure of 
information, such as employee medical 
records. Keeping data safe from competi
tors or foreign governments is a similar 
application. For example, John Brown, 
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staff specialist for computer security at 
Chevron Corp., reports that the oil com
pany selectively uses encryption. One 
major use involves communication of 
drilling site information. 

A second, and in some cases more prac
tical, application ensures that data have 
not been altered. Financial institutions 
are less concerned with information be
ing discovered than they are with num
bers being changed. What they seek are 

authentication schemes. Users of elec
tronic data interchange also have similar 
priorities. 

Private users aren't totally free from 
external review. The federal govern
ment has long controlled the use and se
lection of encryption equipment. 

The U.S. Department of State places 
this equipment in the same category as 
munitions. Export licenses are required 
to ship outside U.S. borders. Certain 

The Origins of an Encryption Standard 

W alter Tuchman saw the dangers some time ago. 
"With all this remote processing, we in the data

processing world added an element of insecurity that 
never existed before," says Tuchman, a senior vice presi
dent of engineering at Amperif Corp. of Chatsworth, 
Calif. "We inadvertently introduced an element of risk." 

Tuchman came to this realization almost 20 years ago 
while at IBM. The solution, the data encryption standard 
(DES), still stands as the undisputed champ. 

Tuchman helped develop DES in the early 1970s.The 
algorithm today is the accepted U.S. standard for com
mercial data encryption. Tuchman says the need for en
cryption was recognized almost from the dawn of termi- AMPERIF'S TUCHMAN: 
nal networks. We introduced risk 

In fact, DES was spawned by the development of on-line 
terminals for funds transfer. "We invented all these horrible scenarios of people 
emptying the cash box," Tuchman recalls. That led to a formal program and eventu
ally to the DES 56-bit algorithm. "I was in the mind to make it a standard feature in 
the SNA [Systems Network Architecture] network world," he says. "We architected 
bits in SNA headers so ... you'd know it was an encrypted session.' 

DES might have ended up only as a footnote in IBM product history ifit weren't for 
the National Bureau of Standards (now known as NIST, the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology). The then NBS ~ot wind of DES and began pushing IBM 
to make it a standard-an unheard of thing In that day. 

"I said you invent it, harden it, ship it, and then maybe you give it away," says 
Tuchman with a laugh. But NBS prevailed, and DES landed squarely in the public 
domain. "That was a rare thing: a technology whose primary focus was ... for a 
purely social thrust," he remarks. 

Tuchman later had to deal with the rumors that the National Security Agency 
(NSA) succeeded in persuading him to weaken DES, in effect allowing the agency and 
IBM to read others' data. He was grilled not only by university researchers but also 
by a U.S. Senate committee, which ultimately upheld the algorithm's integrity. "I 
was ticked off," he says. "But it's been a happy ending." 

To the best of Tuchman's knowledge, the algorithm has never been broken. And 
for those wanting an added measure of security, he suggests multiple encryption. 

Despite half-hearted attempts by the NSA to move people away from DES, it re
mains the number-one choice by U.S. commercial users. Tuchman suggests that 
DES's age has more to do with NSA actions than has any security breach. What to use 
instead, though, no one has really decided. Thus DES may well soon be in its third 
decade with few challengers. 

As to why encryption isn't more widely used, Tuchman says that no one has yet 
reached the obvious conclusion: provide encryption without a performance penalty 
and at no cost. He advocates encryption as an integral part of a network. Until then ~ 
it's not a natural sell, he says. Mimicking an IBM salesman, Tuchman quips "Did you § 
know that this wonderful SNA product I just sold you has a data communications ~ 

'0 

problem? ~ 
"All we were trying to do was to get security back to the good old days where the ~ 

physical security of your office was the problem. I think we succeeded," Tuchman ~ 
says. ~ 



Communist nations are off-limits for any 
licenses. Conversely, some foreign na
tions place restrictions on what type of 
encryption equipment V.S.-based com
panies can import. Licenses are generally 
easy to get for financial institutions with 
established encryption needs. 

The V.S. government-the most prac
ticed user of encryption-is frequently at 
the helm of the technology. The heart 
of encryption is the cryptoalgorithm. 
The most widely available algorithm is 
called data encryption standard (DES), 
which was developed in the early 1970s 
and gained widespread use (see sidebar). 

A New Program 
In 1988, the National Security Agency 

(NSA) stopped using DES for classified se
curity needs and began recommending 
that commercial companies also move 
away from DES to new encryption algo
rithms that the NSA controls. Since the 
algorithms are secret, their export is se
verely limited. NSA calls its effort the 
Commercial COMSEC Endorsement Pro
gram (CCEP). 

DES is publicly known and is the basis 
of many products, even within the 
government. The reasons behind NSA's 
decision to move away from DES remains 
the subject of speculation. One rumor 

D THE NATIONAL SECURITY 
AGENCY'S ALTERNATIVES To 
DES ARE NOT WIDELY 

ADOPTED 

has it that DES has been broken and hence 
is no longer safe. Then there is the belief 
that because DES is into its second decade, 
it's just good sense to move on to some
thing new. Finally, there are the popular 
conspiracy theories. The problem with 
DES, these theories go, isn't that it's weak, 
but too strong. They suggest the V.S. 
government wants commercial compa
nies to use algorithms it knows how to 
break. The NSA would not grant an inter
view for this article. 

So what does this mean for commercial 
users? So far not much, considering that 
the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (formerly the National Bu
reau of Standards) has continued to reaf
firm DES for nonclassified use until at 
least January 1992. NSA early on posi
tioned its new algorithms as commercial 
alternatives to DES. But, in reality, use 
outside the government has been lim
ited. "Originally, the NSA said there'd be 
a broader market," says Cylink's Morris. 
"Now it's restricted." 

Despite the availability of these newal
gorithms and rival security schemes, us
ers show little or no disaffection for DES. 
"We did not seriously consider anything 
else," says Stephen Kent, chairman of the 
Internet Activities Board Privacy Task 
Force. 

"People on my task force are not cryp
tographers. We know how to take al
gorithms as building blocks and form 
them into useful systems, but we do not 
know how to evaluate how good any algo
rithm is." Likewise, says a security offi
cial with the NIST, "I see more and more 
users going to DES." 

Users Keep the Standard Alive 
There are several reasons behind the 

continued support. Nothing has force
fully supplanted DES; there are plenty of 
products incorporating it; and compa
nies feel that-even if data were dis
closed-the use of V.S. government
certified encryption standards offers cer
tain legal protections. 

This support holds despite the NSA ac
tions and the constant rumors that there 
may be a "trap door" in DES that compro
mises it. While some users privately feel 
that the NSA or foreign governments may 
know how to break DES, they're not too 
concerned. Even if the algorithm is 
compromised, it might take a Cray-sized 
computer a month to break a message. 
Most commercial data exchanges are 
time sensitive and quickly lose their 
value. 

But if security isn't an issue, cost and 
complexity certainly are. Traditionally, 
encryption incurred high overhead. For 
example, escorted couriers would deliver 
keys on computer tape to the encryption 
equipment users. Senders and receivers 
generally share a key, allowing even one 
user to compromise a network. Also, the 
couriers had to be trusted and keys stored 
in secure boxes. For all the cost, there 
sometimes was little extra safety. Recent 
spy incidents at the V.S. embassies in 
Moscow and Leningrad show that keys 
can be compromised and often for very 
little money. One executive places the 
rate for stolen commercial keys as low as 
$150. 

But improvements in key management 
are beginning to make encryption 
cheaper and easier to handle. Notable 
among them is public key technology, 
which uses electronic distribution meth
ods. Each user has two keys, one private 
and one public. Although the public key 
bears a specific mathematical relation
ship to the private key, it requires no se
curity precautions. Indeed, the public 
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key usually is published in a common 
electronic directory, such as those found 
on electronic mail systems. The user then 
decodes the message with his private key. 

Although the NSA is not believed to use 
public key technology, many commercial 
users do. Two of the better known sys
tems are RSA from RSA Data Security Inc. 
of Redwood City, Calif., and SEEK from 
Cylink. 

Networked Software Protection 
One RSA product is the RSA Digital Sig

nature, an authentication tool that veri
fies the originator and the integrity of the 
transmitted data. In this case, the mes
sages may not be hidden, but the recipi
ent will know if they've been tampered 
with. 

D AUTHENTICATION TOOLS 
LEND AN AIR OF CONFIDENCE 
THAT NETWORK 

ApPLICATIONS ARE SAFE 

An outgrowth of this type of security 
product is used to protect networked 
software. One user applying the tech
nology in this manner is the V.S. Depart
ment of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statis
tics, which has 1,200 networked PCs. 

"We aren't involved too much in the 
sending around of secret messages," says 
Richard Heddinger, a computer scientist 
at the Labor Bureau's Division of Com
munications and Computer Technology. 
Rather, they want to ensure that none of 
their software has been hit by viruses. 
"We have networked software, and to 
give us the feeling of confidence that 
nothing has disturbed it, we put on the 
Digital Signature," he adds. 

Most users cannot cost justify, nor do 
they need, the millions of dollars worth 
of encryption equipment that a Citicorp 
has, for example. However, many com
panies will start to increase the use of the 

. technology in different forms. For exam-
ple, Lotus Development Corp. recently 
embedded RSA technology in its Notes 
workgroup software. 

"Connectivity is the buzzword of the 
day," says Rockwell's Tipton. Security no 
longer means locking up the mainframe; 
terminal users no longer are restricted to 
changing a single data base field at a time. 
Today, users can change whole files at a 
time and from a distance. "We have 
16,000 microcomputers around the 
country," he adds. "These are 16,000 
computing centers. I'm telling them that 
they must take some of the responsibil
ity." c::::J 
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READ VS. Recent historical breakdown of detailed 1/0 activity. 
PREFETCH Allows easy analysis of trends in DB2 workload. 

SCREEN 
© 1989 BMC Software, Inc. All rights reserved. 

DB2 ACTIVITY MONITOR 
Gives You Complete 
Performance Data 
DB2 ACTIVITY MONITOR provides more 
functionality than any other DB2 monitor 
currently available. Feature's of DB2 
ACTIVITY MONITOR include: 

• Displays and collects real-time data and 
historical data from MVS, IMS, CICS 
and DB2. 

• Generates batch reports from Log Data 
and SMF. 

• Supplies DB2 Console function. 
• Conserves resources by providing control 

of Trace function. 
• Notifies users of exceptions and sets limits 

dynamically. 
• Provides more than 30 predefined screens . 

plus a Customization function for data 
and format. 

• Displays increasingly detailed information 
with "ZOOM" function. 

Because BMC has worked extensively with 
DB2, developing a complete line of DB2 pro
ducts, we know what you need to keep your 
system running most efficiently. We used 
that knowledge to develop DB2 ACTIVITY 
MONITOR, making it the most complete 
source of information available for people 
who work with DB2. 

For more information or to begin a 30-Day
Plus Free Trial of DB2 ACTIVITY MONITOR, 
call 1·800·841·2031 in the U.S. and 
Canada. In Texas, call collect, 713-240-8800. 
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England 44-276-24622 

France 33-1-48777777 

Germany.49-69-664060 

Italy 39-2-48193834 

Japan 81-3-837-8651 
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Performance data summary for DB2 transactions, grouped by 
connection type. Transactions not performing at 
peak efficiency can be selected for more detail. 
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Back to the 
Drawing Board 
Digital's first steps in the on-line transaction-processing 
arena have resulted in a few falls, but the company has 
picked itself up and is planning to get underway again. 

BY GARY McWILLIAMS 

D igital Equipment Corp. may have 
. begun its push into transaction 

processing with a swagger, but 
customers-who have watched a series 
of recent organizational and product 
changes-say a series of uncertam moves 
is forcing Digital to retrace its steps in the 
high-stakes transaction-processing 
arena. 

That wasn't the impression the com
pany gave last summer. The focus then 
was on a pair of transaction-processing 
(TP) monitors, on data base and develop
ment tool enhancements and on what 
then was described as an aggressive mar
keting campaign targeting the world's 
5,000 largest companies. Digital execu
tives boasted of traveling the TP high 
road-and of besting TP rivals IBM and 
Tandem Computers Inc. 

ernment and health care customers, as 
well. Training and recruiting is also be
coming more specialized. In place of a 
general TP training school for U.S. 
employees, the company is now hiring 
skilled TP developers and providing ap
plications-focused training seminars. 

For some, the changes reflect a broad 
disappointment with the company's TP 
efforts thus far. Soft- . 
ware developers, 
even those who say 
they expected a slow 
rollout, feel Digital's 
TP performance so far 
has been under
whelming. Some Dig
ital TP beta sites have 
not even begun to de
velop applications, 
and others with exist
ing packages already 
installed have been 
slow to add newer re-

to steer clear of Digital's TP products un
til a better focus emerges. "I look at ACMS 
and DECintact as two very different sys
tems. How can anyone choose one as an' 
archi tecture to grow on?" wonders 
Niden. "In my opinion, Digital threw 
some things on the market to say they had 
something [in transaction processing]." 

In at least two cases, customers who 

More recently, though, the swagger 
has given way to a more cautious ap
proach. Digital now plans significant 
changes to its TP software, including a 
consolidation of its two TP monitors. 
Marketing and sales have been redi
rected along industry specific lines; a 
much-heralded software-training pro
gram has been replaced; and some highly 
touted TP benchmark tests, delayed by 
several months, have been challenged by 
benchmark data released by IBM. 

leases. TUL TEX'S SMITH: He got Digital to arrange on site training 

Still, Digital remains optimistic about 
its TP future. The company anticipates a 
50% increase in TP software licenses and 
a healthy-but undisclosed-increase in 
'customers for the year ending in July. 

Recent marketing changes will see TP 
sales focused on specific vertical markets, 
such as manufacturing, finance and tele
communications. Later this year, the 
company will also begin calling on gov-

Although the com- classes for OLTP program users. 
pany sketches a con-
sistent strategy, its positioning of multi
ple monitors and varied data manage
ment tools continues to confuse even loy
alists. Digital currently offers two TP 
monitors-the Application Control and 
Management System (ACMS) and 
DECintact. And software development 
tools Rally and Teamdata have been 
joined by Relational Technology Inc.'s 
Ingres toolset. 

Such product overlaps interfere with 
a clear reading of the company's long
term strategy, says Howard Niden, a 
Price Waterhouse consultant based in 
Pittsburgh. Niden has advised his clients 

planned to develop applications using 
Digital's transaction-processing software 
have cooled their heels while awaiting 
further releases of key TP packages. A 
third potential customer abandoned ef
forts to convert mainstay business appli
cations to Digital's VAX computers usmg 
its Rdb/vMs data base. ~ 

Chicago-based Andersen Consulting, 5 
co 

which had been expected to convert its ~ 
manufacturing planning and control f 
software to run with ACMS, hasn't yet be- ~ 
gun to convert a single line of code, ac- !?' 
cording to Kim M. Rutledge, an Ander- ~ 
sen Consulting support manager. Devel- a. 
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opment was postponed until the release 
of the newly unveiled forms manage
ment package. Similarly, Cerner Corp., 
a Kansas City, Mo., software developer 
and DECintact field test site, hasn't com
mitted to using DECintact in future ver
sions of its clinical information systems 
software. DECintact has been used to 
write Cerner's office automation applica
tions, but any further use will await the 
selection of a data base. 

"We have not made a decision to de
velop product for our customers in 
[DEcintact]," says Charlie Whitcraft, 
Cerner's vice president of technology. 
"We're continuing to look at that 
[DEcintact] architecture. That still seems 
to look like the best way to go." The deci
sion as to whether to use the TP software 
will stay on hold pending an analysis of a 
run-time version of the Rdb/VMS data 
base. Digital recently promised that the 
version would be bundled at no charge 
with its proprietary operating system. 

Another company cited during the TP 
product unveilings, Foundation Health 
Corp., put aside plans to migrate its com
mercial health systems to the VAX. The 
Sacramento, Calif., health maintenance 
organization abandoned its migration af
ter concluding it could not meet conver
sion deadlines. The company's commer
cial business systems will remain on the 
HP 3000 family, a company spokes
woman confirms. 

Digital Takes Aim 
Such instances do not reflect a strong 

TP debut, says Digital's manager of trans
action systems, Dennis A. Roberson. 
However, he adds, the company is con
tinuing to fine tune its engineering and 
marketing efforts. Moreover, consolida
tion of overlapping products will acceler
ate, he promises. Development teams for 
the two TP monitors have been com
bined, and marketing efforts have been 
reoriented. "We're getting marketing 
locked down. We have that crisper than 
in the past. We're now taking good aim," 
says Roberson. 

In a sharp contrast to its initial posi
tioning strategy, the company is now in
tending to merge the two TP monitors -
ACMS and DEC intact-at an undisclosed 
point in the future, he says. Whereas the 
two once were described as embodying 
different programming styles, Roberson 
now says a single monitor was always 
planned. "The only change is now we 
think we know how to [consolidate the 
monitors]' Now, there are a lot more peo
ple who feel more comfortable saying, 
'Yes, we know how to do it.' " 

Applications developed in either moni
tor will be compatible with the single, fu
ture version, Roberson pledges. As the 
first step in consolidating the two, Digital 
recently released a forms management 
package, which is intended eventually to 
support both TP monitors. But the differ-

D DIGITAL CAN No MORE 
SAY WHEN DECINTACT WILL 
SUPPORT RDBjVMS THAN IT 
COULD A YEAR AGo. 

ence between its intentions and its pre
sent products is a continuing problem for 
Digital. Some developers familiar with 
both monitors question the feasibility of 
combining the two, noting sharp differ
ences. 

In fact, no where is the dichotomy be
tween intentions and results more obvi
ous than with the present TP monitors. 
For instance, although Digital promised 
Rdb/VMS relational data base support for 
both TP monitors last year, the company 
can no more say when DECintact will sup
port Rdb/VMS than it could a year ago. 

IXL 
The Machine Learning System 

The Intelligent program that 
searches for patterns, regularities, 
and hidden meaning in your 
data. Effortlessly. IXL combines 
statistical and artificial intelligence 
techniques to discover relation
ships and unexpected correlations 
you may not be aware of. With 
automatic data analysis, you'll 
know more about your data so you 
can do more. It's an open and shut 
case. 

AI or statistical expertise is 
not needed to use IXL. No 
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When the new forms management pack
age will support DECintact also has not 
been disclosed. DECintact support for 
Rdb and Forms is a question of develop
ment priorities, says Roberson. "The 
present debate is, Which [should] we 
push the hardest, Forms or Rdb? 
... We'll have Forms or Rdb [supporting 
DECintact] within the year and both capa
bilities in two years," he says. 

Furthermore, as much as Digital is 
committed to accelerating its software 
development, little in the way of new soft
ware has appeared thus far. Performance 
improvements since the July unveiling 
have exclusively involved faster hard
ware. Since acquiring DECintact, for in
stance, Digital's only change has been to 
improve documentation, say customers. 

" 'In OLTP [on-line transaction proc
essing], system software and data bases 
are key. Unless [Digital] brings those to 
the market rapidly, we don't see its posi
tion changing," says Praful Shah, a Tan
dem product marketing manager. More
over, despite Digital's aggressive posi
tioning a year ago, Shah claims there has 
been little impact on Tandem's sales. 

Automatic discovery of hidden 
knowledge in your database 
helps you make more informed 
decisions. 
pre-programming is required. All 
that's needed is an IBM PC or 
compatible ... and ASC", dBase 
"I, or Lotus format files. 

Guide the direction of discovery 
by specifying parameters, or 
let IXL discover knowledge on 
its own for you. Inexact or omitted 
data is gracefully handled and 
you may specify the acceptance 
level for errors in your data. Put 
IXL on your case! Only $490 for 
the PC, $7,500 for VAX/VMS. Ask 
us about our Expert System 
Software. 

Call, write, or FAX for info: 

IntelligenceWareJ Inc. 

9800 Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 730 
Los Angeles,. CA 90045 
Phone: (213) 417-8896 
FAX: (213) 417-8897 
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What Digital Promises for Transaction Processing OLTP 

Red bo~es illustrate a promised, unified transaction-processing monitor and standard application
programming interface. Future capabilities will include operating system support for transaction 

services. Currently available pieces of the environment are shown in blue. 
veyors and cranes. 

Users 

A 
Users 

~ 
The TP system, which will offload such 

tasks from the IBM mainframe, is de
signed to process between 15 and 25 
transactions per second, says Smith. Tul
tex chose DECintact over ACMS for its so
phisticated queue management features, 
says Smith. A corporate decision to base 
all distributed systems on VAX ruled out 
consideration of products from Stratus 
Computer Inc. or Tandem, he notes. 

TP Services in Operating System 

As much as Digital is putting into Tul
tex's development, other customers say 
Digital still has a ways to go to live up to 
initial expectations. "[Digital] is getting 
its feet wet in OLTP at the applications 
segment, not the systems segment any 
more," observes James Quigley, an assis
tant vice president at Bankers Trust. 

Recovery Manager Transaction Scheduler Log Manager 
Stimulus Resource Manager Distributed Transaction Manager 

NETWORK 

" 'We've not seen [any] substantial dif
ference [in competition]." 

Ben Rosenberg, president of Ad
vanced Systems Concepts Inc., the Ho
boken, N.j., developer of DECintact, be
lieves that, initially, Digital wasn't ade
quately prepared to handle the issues in
volving its entry into transaction systems. 
"It's all manpower issues-learning and 
training issues," says Rosenberg, who 
sold Digital the rights to the DECintact 
monitor. "I've talked to the company, 
and it would be the first to admit they 
didn't have their act together." 

Lack of resources is also an issue when 
it comes to software support. Tultex 
Corp., a Martinsville, Va., athletic
clothing manufacturer writing its first 
DECintact applications, sought training 
help from Advanced Systems Concepts 
in the absence of any Digital training. In 
addition, Tultex-a new Digital cus
tomer with an estimated $4.5 million 
committed to VAX hardware and soft
ware-has had to rely on specialists from 
Digital's Massachusetts headquarters to 
help design its systems. The local Digital 
office could provide no TP specialists, 
says Tultex's Danny Smith. 

Digital's manager of transaction sys
tems, Dennis A. Roberson, says software 
specialists experienced in other vendors' 
systems are being hired to augment Digi
tal's in-house training program. That 
hiring comes despite a general freeze at 
the company, says Rosenberg. As an
other sign of a growing responsiveness to 
TP customers, Digital recently author
ized a special systems managers' training 
class at the Tultex facilities. 

Tultex is building DECintact systems 
for a cluster of three VAX 6210s net
worked to 10 MicrovAxs, says Smith. 
When completed later this year, the sys-

terns will control automated inventory 
storage and retrieval systems in a $60 mil
lion distribution center. The TP systems 
will accept order information from an 
IBM 3090 mainframe. Based on order re
quirements, the vAxcluster devises stor
age paths and downloads instructions to 
MicroVAXs controlling a series of con-

Quigley says that until Digital can 
prove it is able to meet those expecta
tions-created by its own aggressive po
sitioning in the TP market last year-it 
faces more trouble. "Unless DEC gets 
moving on some of the general feelings 
it was putting out last year, it is going to 
be surprised," Quigley says. "There will 
be better products on the market." c::J 

ADR.~fFl ON AN OCIEAN OfF DA I A? 
Automatic discovery of hidden 
knowledge in your database 
navigates you to more informed 
decisions. 

IXL: The Machine Learning 
System 

The Intelligent program that 
searches for patterns, regularities, 
and hidden meaning in your 
data. Effortlessly. IXL combines 
statistical and artificial intelligence 
techniques to discover relation
ships and unexpected correlations 
you may not be aware of. 
With automatic data analysis, 
you'll know more about your 
oceans of data so you can do 
more. 

AI or statistical expertise is 
not needed to use IXL. No 
pre-programming is required. All 
that's needed is an IBM PC or 
compatible ... and ASCII format, 
dBase III, or Lotus files. Guide 
the direction of discovery by 
specifying parameters, or let IXL 
discover knowledge on its 
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own for you. Inexact or omitted 
data is gracefully handled and 
you may specify the acceptance 
level for errors in your data. IXL 
to the rescue! Only $490 for 
the PC, $7,500 for VAX/VMS. Ask 
us about ou r Expert System 
Software. 

Call, Write, or FAX for info: 

Intelligence Ware, Inc. 

9800 Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 730 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 
Phone: (213) 417-8896 
FAX: (213) 417-8897 
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Working at Home 
Having employees, such as programmers, work at home 
can leave a company open to additional liabilities, 
but the biggest risks can be eliminated with a few easy measures. 

BY JOHN w. OWEN 

T he perception is growing that pro
gressive companies are the ones 
that allow employees to work at 

home at a remote PC or terminal as an 
alternative to commuting to the office. 
This is particularly true in an IS shop, 
where programming work typically can 
be accomplished on any PC regardless of 
location. This arrangement may be much 
less common than the press would sug
gest, but companies considering such a 
policy need to recognize the legalliabili
ties, financial risks and other problems 
that can arise. 

The best way to evaluate the legal li
abilities associated with programmers 
and other employees working at home is 
not to ask" Are there any liabilities?" but 
rather, "Which liabilities are created or 
increased above those that already exist 
when employees work on company prop
erty?" 

Although the list of potential liabilities 
is longer for an employee who works at 
home, the likelihood of a successful bod
ily injury or property damage claim re
sulting from a home-based worker is 
largely remote. The major exception 
would be a company that has its home
based employee commuting on an ir
regular basis to the office with company 
equipment or printed reports. 

Worker Injuries 
Injuries not normally covered by work

ers' compensation insurance are those 
that are intentionally self-inflicted, those 
caused by inebriation and those that oc
cur when the employee is acting outside 
the scope of employment. 

Employees who work at home are obvi
ously covered by workers' comp while 
they are working on company business
for example, working at their terminal, 
writing reports or going to get their 
briefcase. They would not be covered 
while taking a shower, doing laundry or 
carrying out the garbage, even though 
these activities might occur during their 

intended work periods. Even though a 
programmer, for example, might be per
forming personal tasks while waiting for 
a program to finish running, he or she 
ceases at that time to be functioning as 
an employee. While the potential for 
workers to make fraudulent injury claims 
could increase in a work-at-home situ
ation, some claims might be difficult to 
disguise as work-related accidents. 

The largest additional liability that 
working at home creates involves em
ployees who transport company equip
ment. Programmers, for example, who 
commute between the office and home 
with a portable computer are considered 
to be on business, and not personal, time. 
Depending on the circumstances, the 
same reasoning should apply to an em
ployee who works at home four days a 
week but is required to report every fifth 
day to pick up and deliver printed re
ports. This means that an employee who 
is injured while walking, driving or rid-

'·.[IJ"erll 

ing public transportation to the office 
would be covered under workers' com
pensation. 

Since the liability outlined above oc
curs only when employees transport 
company property, any arrangement 
eliminating the need to transport prop
erty eliminates the liability. If the em
ployee were required to commute to the 
office every fifth day, as in the exam~ 
above, to attend meetings or deliver ver
bal reports, commuting would likely not 
be an activity covered by workers' com
pensation insurance. 

Damage to Company Equipment 
Company equipment, such as a port

able computer that must be transported [ 
between home and office, is more likely ~ 
to be damaged than equipment that is in- g" 
stalled permanently either in a residence ~ 
or at the office. The maximum liabil- i 
ity for replacing the equipment includ- ~ 
ing the PC and peripherals is probably ~ 
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around $5,000. Risk to company equip
ment can be reduced by permanently in
stalling terminals at employees' resi
dences, using portable terminals de
signed for frequent transport and pur
chasing protective cases for use when 
transporting portable terminals. 

Damage to Employees' PropertY 
Claims that would fall under this cate

gory represent risks additional to those 
assumed when an employee works at a 
company office. 

If the work-at-home programmer uses 
a home PC in lieu of a portable, company
owned terminal, the company is liable for 
any damage to the computer while it is 
being used for business. Since damage 
that occurred during personal use to a 
personally owned computer is likely to be 
reported as having occurred during busi
ness activities, the company could wind 
up insuring the employee's computer 24 
hours a day. 

What many companies do not realize 
is that they are liable for any property 
damages that result from a chain of 
events whose initial cause can be linked 
to business-related equipment. For ex
ample, if the personally owned computer 
or company-owned terminal causes a fire 
in the employee's residence, the com
pany would probably be called upon to 
indemnify the employee. A home
owner's policy would probably respond, 
but the carrier would certainly attempt 
to collect from the employer through a 
process called subrogation. 

On those occasions when a commuting 
employee is transporting a terminal, any 
damage to the employee'S car would also, 
after subrogation, be considered a loss to 
the company. The maximum single loss 
related to the employee'S car is probably 
not over $15,000. 

Injury to Third Parties 
Injuries to nonemployees that arise out 

of business activities or are caused by 
company equipment are covered under 
the general liability category. 

A child or other family member could 
sustain injuries from the computer termi
nal. These accidental injuries could in
clude back injury to a family member 
who assists the employee by carrying the 
terminal in from the car, a child who 
manages to pull the terminal from the 
desk surface or a family member who re
ceives an electrical shock from the equip
ment, even if use of the equipment was 
not authorized. 

Other injuries to third parties could in
clude family members or neighbors in-
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Liability Is Not the Only Problem 
W hen employees work at home full time, problems of a more practical nature 

may also arise. These include: 
• A gain or loss in productivity. Some would doubtless argue that employees who 
work at home are not as productive as those working in.the office. Reasons would 
include the comparative ease with which they could rise late or take a long lunch; 
the temptation to mix personal activities, such as doing laundry, with company work; 
and the temptation to watch TV while trying to work. The relative inaccessibility of 
other employees and end users could also reduce work efficiency; . 

The contrary argument could also be made, though, that the work-at-home ar
rangement actually fosters a gain in productivity for individuals who are productiv
ity-minded. Commuting time becomes productive time and interruptions from 
other employees and users should be less frequent. 

Whether a gain or loss in productivity occurs is probably dependent on the techni:. 
cal ability and personal motivation of the work-at-home employee. As such, produc
tivity should be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The greatest difficulty would be in 
defining standards by which to assess the productivity of individual employees and 
devising a method for applying such standards to all employees. 
• A double standard of discipline. Employees who work at the company may com
plain that they are subject to numerous rules that do not apply to employees working 
at home and that some of these rules create grounds for termination. It cou Id be 
argued, for example, that work-at-home employees would never be reprimanded 
for excessive lateness, nor would they have to keep an account of their sick days. 
Employees working at home would also have the opportunity to drink on the job or 
use illegal drugs-actions normally resulting in immediate termination for employ
ees who work at the office. 
• A drop in morale. A team spirit is difficult to maintain if some team members 
spend large amounts of their time at home. If the work-at-home option is seen as a 
reward, yet is extended to only certain team members, it may create an elitism. This 
can easily affect the morale of those who must report to work, causing them to feel 
slighted and unappreciated. .. .. 

At the same time, the work-at-home employee's morale may suffer from a feeling 
of being left out of decisions, politics and promotion consideration. Work-at-home 
employees often begin scheduling more and more time at the office shortly after 
starting their new work situation. 
• A confused definition of disability. In a recent informal phone survey, several 
employers said they allowed mothers on maternity leave to work at home via a 
terminal. This period of about 12 weeks surrounding birth is usually treated as a 
disability. Since disability is usually. considered the inability to perform work, not 
the inability. to commute to work, some confusion occurs regarding its definition. 
Since disabIlity pay may also be less than normal pay, the confusion expands. Should 
an employer pay someone at a reduced rate yet expect them to perform their normal 
duties? 

Mostof the problems outlined above can be mitigated by effective management 
practices and advance planning. They are not sogreat that work-at-home arrange
ments should be avoided, but they raise issues that should be recognized and antici
pated. 

. 

jured by a house fire caused by either a 
company- or employee-owned PC and pe
destrians or other drivers injured by the 
employee'S vehicle while the employee is 
transporting company-owned equip
ment. 

Of all the potential scenarios for com
pany loss from a claim by a third party, 
however, a fire is the most unlikely event. 
Computers are low-current, fused de
vices that rarely overheat to the point of 
combustion. Any house fire caused by a 
computer would probably spread slowly, 

giving occupants of the employee'S house 
and adjoining houses adequate time to 
evacuate. 

The amount ofloss from any bodily in
jury claim is difficult to estImate. Ex
penses include medical bills, rehabilita
tion, lost income, increased housekeep
ing/child care expenses and legal ex
penses. The last item can be a deceptively 
large expense, even if the employer wins 
the case. 

Having programmers work at home 
can potentially jeopardize the fulfillment 



of software licensing agreements, which 
require the employer to protect that ven
dor's products from appropriation. 

As a practical matter, the likelihood of 
this occurring is small. Most purchased 
mainframe packages are so large that a 
copy on paper or floppy disk would have 
little market value, especially without its 
extensive documentation. It could be ar
gued that such piracy can occur just as 
easily in the office as at home and that a 
work-at-home arrangement does not 
pose an increase in risk. 

The greater risk seems to be that if a 
theft does occur in a work-at-home situ
ation, the resulting court award could be 
higher than in a conventional work ar
rangement. A jury probably could be 
convinced that because the company may 
have been less able to police the actions 
of that employee, it was negligent and, 
therefore, breached the licensing agree
ment. 

The resulting damages would prob
ably include what the vendor lost in reve
nue, which is often the retail price of the 
pirated software multiplied by the num
ber of black market copies and legal ex-
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I NEW PRODUCTS 

I SYSTEMS I 

Sun Introduces Desktop, 
Workstation Computers 
Sun Microsystems has expanded its RISC
based systems offerings with a new desktop 
computer and a workstation series. 

BY JANE MAJKIEWICZ 

SUN'S SPARCSTATION 1: The company says this new desktop computer offers the power 
of a workstation with the ease of use of a personal computer. 

S un Microsystems Inc. claims its new 
desktop computer, the SPARCstation 

1, is designed to bridge the PC and work
station worlds by combining workstation 

. performance and capabilities with the 
ease of use of a personal computer. The 
20 megahertz computer uses a SPARC 
floating point coprocessor that performs 
at approximately 1.4 million floating 
point operatioris per second (MFLOPS). 
Standard features of the SPARCstation 1 
include 8 megabytes of memory, expand
able to 16MB; a pre loaded operating sys
tem; two serial ports; and two additional 
ports. The computer can contain up to 
208MB of internal hard disk storage and 
more than 1 gigabyte of total mass stor
age, including support for a 150MB Y-t
inch tape backup. 

Sun notes that the SPARCstation 1 is 
smaller than an IBM PC, having a footprint 
of 16.0 X 16.0 X 2.8 inches. The SPARC
station employs the SBus architecture, 
which uses three expansion slots on the 
motherboard instead of a backplane. 

The SPARCstation 1 is compatible with 
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more than 500 software applications and 
is binary compatible with Sun's entire 
family of SPARC systems, allowing up
ward migration, according to Sun. Pric
ing is configuration dependent (there are 
five configurations from which to select) 
and ranges from $8,995 to $14,995. The 
SPARCstation 1 will be available in volume 
60 to 90 days after receipt of order (ARO). 

For users requiring large amounts of 
memory, extra disk storage and VMEbus 
expansion, Sun has also unveiled the 
SPARCstation 300 series of workstations. 

Sun claims that powerful graphics and 
expansion capabilities are the prime fea
tures of this new two-model family. Des
ignated the SPARCstation 330 and 370, 
the two models can accommodate from 
8 to 56MB of main memory. While the 
330 configurations provide 1.3GB of SCSI 
mass storage, the 370 configurations of
fer 5.5GB of SMD disk storage. Both mod
els are available in two configurations: GX 
and GXP. The GXP configurations have 
3-D solids-modeling capabilities that de
liver speeds of 90,000 Z-buffered 3-D 

vectors per second and 5,500 Z-buffered 
Gouraud-shaded polygons per second. 
Sun says that GX configurations of the 
two models provide graphics capabilities 
suitable for electrical and mechanical 
computer-aided design and CASE applica
tions, as well as for computer-aided pub
lishing applications. GX models process 
450,000 2-D vectors per second and 
200,000 3-D vectors per second. 

The SPARCstation 300 series is avail
able in six configurations that range in 
price from $29,900 to $73,900. The 
three SPARCstation 330 models are avail
able 60 days ARO. The three 370 models 
are available 120 to 150 days ARO and so 
are upgrades to existing Sun-3 and Sun-4 
systems. SUN MICROSYSTEMS INC., Moun
tain View, Calif. 

More Desktops 
From Motorola 

Circle 150 

Motorola Inc. has extended its Delta se
ries 3000 family ofMC68030-based desk
top computers with a low-end model de
signed to be used by up to 12 individuals. 

The new computer, designated the 
model 3200 Workgroup Computer, is 
available in either 16 or 25MHz versions. 
Standard features of both versions in
clude VMEbus architecture, 4MB of mem
ory, four serial ports, one parallel printer 
port, one 3 ~-inch disk drive and one 3~
inch 155MB streaming tape drive. Stan
dard storage capacity is 48MB and 104MB, 
respectively, on the Winchester drive. 
The 16MHz version uses the Mc68881 
floating point coprocessor, and the 
25MHz version, which uses the Mc68882 
floating point coprocessor, also includes 
an Ethernet interface and an external 
SCSI adapter. Motorola claims that addi
tional hardware and software options 
provide growth and expandability, as 
well as networking capabilities. For ex
sample, the 16MHz version allows for 
wide-area network applications using 
X.25, SNA or bisynchronous communica-
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tions, and the 25MHz version is useful for 
TCP /IP and DECnet LAN applications. 

List prices for the currently available 
model 3200 range from $7,495 for the 
16MHz version to $10,995 for the 25MHz 
version. MOTOROLA INC., Motorola Mi
crocomputer Division, Tempe, Ariz. 

Circle 151 

Three Companies 
Unveil 386.:])ased PCs 
Intel Corp.'s 386sx microprocessor is 
the base for new systems from Datamedia 
Corp., Hewlett-Packard Co. and Tandy 
Corp. 

Datamedia has announced the 
NETmate/Sx, a three-model family ofpcs 
capable of being connected on DEC local 
area networks such as PCSA, Netware and 
NFS. Datamedia says the NETmate/sX 
provides the power of a workstation. The 
three configurations-diskless, diskette
based and hard-disk-based-have stan
dard features of 2MB of main memory; a 
16-bit VGA graph ics controller with 
256KB of video memory; and NETmate's 
DEC terminal emulation software, 
NETerm. The disk-based model also in
cludes a SCSI controller. Optional add-on 
and upgrade features are available, de
pending upon configuration. List prices 
range from $2,795 to $3,965 for stan
dard configurations of the PC family, 
which is available immediately. DATAME
DIACORP., Nashua, N.H. 

Circle 152 

Hewlett-Packard's HP Vectra line of PCs 
now includes HP's newest model, the QS/ 
16S, designed for desktop publishing, 
data base management and entry-level 
CAD. The base model, priced at $3,295, 
includes 1 MB of RAM and either a 3 ~-inch 
or 5Yt-inch flexible disk drive. Like HP's 
seven other Vectra PCs, the Qs/16S can 
be configured with optional features. 
The Vectra line consists of laptop, desk
top and floor-mounted PCs priced 

between $1,395 and $15,695. HEWLETT
PACKARD CO., Cupertino, Calif. 

Circle 153 

The 4000 sx is Tandy's smallest foot
print 386-based system, measuring 
6.25x15.75x17.0 inches. Standard 
configuration includes 1 MB of RAM; one 
3~-inch 1.44MB floppy disk drive; four 
16-bit expansion slots; VGA graphics; and 
a 200-watt power supply. Tandy says the 
4000 SX is suitable for use as a stand
alone business system, as a workstation 
in a networked environment or as a basic 
desktop publishing system. Suggested 
prices start at $2,599, without a hard 
drive, and range to $3,498 for an 80MB 
system. TANDY CORP., Fort Worth. 

I SOFTWARE I 

Digital's CASE 
Strategy Broadens 

Circle 154 

Digital Equipment Corp. has introduced 
one new product and enhanced four of 
its existing CASE development tools in 
what it says is an effort to continue broad
ening its CASE strategy. 

Digital's newest product, named 
DECforms, is a set of development tools 
and services that help application devel
opers create fixed-format user inter
faces, such as forms and menus. Digital 
says that DECforms is the industry's first 
commercial implementation of the pro
posed ANSI/ISO standard Form Interface 
Management System (FIMS). 

The CASE enhancements include four 
new versions of existing CASE tools: the 
CDD/Plus Common Data Dictionary, ver
sion 4.1; VAX COBOL Generator, version 
1.3; VAX Notes, version 2; and VAX ops5, 
version 3. VAX CDD/Plus, a single storage 
repository for definitions and descrip
tions shared by multiple software prod
ucts, now works with the VAX COBOL 
Generator and the VAX DBMS. It also now 
has enhanced memory management and 
new security features. The new VAX CO
BOL Generator, V1.3, an icon-based pro
gramming tool, is meant to be used with 
VAX CDD/Plus dictionary and the Rdb/ 
VMS relational data base to increase pro
gramming consistency, reduce duplica
tion of effort and speed data processing. 
Both VAX Notes V2, a computer-confer
encing product running over LANs and 
WANs, and VAX ops5 V3, which aids in 
developing expert systems, run within 

the DECwindows environment. 
The CASE tools, which can be used with 

a variety of Digital's hardware and soft
ware, are available now. Pricing ranges 
from $300 to $30,000. DIGITAL EQUIP
MENT CORP., Maynard, Mass. 

Circle 155 

Easier Than 1-2-3 
Symantec Corp. has formally announced 
its new software package that works with 
the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program. 
The new product, called The Budget Ex
press, has been in development for over 
a year and will be jointly marketed 
through Symantec and Lotus Develop
ment Corp. to 1-2-3 users working with 
budgets, plans, forecasts and other struc
tured financial applications. 

The Budget Express. 
Fasr~ral/(ll:a,\'i(r Plall,l, 81/'/8<'11, alld FOItl"W! w/lh LOllis I·N 

Symantec says The Budget Express is 
a core enhancement to Lotus 1-2-3 re
leases 2, 2.01 and 2.2, providing special
ized analysis facilities. Symantec claims 
The Budget Express' primary feature is 
its consolidation facility, which enables 
information from dissimilar worksheets 
to be combined by matching rows and 
columns, by matching labels and loca
tions or by following a user-created speci
fication. The consolidation facility also 
lets the user write hidden rows to the 
disk, permitting the creation and ma
nipulation of a worksheet larger than 
memory constraints normally allow, ac
cording to Symantec. 

Other new capabilities include outlin
ing, which enables the user to summarize 
large amounts of information, and goal 
tracking, which features an on-screen 
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scoreboard that lets a user experiment by 
calculating and comparing the value of 
current and target financial goals. Avail
able now, The Budget Express lists at 
$149. SYMANTEC CORP., Cupertino, 
Calif. 

Circle 156 

A Tool for DB2 
Individuals wishing to update and 
change objects or sets of objects in a DB2 
data base can bypass the process of creat
ing codes in SQL language with On-Line 
Software International Inc.'s new prod
uct, which is designed to assist in analyz
ing, tuning and maintaining DB2 rela
tional data base systems. 

The new DB2 product, called ProAI
ter /Plus, is a set of tools made up of six 
components. Among these is a Path 
Analysis facility, which, the company 
says, allows a data base administrator to 
analyze how users access data base infor
mation. The facility subsequently allows 
the administrator to alter and fine tune 
the access paths of individual applica
tions. Another feature, designated the 
Alter/Migrate facility, is designed to al
low DB2 objects or sets of objects to be 
transferred from one environment to an
other, for example, from a test environ
ment to a production environment. The 
Catalog Analysis facility is meant to en
able an administrator to review informa
tion by category within a data base and 
understand the relationships among the 
categories. In addition, the product of
fers a Security Administration facility, a 
Data Download facility and a DB2 Utili
ties Management facility. 

Pro Alter /Plus is available for immedi
ate delivery. The price is $25,000. Leas
ing options, volume discounts and corpo
rate licenses are also available. ON-LINE 
SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL INC., Fort 
Lee, N.]. 

Circle 157 

I COMMUNICATIONS I 

IBM Offers 
More EDI Options 
IBM says it will make available a new series 
of electronic data interchange (EDI) soft
ware products designed to allow busi
nesses to exchange standard format 
documents electronically on IBM's 
midrange computers. 

The five-product expEDIte DataInter-
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change series is intended to make more 
comprehensive IBM's existing expEDIte 
family of EDI software, which had con
sisted of the Communicator and Integra
tor series. IBM claims its five new EDI 
products allow a user to translate com
pany documents into standard EDI for
mats to electronically transmit them 
across a network. By doing so, the com
pany says, users can minimize costly 
bookkeeping errors and significantly de
crease the time spent in processing and 
mailing business documents manually. 
One product, the DataInterchange/ 
MVS, is available now. Three products are 
slated to be available in the third quar
ter-the DataInterchange/400, DataIn
terchange System/38 and DataInter
change System/36. IBM also says it will 
make the DataInterchange/2 available 
during the first quarter of 1990. 

The EDI products support ANSI X 12 
standards in the United States and 
EDIFACT standards internationally. An
nual license charges range from $4,000 
to $38,000. Primary license charges are 
also available. IBM has further announced 
that the company's System Integration 
Division (SID) will make available EDI con
sulting, education, systems integration 
and turnkey installation services to help 
users plan, design and implement ED! 
applications, systems and processes. IBM, 
White Plains, N.Y. 

Circle 158 

High-Speed Modem 
Fujuitsu America Inc. is offering a new 
modem operating at 19.2 kilobits per sec
ond, which, the company says, increases 
effective data transmission by reducing 
modem throughput delay. 

Fujitsu'S new modem, designated the 
M 1928Li, combines traditional trellis 
coding with multidimensional trellis cod
ing. Multidimensional code can operate 
on a higher percentage of lines, but, 
Fujitsu claims, if it is used exclusively, 
multidimensional trellis coding often re
sults in increased throughput delay. 

The two-port, synchronous modem is 
intended for use over D I-conditioned 
lines and contains a built-in modem
sharing function to accommodate vari
ous system configurations, such as point
to-point, multiport or multiport polling. 
Some of the modem's features are a built
in bit-error-rate tester, an integral two
channel multiplexer and a liquid crystal 
display. The modem lists at $4,495. 
FUJITSU AMERICA INC., San Jose. 

Circle 159 

IBRIEFSI 

Berkshire Computer Products of 
Framingham, Mass., has recently un
veiled three new series of storage prod
ucts. The Maximizer disk series of sub
systems is a seven-model series compat
ible with Digital's DSAjSDI architecture. 
The four-model Discovery I series, for 
Digital's QBuS and Unibus users, is a 
group of nine-track tape drive subsys
tems. The Discovery II product is an 8-
millimeter helical scan cartridge tape 
drive. Prices range between $16,900 and 
$205,000. 

Citizen America Corp. in Santa 
Monica, Calif., has announced its third 
generation of dot matrix printers. The 
two models, the Hsp-500 and the HSP-
550, are nine-pin printers that produce 
300 characters per second in draft mode 
and 66cps in letter mode. The prices are 
$499 and $699, respectively. 

Prime Computer users who need an 
electronic mail package can now use 
PostMARC, according to Palo Alto, Calif.
based MARC Software International Inc. 
PostMARC runs the PRIMOS and Prime In
formation operating systems. The prod
uct is available immediately and is priced 
from $3,675 to $14,625. 

Circle 160 

Hancock Software Inc. of North An
dover, Mass., has introduced a VAX/VMS 
file and directory management pro
gram, FILEMASTER. For use with any 
Digital-supported terminal, the product 
is priced between $495 and $7,950. 

Circle 161 

A time- and expense-tracking system, 
which runs on IBM PCs and compatibles, 
has been formally announced by Soft
ware Partners Inc. The TimeSheet Pro
fessional automates the collection and 
analysis of client specific expense records 
in an electronic time sheet. The product 
sells for $149.95. 

Circle 162 

Sola, a unit of General Signal Corp., has 
unveiled a series of electronic UPS prod
ucts with built-in isolation transformers. 
Designated Sola's Electronic 57 series, 
the three-model family of uninterrup
tible power supplies exhibits power rat
ings of 5, 8 or 10 kilovolt amperes and 
ranges in price from $9,640 to $15,200. 

Circle 163 



THE CLUB RANGE 

COMPUTERS AND TERMINALS 
From large systems to mini- and I 

micro-computers and to 
processors and specialized 

computers: all D.P. applications in 
all fields of the economy. Intelligent 

specialized or programmable 
conversational terminals; all types 

of teleprocessing. 

OFFICE AUTOMA TlONITELEMA TIC! 
PERIPHERALS 

Systems, from word processors to D 
telecopiers, from network switching 

to electronic telephone directories; all 
types of office work automation, on 

site or remote. From printers to 
plotters, from screens to automatic 
transaction machines; all peripheral 

fields, like CAD, scheduling, cash 
payments etc 

B From the design of computer systems 
to the development of product
programmes, training cycles in 
engineering; all phases linked with 

SERVICES 

intellectual services. 

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT 
From keyboards to optical or D 

magnetic readers; from multiplexors 
to digitalizers, all sorts of applications, 

management of motorway tolls, 
biological analysis, cartography. 

D From electronic studies for licensing 
authorization, the technological development of 
after sales services; handling of all the D.P. 
environment 

Head Office: 12, rue Lincoln - 75008 PARIS 
Tel.: (1) 425647 30 - Telex: 640303 

[] ALCATEL ANSWARE D BENSON 0 BULL 0 CAMP 0 CAP GEMINI SOGETI D CGA HBS EJ CGEE ALSTHOM D CIMSA SINTRA D CIREL SYSTEMES Cl COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'INFORMATIQUE 
o CONCEPT SA [] COPERNIQUE [] CROUZET 0 DURR SA 0 ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT 0 EUROTERMINAL 0 FAUBA [J FORUM INTERNATIONAL 0 FRANCE CABLES & RADIO ClIER CJ IN 2 
[J LEANORD 0 LETI 0 UR EJ MATRA DATASYSTEME [J MIS 0 NORMEREL 0 SAGEM 0 SECAPA 0 SECRE 0 SEMA-METRA El SITINTEL 0 SUGOS 0 SMT GOUPIL 0 SOFDIT D SONOVISION 0 SOPRA 
o SPECTRAL EJ STERIA 0 TECHINNOVA MAINTENANCE 0 TELESYSTEMES 0 TELMAT 0 TITN 

THE CLUB: THE PERFORMANCE IDEAL 
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(Q)[? WJ~~[R{ ~(R(OrnOO[ID[1Wo 
Software should perfonn the way you want it to, not 
the other way around. T'hat's why at J.D. Edwards 

And now, with the introduction of IIr~l's new Application 
Svstem/400 series, your Svstem/36 or /38 software can 
k~ep growing as YOllf hardware needs expand. As one of 
IB~l's Business Partners, and a participant in IB~l's Early 
Support Program (ESP), J.D. Edwards can deliver dozens 
of software applications for your AS/400. 
User programmable software. A functionally rich, broad 
product line. And a growing branch office support team 

we provide "user programmable" software-which can 
be modified by users without the use of programmers 
or programming skills. 

in the U.S. and Europe, all represent ongoing efforts to 

ensure that your investment in J. D. Edwards software will 
be a lasting one. For a free brochure about our software for 
the AS/400, call today or write: J. D. Edwards & Company, 
4949 S. Syracuse Street, Denver, Colorado 80237. This tremendous capability starts with development. In 

building our software we adhere to a rigid design method
oloh'Y that provides integration, consistency and flexibility 
across all systems. The result: applications that users can 
tailor to fit, as their needs grow, without help from 
programmers. 

Authorized 
Application 
Specialist 

CROSS INDllSTRY APPLIC:\TI00:S 
Financial 

• .\ddress Book 
• Ekctronic \bil 
• Ciencral Ledger 
• Finanei;t1 Reporting 

(F:\STR) 
• ;\ccollnts i'aY;lhlc 
• .VP PC Dat;; Enm 

• .\ccounts Reu:i\ahk 

• Equipment \bnagement 
• Cash Basis .\ccounting 
• Foreign (:lIrrCIH:Y .\ccounring 
• \York Orders/Sen ice Billing 

Human Hesources 
• i'aYroll/lllllllan Resources 

In Colorado: 303-773-3732 . lUIJ.!.\lU~alrr\.\'Ll§ 800-727-5333 Dl1\\1t~ ,...,J'l ® 

------ SOFTWARE THAT ENDURES ---

YERTIC.\L INDllSTRY ~\PPLIC.\TIO~S 
( :ollstruetioll 

• Joh (:ost .\ecollnting 
• \Iulti-Srate. l:nion PaYroll 
• Equipment \Ltnagemcnt 
• Subcontracting 
• PlIrci1asin,e; 

Real Estate 
• Property \Ltn:lgcmcnt 

Oil (\;, Cas 
• I.c-a ..... l.' \ Llna,L!SI11L'llt 

• Production .\ccounting 
• Rc\enuc l)isrrihution 
• Cias ILtlancing 
• Joint Intercst Billing 
• Oil &: C ;:lS (:olltracts 
• .\FE .kcounting 
• IIl\estor Scn ices 

I )istl'ihution 
• 11)\L'nr(lr~ \L1n:lgcI11l.'llf 

• PllrL'h.\~illg 
• S;llcs Order Processing 
• Sales .\n;lh·sis 

(;on:rnmcnt 
Association/Not for Profit 

• Fllnd .\ccolll1ting 
• Financial Rcporting 

III, II is (f "gis/onl/mril'llwr/.:, (IIJri,\,\'j,!i I/1 (fllrl S)'s/oll138 (lit' /mril'lI/(/r/.:s oj III/I'rtlll/iollft/ /JIIsilll'SS JI({(/tilll's (:()rpom/ioll. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

THE EUROPEAN 25 

The Battle 
For Europe 
The world's vendors are jockeying for position as the battle 
heats up for IS rule in the single European market. 

BY PAUL TATE 

t was a year of furious 
preparation for the IS 
industry in Europe. 
Throughout 1988, 
companies across the 
globe gathered their 
European forces, 
forged strategic alli

ances across the region, reorganized 
their internal lines of command and pre
pared for a competitive onslaught the 
likes of which neither Europe-nor any 
other continent-has ever seen. 

The increasingly realistic prospect of 
a single market emerging sometime after 
1992 has turned Europe intoa global bat
tlefield once again. Europe's IS markets 
have always been noted for their fierce 
combination of pan-European U.S. gi
ants, patriotic national champions and 
major Japanese distributors. But, in the 
past, the majority of clashes among them 
were local incidents. In 1988 all three 
groups took the fighting onto a Euro
pean plane. It was the year that the battle 
for the single European market really be
gan. 

The 25 companies most likely to suc
ceed in the new Europe make up the 
1988 DATAMATION Top 
25. Together, their com
bined IS revenues rose 
16.8% in U.S. dollars to $66 
billion. Because the dollar 
fell slightly against most 
European currencies
about 2 to 3%-the increase 
in revenues in European 
currencies was less than 
what it was when calculated 
in dollars. And with Euro
pean merger activity high, 
real growth is closer to 13%. 

The threshold of entry to 

the DATAMATION's European elite 
soared in 1988, however-up from 
$493 million in 1987 to $723 mil
lion in 1988, a massive increase 
of 47%. The big in Europe are 
getting bigger. With a total 
European IS market of over 
$90 billion in 1988, the 
Top 25 companies represent over two
thirds of 1988 European IS sales. 

IBM Grows But Loses Share 
IBM still rules the European market, 

with revenues almost four times larger 
than its nearest rival, West Germany's 
Siemens AG. IBM Europe's IS revenues 
were up 10.3% in 1988 at $20.5 billion
the first time the company has burst 
through the $20 billion barrier in 
Europe. 

Last year Big Blue's European rev
enues accounted for 34% of IBM's corpo
rate sales and 43% of its profits. While 
the company watched profits tumble by . 
27% and revenues dip by $184 million 
in its U.S. operations, IBM Europe pushed 
income up 6% to $2.3 billion. The impor
tance of the European operations to IBM's 
global health is increasing-but it hasn't 

been easy. . 
IBM managed to claw back some 

growth during 1988 in most of its major 
markets after a dreadful 1987. The reve
nue improvement was due in part to 
widespread interest in its As/400 systems 
and an increasing number of lucrative 
systems integration and networking 
deals. Even so, its share of the European 
Top 25 revenues is down again to 31 % 
from 33% in 1987 and 42% only four 
years ago in 1984. 

Big Blue's biggest sigh of relief came 
in West Germany, where its oldest and 
largest foreign subsidiary managed to 
improve sales 5.5% after dropping 3.5% 
of revenues in 1987. Last year, it brought 
in $4.2 billion worth of business-ac
counting for 20.4% of IBM's European 
sales. 

In France, the second largest market 
for IBM, revenues were up 
8.0% after a flat 1987. The 
United Kingdom's position 
as IBM's European number 
three market with $3 billion 
in revenues is now in jeop
ardy, however. The Italian 
market is booming, and af
ter a 13.5% rise in 1987 and 
another 14% in 1988, IBM It
aly is now only a hairbreadth 
away from toppling the U.K. 
subsidiary, with Italian sales 
reaching $2.99 billion last 
year. 
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Europe's other booming market
Spain-provided IBM with 16% more 
sales than in 1987, and in the Nether
lands, where revenues plummeted by 
18% in 1987, the Dutch subsidiary re
gained some momentum and reported a 
10% increase for 1988 to $940 million 
(see chart, "IBM Europe's Major Mar
kets"). 

Japanese Firms Enter the Top 25 
IBM is one of IOU .S. companies on this 

year's European ranking, with 13 Euro
peans and for the first time two Japanese 
firms-printer specialist Canon Inc. at 
$1.05 billion and plug-compatible main
frame supplier Hitachi Ltd. with $824.8 
million. The combined European reve
nues of the 13 European firms amounted 
to over $28 billion, accounting for 43% 
of the total revenues of the Top 25 com
panies. That's down a little from the 46% 
share enjoyed in 1987, bu t more than the 
41 % garnered in 1986. 

The Japanese are a new factor. Selling 
its plug-compatible manufacturers ma
chines through National Advanced Sys
tems Corp., Comparex Informationssys
teme GmbH and Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. 
SpA, japan's Hitachi has become a pow
erful force in European mainframe sales. 
This may increase further when Com
parex completes its acquisition of the 
European operations of NAS later this 
year. The coordinated sales operations 
should clear the way for further market 
growth before IBM muddies the waters 
once again with its new Summit main
frame line. 

While both the Japanese companies in 
the ranking have shown strong progress 
in Europe over the last year, inadequate 
geographical breakdowns from the Japa
nese companies have precluded their in
clusion in previous rankings. 

Hitachi and Canon are two of the six 
new names on the 1988 Top 25. Also fea
tured this year is Finland's aggressive IS 

group Nokia Data Systems, which ac
quired the Information Systems Division 
of Sweden's LM Ericsson in early 1988. 
In the first year, the consolidated reve
nues of the new Nokia Corp. reached 
$1.2 billion, putting it in 14th position. 

Prime Computer Inc. enters the table 
at ilUmber 18 with revenues of $909 mil
lion, up substantially over 1987 due to its 
acquisition of Computervision Corp. 
Control Data Corp. has jumped back 
onto the ranking in 1988 after an absence 
of one year, this time at number 23, with 
revenues of $781 million, and the cur
rent darling of Wall Street, U.S. PC sup
plier COMPAQ Computer Corp., has burst 
in at number 25 after raging growth in 
Europe as well as the United States. 

Barriers to Entry 
The rising entry threshold took its toll 

on companies that were nevertheless per
forming well. Altogether, six firms are 
no longer on the ranking this year. Apart 

The Top 25 Suppliers in Europe 
Ten U.S. companies rank among the biggest vendors. %CHG. %CHG. EUR. %OF 

1988 1987 1988 EUR. FROM 1987 TOTAL IS FROM 1987 TOTAL IS/ 
RANK RANK COMPANY COUNTRY IS REV. $/AAC* REV. $/AAC* %CHG. 

1 1 IBM U.S. $20,520.0 10.3/- $55,002.8 8.7/- 37/0 
2 2 Siemens W. Germany 5,296.4 6.7/4.3 5,951.0 4.4/2.0 89/2 
3 4 Digital Equipment U.S. 4,422.5 29.0/- 12,284.7 18.2/- 36/3 
4 3 Olivetti Italy 4,396.6 15.6/16.0 5,427.9 17.0/17.5 811(1) 

5 6 Groupe Bull France 4,025.5 11.1110.1 5,296.7 6.7/5.7 76/3 
6 5 Nixdorf W. Germany 2,831.8 6.8/4.3 3,044.9 7.9/5.4 93/(1) 

7 7 Unisys U.S. 2,639.0 14.0/- 9,100.0 2.2/- 29/3 
8 9 Hewlett-Packard U.S. 2,331.0 29.5/- 6,300.0 26.0/- 37/1 
9 8 NVPhilips Netherlands 2,207.7 7.4/4.8 2,794.6 7.4/4.8 79/0 

10 10 STC U.K. 2,061.3 19.3/10.1 2,425.1 14.2/4.9 85/4 
11 11 NCR U.S. 1,756.9 7.9/- 5,324.0 4.7/- 33/1 
12 13 Alcatel France 1,647.4 29.5/26.1 1,716.0 (16.5)/(18.5) 96/34 
13 15 Societe Generale France 1,173.7 21.0/19.9 1,222.6 26.0/24.9 96/(4) 
14 Nokia Finland 1,165.1 179.11165.8 1,165.1 179.11165.8 100/0 
15 16 Atlantic Computers U.K. 1,113.5 16.4/6.9 1,341.6 30.5/19.9 83/(10) 
16 Canon Japan 1,051.4 47.8/31.0 3,391.6 43.0/26.8 3111 
17 21 Apple U.S. 931.2 70.11- 4,434.1 45.8/- 2113 
18 Prime U.S. 908.6 186.5/- 1,594.0 65.9/- 57/24 
19 19 Wang U.S. 891.6 8.4/- 3,074.4 0.9/- 29/2 
20 Hitachi Japan 824.8 19.5/5.9 8,247.6 31.5/16.5 10/(1) 

21 22 Cap Gemini Sogeti France 800.7 46.7/45.4 976.5 43.1141.9 82/2 
22 24 Amstrad U.K. 782.9 14.114.8 841.8 15.3/5.9 93/(1) 
23 Control Data U.S. 781.0 (6.2)/- 3,524.3 9.4/- 22/(4) 
24 14 Inspectorate Int'l Switzerland 725.9 0.4/(1.9) 1,230.3 0.4/(1.9) 59/0 
25 Compaq U.S. 723.0 146.11- 2,065.6 68.7 35/11 

Source: DATAMATION. 
All currency figures are in millions. 
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from Ericsson, the other company that 
has merged is Honeywell Bull Inc., now 
controlled worldwide by France's 
Groupe Bull, which ranks at number five 
on the list. 

The only company that dropped in 
ranking due to reduced sales was N ether
lands-based Memorex Telex NV, which 
reported European revenues down 18% 
at $685.9 million. By contrast, West Ger
many's Mannesmann Kienzle AG had a 
booming year with IS sales up 16%. But 
its $717 million sales figure was too low 
to place the company on the table and 
Mannesmann slipped from 20 in 1987 to 
number 26. Leasing company Econocom 
International BV slipped from number 23 
also off the table to number 29 despite 
revenues being up 26% to $664 million, 
while Amdahl Corp. reported revenues 
up 13% to $559 million but dropped 
from last year's number 25 slot down to 
number 32 in 1988. 

Reporting solid growth and booming 

U.S.%OF 

revenues last year and approaching the 
new threshold were Xerox Corp.'s Euro
pean joint venture, Rank Xerox, which 
is doing well with revenues up to $677 
million, and Commodore International 
Ltd., which pushed its European sales up 
to $621 million in 1988. 

Nine companies ascended in rank on 
the table last year, four slipped down and 
six remained in the same position. The 
biggest jump was Apple Computer Inc.'s 
surge from number 21 in 1987 to num
ber 17 in 1988. This reflects the bur
geoning PC market in Europe, which also 
pushed U.K.-based PC maker Amstrad 
PLC up two places from number 24 to 
number 22, and also accounts for Com
paq's sudden arrival at number 25. Also 
heading upward by two places was 
French bank Societe Generale, reaching 
number 13. Societe Generale has two 
main interests in the IS sector-its 
Europe Computer Systems leasing opera
tion and the SG2 software and services 

company. ECS per
formed particularly 
well, and between the 
companies they 

FISCAL pushed the bank's IS 
TOTAL lSI NET 
%CHG. INCOME 

1988 
EMPLOYEES 

YEAR revenues up 21 % to 
END $1.2 billion. ------------------------------------------------

387,112 Dec. 
353,000 Sept. Surge Continues 

124,400 July Moving up by one 
point was Digital 

57,560 Dec. Equipment, which has 

42/(4) 5,806.0 

10/(2) 792.1 

48/(3) 1,209.1 

1011 273.5 

18/(3) 50.9 45,557 Dec. pushed Olivetti out of 
31,037 Dec. the number three po-

93,000 Dec. sition. This is the sec-
ond year that Digital 

87,000 Oct. has proved how much 
310,300 Dec. life there is in the 

5/1 14.8 

54/(2) 680.6 
48/(3) 816.0 

14/0 534.1 

33,848 Dec. European market. In 
60,000 Dec. 1987 it reported an 

127,000 Dec. increase of 27% in 
sales and in 1988 it 

1;137 Dec. added a 29% surge 
44,600 Dec. to its European busi-

7/(2) 264.9 

42/(3) 439.3 

0/(31) 497.9 

0/0 6.9 

010 259.7 

1,431 Dec. ness. Two of Europe's 
40,740 Mar. mini makers-N orsk 

10,836 Sept. Data AS in Norway 
and Nixdorf Com-

12,500 Dec. puter AG in West Ger-
31,255 June many - suffered, 

161,000 Mar. however, with losses 

15/10 65.8 

30/(2) 229.5 

66/(6) 419.3 
43/(14) 19.0 

57/(3) 50.1 

11/1 1,060.3 

12,000 Dec. of $42 million at 

1,644 June Norsk and profits be-
low expectations at 

33,657 Dec. Nixdorf. 

18/(2) 67.5 

5/2 165.1 

711(4) 1.7 

401- 90.2 7,698 Dec. Also up one posi-
611(13) 255.2 6,000 Dec. tion each were Akatel 

NV (now at number 
* Actual accounting currency. 12), U .K.leasing com-

pany Atlantic Com-
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puters PLC (at number 15), France's Cap 
Gemini Sogeti (at number 21), France's 
Groupe Bull (which replaced Nixdorf at 
number 5) and Hewlett-Packard Co. (at 
number 8). 

Sliding down the list were Nixdorf, 
Olivetti and NV Philips' GL each by one 
place, and Swiss-based leasing group In
spectorate International Ltd. fell by 10 
places to its rightful position at number 
24 (1987 figures have been restated). 

Widespread Restructuring 
Corporate reorganization character

ized many of the European companies 
during 1988. In Scandinavia, Nokia Data 
spent the year merging its activities with 
the data systems division of Ericsson In
formation Systems. In the Netherlands, 
Philips began to build a new corporate 
organization around four core busi
nesses-one of them information tech
nology-and trying to coordinate its 
worldwide marketing and manufactur
ing activities. In addition, Akatel, regis
tered in Amsterdam but headquartered 
in Paris, iS,still interweaving Compagnie 
Generale Electricite's IS operations and 
ITT's European network of offices. 

Both Olivetti and Siemens announced 
massive restructuring programs toward 
the end of the year. Olivetti is being di
vided into three main subsidiaries: Sys
tems and Networks, Office, and Infor
mation Services. By 1994, Olivetti's new 
joint managing director Vittorio Cassoni 
expects them to be eligible for listings on 
the Italian stock exchange. 

West Germany's Siemens, meanwhile, 
plans to divide up its massive product 
groups into between 15 to 20 independ
ent business units by the end of Septem
ber. The process will involve shuffling 
9,000 staff members around the organi
zation. 

This year also featured a significant 
number of mergers and acquisitions, es
pecially in the software and services sec
tor. 

A Shift in Spending 
The biggest problems the European 

contenders are going to have to face over 
the next year or two may not be in Brus
sels, where the European Commission is 
thrashing out the details of the new mar
ket structure. The problems may well be 
in the thousands of IS divisions, user de
partments and retail outlets found in 17 
countries. European market growth is 
beginning to show signs of slowing down. 
Not because European companies are 
not buying as many products, but because 
they are looking for more value for every 
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THE EUROPEAN 25 Siemens and Olivetti lead the pack this year. %CHG. 
1988 19881S %CHG. FROM 1987 
RANK COMPANY COUNTRY REVENUE FROM 1987 IN AAC* 

mark, franc and pound they spend. 
Siemens W. Germany $5,951.0 4.35 2.0 

And the balance of spending has 2 Olivetti Italy 5,427.9 17.05 17.5 

shifted markedly over 1988. A DATAMA- 3 Groupe Bull France 5,296.7 6.69 5.7 
TION Price Waterhouse International 4 Nixdorf W. Germany 3,044.9 7.92 5.4 
user survey shows 19% fewer French 5 NV Philips Netherlands 2,794.6 7.42 4.8 
and 6% fewer U.K. companies planning 6 STC U.K. 2,425.1 14.18 4.9 
to up their hardware budget for 1989, 

7 Memorex Telex Netherlands 2,078.5 99.64 94.9 compared with the first quarter of 1988. 
Most of the money is going into soft- 8 Alcatel France 1,716.0 (16.51) (18.5) 
ware-developed both in and out of 9 Atlantic Computers U.K. 1,341.6 30.46 19.9 
house-and on networks. 10 Inspectorate Int'l Switzerland 1,230.3 0.43 (1.9) 

As hardware increasingly becomes a 11 SQch~te Generale France 1,222.6 26.03 24.9 
commodity product, and the open sys-

12 Nokia Finland 1,165.1 179.13 165.8 terns standards movement that began in 
Europe in the late 1970s and early 1980s 13 Cap Gemini Sogeti France 976.5 43.12 41.9 
creates new dynamics in the European 14 Econocom Netherlands 897.0 33.03 29.8 
hardware industJ; market, the competi- 15 Amstrad U.K. 841.8 15.28 5.9 
tive focus is on e ectronic trading links, 

16 Mannesmann W. Germany 779.0 13.56 10.9 network services and mission critical sys-
tems as the factors for success in a single 17 Comparex W. Germany 614.5 15.77 13.1 

market. 18 Racal Electronics U.K. 554.1 0.91 (7.3) 
But both international hardware and 19 Finsiel Italy 545.4 28.60 29.1 

software companies alike may have to 20 Norsk Data Norway 450.2 6.53 3.1 
face a much more difficult problem in 

21 SemaGroup U.K. 375.1 90.21 74.6 Europe over the next few years-the 
22 SD-Scicon U.K. 366.4 27.67 17.3 possible emergence of a European trad-

ing bloc and all of its incumbent trade 23 Sligos France 343.1 47.51 46.2 
barriers. The threat of a "Fortress 24 Logica U.K. 269.9 38.69 27.5 
Europe" developing to protect European 25 GSI France 262.8 14.01 13.0 
companies in the transition to a single 

Source: DATAMATION, company reports. * Actual accounting currency. 
market became a potent issue in 1988. All currency figures are in millions. 
It's an issue that many U.S. observers 

think the world of the future will be a treat seriously and some feel has ~or Development (OECD) average exchange 
global ramifications. matter of GATT [General Agreement on rates. For those currencies not part of the 

"It seems to me that a common market Tariffs and Trade] negotiations between OECD, exchange rate information was 
is inherently discriminatory," said one- countries, but between trading blocs." provided by the International Monetary 
time U.S. Secretary of State Henry The world's major IS companies are Fund. For 1988, equivalents to $1 in 
Kissinger at a recent European confer- consolidating their positions in Europe these currencies were as follows: Euro-
ence held by International Data Corp. of before that happens. This year will reveal pean Currency Unit, Ecul.l5; Finland, 
Framingham, Mass. "Its external barri- who wins the first few skirmishes in the Fmk4.18; France, FR5.95; Italy, 
ers are higher than its internal barriers. battle for Europe. Ll,301.68; the Netherlands, G1.98; 
That's what makes it a common market. Results for non-U.S. companies are Norway, Nkr6.52; Sweden, Skr6.13; 
You can negotiate them down, but you converted into dollars using Organi- Switzerland SFR1.46; the United King-
must do so from a similar position. I don't zation for Economic Cooperation and dom £0.56; West Germany, DMI. 76. r::=J 

IBM's Seven Major Sources of Revenue in Europe 
West Germany is IBM's biggest market in Europe. 

1988 1988 %CHG. NET %CHG. 
IBM 1988 LOCAL REV. %CHG. TOTAL REV. FROM 1987 NET INCOME FROM 1987 

SUBSIDIARY LOCAL REV. AAC* FROM 1987 AAC* AAC* INCOME AAC* AAC* 
West Germany $4,181.0 DM7,342 5.5 DMll,372 (1.5) $367.3 DM645 18.3 

France 3,379.6 Fr20,129 8.0 Fr38,169 1.2 388.2 Fr2,312 3.1 

United Kingdom 3,078.3 £1,730 5.1 £3,874 11.2 581.9 £327 3.8 

Italy 2,994.6 L3,898,000 14.0 L6,570,000 21.9 442.5 L576,000 26.0 

Spain 1,133.7 Pta132,071 16.0 Pta187,090 5.4 183.7 Pta21,396 (3.6) 

Netherlands 940.8 G1,860 10.1 G3,243 0.8 68.3 G135 (35.4) 

Sweden 798.7 Skr4,895 12.2 Skr9,024 18.1 64.8 Skr397 5.6 

Source: IBM Europe, Paris. 
All currency figures are in millions; all exchange rates are DECO average rates for 1988. * Actual accounting currency. 
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Top European 
computer systems 
for the world market. 

Turn the page 
for a few examples 
of its 
many applications. 



European 
common sense 
leads to com
mon computer 
standards 
for the world 
Europe 1992 will be not just a be
ginning, but also a consequence. The 
result of years of preparation, for 
example the standardization in the DP 
world. For computer communications 
from person to person, office to office, 
across national borders and the 
barriers of different makes. 

It was precisely the variety of nations 
and standards in Europe that led to 
talks between European manufac
turers in the 70s. 

Siemens has played a decisive part in 
these activities. For example in the 
OSI Group: 14 leading computer 
companies and post office administra
tions have implemented XAOO, a series 
of standards for open text and data 
communications via electronic mail. 
The wide range of Siemens OSI prod
ucts already speak the international 
language for communications of the 
future. And Siemens is also a founder 
member of the X/OPEN group, which 
has defined and guaranteed common 
market standards and interfaces for 
their UNIX* products. 
Siemens is now European number one 
in the UNIX market. 

Siemens Computing 
The European Solution 

* UNIX is a registered trademark of AT & T 
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SINIX plays 
first violin in the 
European 
UNIX concert 
European computer users are 
already tuning up for 1992. The 
communications barriers between 
the different computer worlds are 
falling. The unifying force is UNIX*, 
the most successful operating 
system for multi-user computers. 
In the lead is Siemens with its user
friendly UNIX derivative SINIX*. 

An installed base of 28,000 SINIX 
systems and 120,000 interactive 
workstations makes Siemens the 
European leader of the UNIX world. 
Siemens has long been a propo
nent of open communications within 
and between companies with a large
scale development programme. 
That also means active participation 
in various international standardiza
tion committees. For example, 
Siemens is a founder member of the 
X/OPEN group of 13 European 
UNIX companies, which have de
fined common standards and the 
associated interfaces. A decisive 
contribution to a free data market, 
in Europe and the world. 
SINIX is already calling the tune 
for 1992. 

Siemens Computing 
The European Solution 

* UNIX is a registered trademark of AT & T 
* SINIX is the Siemens derivative of UNIX 
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A European 
mapping system 
goes round 
the world 
When Europe's frontiers open in 
1992, the old world will gain the 
strength of unity, without losing the 
strength of variety - the variety of 
its nations, traditions, and ways of 
thinking, concentrated in a relatively 
small area. 

These geographical limits have made 
effective planning a European 
speciality. 1000-year-old city centres 
must be renovated, new ecological 
problems solved. Tasks that involve 
recording and analysing enormous 
quantities of data. Siemens was 
one of the first to recognize this need, 
and has collaborated with universities 
and research institutes over the years 
to develop SICAD@: a geographical 
information system for map-making 
that is already being used for the most 
varied applications all over the world. 

For town planning in China, for example. 
Or forest management allover Europe. 
Or updating air navigation charts. SICAD 
rapidly turns graphics and non-graphics 
data into clear purpose-made maps 
and plans. Documents on which far
reaching technical, economic and poli
tical decisions can be made. For Europe 
1992 and the world of tomorrow. 

Siemens Computing 
The European Solution 
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Software AG has the solution • • • 
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To help you reach your goals-in record time. 
It's called ISA: The open Integrated Software Architecture. 

And it can help your organization overtake the competition. 
Starting now. 

How? By delivering the cost-effective, advanced technology 
you require to program business success: True end-user 
computing. A universal office system. Relational data 
management. A 4th generation application development 
environment. Plus, the optimum distribution of data and 
processes. All across one common user interface! 

Software AG's environment independent solutions are 
what high-volume, multi-vendor computer networks require 
to work at peak performance. The applications they develop 

are portable across IBM, DEC, Siemens, and WANG. With
out modification. Thus, they provide organizations with the 
strategic flexibility needed to accommodate an ever-changing 
DP environment. 

Move into the passing lane. Demand the exceptional tech
nology and customer support Software AG already provides 
thousands of successful organizations the world over. Call 
Software AG, West Germany for more information: (06151) 
5040 or telex 4197104. 

© 1989 Software AG. Other companies mentioned own numerous trademarks/registered trademarks. 
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Benetton's 
IS Instinct 
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IS STRATEGY 

Visionary senior management at one of Italy's most famous high-street 
fashion firms has sharpened the company's competitive edge
sometimes at the cost of internal disruption. 

BY JANETTE MARTIN 

Colorful Italian clothing company 
Benetton SpA, which has ex
ploded from a simple door-to

door family operation to a billion-dollar 
multinational over the last 20 years, is 
fast becoming an industry reference 
model exemplifying the competitive use 
of information technology. In the indus
try's view, Benetton's commercial suc
cess is linked intrinsically to its well
planned and extensive IS strategy. But 
the story isn't quite that simple. 

When Bruno Zuccaro took up his posi
tion as the company's MIS manager in 
1984, he walked straight into a crisis. 
"There were a lot of people leaving, ap
plications were· old, there was no new de
velopment and people weren't moti
vated," recalls Zuccaro. Worse than that, 
he adds, the existing data-processing 
manager wasn't prepared to think big, 
but the company was already headed in 
that direction. 

Things have changed. "Four years 
ago, we had two problems-redesign all 
existing systems and implement new sys
tems," he says. "Today, we've rede
signed 70% of our systems. IS is three 
times bigger than it was in 1984." 

The Benetton Instinct 
One thing strongly in Zuccaro's favor 

as he faced this challenge was the support 
of company founder and director Lu
ciano Benetton, whose strategic IS deci
sions, say insiders, are based more on in
stinct than on formal cost justifications. 

"Benetton is founded on the concept 
of centralizing the production and distri
bution phases that add the highest value 

Janette Martin is DATAMATION's Italian 
correspondent based in Milan. 

to product lines and on decentralizing 
I~ss important phases," explains Lu
CIano. 

Instinct has done Luciano little harm 
so far. Since the days when he wandered 
the streets of Milan selling sister Giuli
ana's colorful sweaters, he has built up a 
group of companies that produces over 
50 million garments a year, has 4,000 
points of sale in 60 countries (soon to in-

"Benetton's market is, for reasons of 
product and target, very dynamic, evolv
ing rapidly," says Luciano. "Following, 
managing and anticipating trends and ~ 
changes in the conditions of this market 
is possible thanks to the considerable 
contribution of the company's informa
tion systems." That contribution 
amounts to around 1.3% of the com
pany's global revenue. 

THE BENETTON FAMILY: The company was founded on the concept of centralizing the 
production and distribution phases that add the highest value to product lines. 

clude the Soviet Union) and manufac
tures in Brazil, France, Italy, Scotland, 
Spain and the United States. Giuliana's 
sweaters now share space with under
wear, sunglasses, watches, perfume, 
shoes, school and office supplies, and bed 
and bath linens, all bearing the Benetton 
logo. And in 1987, Benetton diversified, 
setting up In Holding, a holding group 
f<?r a range of financial services compa
meso 

This budget comes under the control 
of IS chief Zuccaro, who, friends say, has 
two hobbies-skiing and work. At work, 
the restructured computer center and 
network system is his pride and joy. 
Benetton uses a 30 million instructions 
per second IBM 3090 280E for produc
tion and an 11 MIPS IBM 3090 150E for 
development. He chose the relational 
data base management system SUPERA 
because, he explains, DB2 wasn't ready 
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when he made the relational DBMS deci
sion two years ago. 

Last year, Benetton spent L3 billion 
($4.1 million at L 731 = $1) on relational 
DBMS development, and in 1989 the com
pany will increase that amount by some 
33% to L4 billion ($5.5 million). Zuccaro 
points out that the company considers re
lational DBMS to be the most important 
development in IS to come along in years. 
About 2.5 gigabytes of Be nett on data are 
on relational systems today. 

Networks in use include the General 
Electric Information Services CO. 
(GEISCO) Mark III, which Benetton has 
used since 1985, and the Mark 3000, re
cently integrated with the Mark III sys
tem. Benetton began to use the Mark III 
network in 1988 for electronic data in
terchange (EDI) with its 75 independent 
agents, each in charge of retail opera
tions in one geographic area. Document 
movement time has been trimmed over 
20% with the Mark III system, and the 
time it takes to clear exports through cus
toms has been greatly reduced. Benetton 
claims it is pioneering the use of inter con
tinental EDI in the textiles industry. 

The Mark 3000 has a tracking system 
for agents, so they know which items are 
in production, which are in the ware
house and which have been shipped. At 
the end of March, Benetton added a cus
tomer credit service to the network to en
able agents to keep track of customer bill
ing. 

The distribution division's monument 
to high technology is the automated 
warehouse in Castrette, a stone's throw 
from Benetton's Ponzano headquarters. 
Operational since 1986, the warehouse 
cost more than $57.6 million to build and 
outfit. A Digital VAX minicomputer di
rects robots via remote control. The ro
bots read bar codes on boxes, sort them 
and store them in logical areas. Storage 
and retrieval movements are made in one 
pass for economy. 

The robotics, by Fiat's industrial auto
mation subsidiary COMAU, has been built 
to handle up to 12,000 individual boxes 
per day rather than the normal pallets of 
boxes. There is space in the warehouse 
for 250,000 boxes of nine different sizes. 

Robots in the Warehouse 
"The warehouse is the logistical heart 

of Benetton's systems," says Luciano. 
"It's the point at which the flow of prod
ucts coming from diverse production 
units converges and the distrIbution flow 
of the system explodes. 

With a sophisticated distribution sys
tem in place, the major IS challenge for 
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1989, Zuccaro says, is the design of a pro
duction system that will serve the com
pany in the years of growth and change 
ahead. Efficient, market-targeted pro
duction, including design, color studies, 
cutting and dyeing, is crucial to Benet
ton's success, he adds. 

"We need ideas," Zuccaro says. They 
are also looking at expert systems-one 
is in development-that will help pro
vide a method to estimate the complexity 
and productivity of IS projects. Zuccaro 
complains that expert systems are still a 
marketing product, not a production 
product. 

Designer Lasers 
A recent example of how Benetton has 

employed technology in the production 
process is a laser disk system that aids in 
designing seasonal clothing collections. 
Designers used to go to the warehouse 
to look over past seasons' clothing mod
els, since about 20% of new models are 
designed from old models. These trips 
were time consuming. 

With the laser disk system, clothing 

A BENETTON WAREHOUSE: the 
"logistical heart" of the company's systems 

models are photographed and made into 
slides, which are transferred to video
tape. The video is linked to a laser disk 
attached to an IBM PC AT. The personal 
computer has a data base of information 
on each piece of clothing in each collec
tion. Pieces are coded by item number, 
season and fabric group name (or "fam
ily"). A design team member can request 
all trousers from the family "city" from 
the men's Spring/Summer 1986 collec
tion, for example, and the computer dis
plays the correct models. Five years of 
collections, about 10,000 images, are on 

disk. The system will hold 50,000 images. 
While Benetton ports the newest tech

nologies to its slightly remote Ponzano 
site, the company prefers to recruit IS 
stafflocally, a difficult feat for a company 
headquartered northwest of Venice, far 
from any major metropolitan center. But 
local recruits mean lower attrition rates. 
In order to complement the needs of its 
own operations, Benetton started a soft
ware company called In System, located 
in nearby Treviso. Zuccaro confides that, 
"it's difficult to mix cultures within a 
company-mainframe and midsize sys
tems-and software companies are 
scarce here. In System helps us solve the 
problem by giving us a good 'outside' 
consulting company we can work with." 

Visions Versus Reality 
In contrast to the exemplary auto

mated distribution and production sys
tems, Benetton's office automation is not 
what it could be. Of 15 first-level manag
ers, only one uses a personal computer, 
while all 45 second-level managers use 
them. But office automation is slated for 
growth and, setting a good example, Lu
ciano recently installed a PC on his desk. 
"As one hungry for the new," he says, "I 
couldn't resist the appeal of the personal 
computer and am learning to use it. It 
continuously fascinates me." 

But sometimes, the Benetton staff 
finds, Luciano has been known to show 
an overzealous dedication to technology. 
One manager tells of the time a year or 
so ago that Luciano became fixated on 
the paperless office concept. He ordered 
the commercial department to stop using 
paper, since systems were well automated 
and computer& abounded. "The poor 
people had to work without paper re
cords for about a week," the manager re
calls. "But then they started to sneak pa
per back in to use, and Luciano realized 
after all that paper is necessary." 

Now IS chief Zuccaro admits he's a bit 
worried about what Luciano has in mind 
for the future of IS at the company. Lu
ciano has set up a meeting with Zuccaro 
to talk about the "after the computer 
era" at the company. Zuccaro's guess is 
that Luciano wants to start using the 
computer more as a motivator, and not 
just as a data-processing tool. 

"He says that it's not enough to know 
what we sold," explains Zuccaro, "but we 
need to know what we should have sold 
and that we lost X dollars by not realizing 
our potential." 

What Luciano Benetton wants next, 
says Zuccaro, is a system that gives people 
incentives. c:::J 
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Europe's Information 
Seekers 
In their search for understanding, European managers are beginning to come to 
grips with executive information systems. But companies are finding that one 
manager's information may be another manager's screen clutter. 

BY CLIVE LESTER 

E uropean executives are under 
more commercial pressure than 
they've felt for decades. In head 

offices and throughout middle manage
ment, staffs are being reduced. The chal
lenges of melding Europe into a single 
market are generating competitive anxi
eties. Increasing numbers of mergers 
and acquisitions are creating more com
plex organizations. All of these factors 
are increasing the demand for good ex
ecutive information in Europe. But 
Europe's IS managers are beginning to 
realize that they must face some key is
sues before they can develop the much
needed executive information systems 
(EISS) of the 1990s. 

First, IS managers are recognizing that 
EIS technology cannot be limited to top 
executives but must be extended to a 
wide range of management levels. Sec
ond, they are finding that an effective EIS 
is as much a matter of corporate struc
ture as of executive information access. 
And third, IS managers are realizing that 
access to data from outside the organiza
tion is becoming increasingly important 
for senior management. 

Fewer than 200 package EIS systems 
are available in Europe today, according 
to major suppliers' installed base figures, 
but this number is expected to double an
nually over the next few years. 

Imperial Chemical Industries (leI) of 
London, the world's fourth-largest 
chemical manufacturer, with 1988 sales 
of $19 billion, installed an EIS four years 
ago. Developed by Pilot Executive Soft
ware Inc. of Boston, the package runs on 
Digital VAXs. "Most of the information 
executives are provided with had previ
ously been accessible to them in paper 
form," says Ian Lang, leI's head office in-

formation technology manager. "Our 
EIS makes it easier for them to digest, 
compare and contrast data." 

From the start, the EIS was designed to 
help increase the productivity of leI ex
ecutives. "Our former chairman, John 
Harvey-Jones, wanted an EIS to allow him 
to access data directly and look at options 
without necessarily involving the data
processing department directly. He 
wanted to reduce HQ staff, and at the 
same time [he] was putting more de
mands on existing staff." 

Like many firms, leI found its existing 
systems weren't good enough. Most MIS 
and decision support systems (DSS) do not 
address executive information needs be
cause such systems were never designed 
with the particular needs of executives in 
mind. The level of detail provided by MIS 
and DSS systems is frequentll inappropri
ate to the working style 0 executives, 
who are often more concerned with 
monitoring broad trends within the busi
ness than with dealing with day-to-day 
detail. 

Doug Brough, systems designer with 
Shell U.K. Exploration and Production 
at the oil company's center in Aberdeen, 
Scotland, describes a similar situation, 
pointing out that an EIS system was devel
oped because "although the directors 
were used to receiving good information, 
the EIS was intended to increase the qual
ity, timeliness, consistency and perti
nence of information to help them run 
their business." 

London-based international electron
ics and leisure group, Thorn EMI, sees an 
additional need for EIS-as a way to cre
ate an external market focus. "There are 
10 options in our EIS systems, two relate 
to the internal data and eight to the 

Figure 1: 
What Executives Need to Know 

Executives need to synthesize 
different types of information. 

External 
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(Hard) (Fuzzy) 

Internal 

external world," says Mark Hall, Thorn 
EMI's EIS development manager. "The 
plan is to test the system over the next 
year or so and then filter it down to our 
subsidiaries. Potentially, there are be
tween 20 to 30 sites worldwide [where we 
plan to install the systems]." 

Hard and Soft Data 
Recent research by the University of 

Leuven in Belgium has cast some light on 
the information requirements of top 
European executives. As shown in Figure 
1, executive data requirements can vary 
quite significantly, ranging from a need 
for hard data, such as market research 
and management information systems, 
to "fuzzy" or soft data, such as external 
news items or internal mail. 

Furthermore, the survey found that 
executives often need information based 
more on fuzzy than hard data. Confirms 
leI's Lang: "Our business is definitely in 
the camp of fuzzy data." 

The Leuven study also discovered that 
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in a well-run company an executive may 
spend up to 75% of his or her time deal
ing with external data and information. 
In a badly run company, the reverse is 
true, with an executive spending up to 
75% of time dealing with internal data. 

ICI's system deals primarily with exter
nal data. "A minority of time [is] spent 
on internal data," says Lang. "Our EIS 
complements our external data collec
tion and helps an executive assimilate a 
range of external data very quickly. Our 
ICI corporate executive information 
needs are very wide, ranging from hourly 
share price information to lO-year pro
jections. We need to monitor a wide 
range of external issues, ranging from 
genetic engineering through to the de
pletion of the ozone layer." 

But, observes David Awcock, a con
sultant at PA Computers and Telecom
munications in London, the EIS in many 
other companies is often being used less 
broadly "as an internal corporate control 
mechanism. There is little evidence of di
rectional setting. " 

Steep Learning Curve 
As ICI illustrates, executive informa

tion requirements in a single company 
can be very diverse, ranging from the 
broad-based concerns of group execu
tives primarily looking at external infor
mation to the more specialized focus of 
those of company executives dealing 
with internal data, often with the aid of 
such tools as financial planning packages 
(see Figure 2). What may be an ideal EIS 
system for a corporate senior vice presi
dent may be wholly inappropriate for a 
director of a division. 

The experience of many organizations 
shows that installing an EIS is a complex 
task. It raises fundamental questions 
about how executives operate and what 
forms the basis of their decision-making 
processes. As Hall at Thorn EMI explains, 
"There is a massive learning curve for 
both systems staff and executives. Only 
by prototyping can an executive learn 
how he wants to see data." 

"You can't simply ask a top executive 
what information he wants to see," adds 
Shell U.K. 's Brough. "They normally 
don't have the time to undertake a study. 
You must decide what are the critical suc
cess factors for the business. The EIS is 
then designed to collect data on business 
parameters in order to measure each 
critical success factor." 

An EIS can be a catalyst in a changing' 
corporate culture. "One example is an 
organization where the chief executive 
firmly believes that when he is using his 
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EIS to look at a particular area of concern, 
such as profit or cash flow, then the 
whole organization starts to focus on it 
also," says PA Computers' Awcock. "An
other example is the use of an EIS to 
change an organization's focus from con
cern with internal matters to more atten
tion externally." 

ICI has recognized the need for strate
gic facilities-and the fact that they are 
not that difficult to provide. According 
to Lang, "the 'what-if capabilities [of our 
EIS] are relatively straightforward com
pared to [those available on] a DSS. For 
example, executives would only change 

are part of a £ 1 billion company, we oper
ate as a trading company, calling upon ex
ternal services as required. In this struc
ture, we, the end users, are the key deci
sion makers in acquiring an EIS. We chose 
a pc-based EIS to meet our needs." 

At least some barriers to EIS use have 
been overcome. Technologies (such as 
advanced graphics and touch screen fa
cilities on PCs and workstations) and new 
presentation facilities (such as preconfig
ured screens) have allowed for access to 
information in a way appropriate to the 
needs and working style of top execu
tives. Often integrated from both exter-

Figure 2: What a Good EIS Provides 

Different levels of management need different types of information and different EIS functions 

Internal 
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Tools 

one variable at a time. The system pro
vides a table scaled from 0 to 9, allowing 
an executive to take his choice." 

Furthermore, although ICI's Lang re
ports that he had "concerns that board 
members would request access to a lot 
more data, asking for more micro- rather 
than macro-level data, they have not 
done so." 

ICI's approach may signify a greater 
convergence ofEIS and DSS in the future. 
ICI has also used a fourth-generation lan
guage available within the EIS to develop 
artificial intelligence (backward and for
ward chaining), modeling and analytical 
techniques for the system. 

Although EIS may be introduced by up
per management as a strategic tool de
signed, for example, to change manage
ment focus, more often than not the de
cision to install an EIS is made at a lower 
level in the organization. As Mark Wyl
lie, financial decision support manager at 
UB Brands, a subsidiary of United Bis
cuits in London, explains: "Although we 

nal and internal sources, data can be pre
sented selectively in a manner that im
mediately highlights how well the busi
ness is doing. 

But one of the most important issues 
yet to be sorted out is a standard for the 
presentation of information. Microsoft 
Corp. 's Windows, IBM's Presentation 
Manager and Digital's DEC-Windows are 
leading contenders. In the next few 
years, this is going to be an area of rapid 
innovation and fierce competition. That 
may not be such a bad thing. From the 
user's point of view, it is easy access and 
the clear presentation of the information 
that makes an EIS worthwhile. As Shell 
U.K.'s Brough puts it: "My managing di
rector is a professional engineer with 25 
years' experience. His interest is in get
ting information, not playing with a com
puter." c:::J 

Clive Lester is managing director of Primus 
Consultants in Twickenham, U.K. 
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386/25 MHz: 
Speed gives you a head start. 

The Cheetah (Acinonyx 
jubatus) is the fastest of all 
mammals. It is capable of 
speeds up to 100 kilometers 
per hour. 

Whoever is fastest reaches the goal 
first and can make use of opportuni
ties which others can't. This is not only 
true of the animal kingdom, but also 
for any company. And in this respect 
PCD-3TS is the epitome of speed, 
a top-class performer in the world 
of ATs. 
The 
PCD-3TS is based on the Intel 
80386 microprocessor with a clock 
frequency of 25 MHz. Its 64 Kbyte 
cache memory offers extremely 
short access times of 35 billionths 
of a second. 
Contro1/386, an extension to the 
operating system, is used in con-

junction with MS-DOS. It does not 
merely improve the speed of the 
computer in general, but ensures 
that hard disk operations are per
formed at a much higher speed. 
But the use of state-of-the-art tech
nology is only a part of the Siemens 

PC concept. 
Siemens is, 

after all, the largest European manu
facturer of communications and data 
systems and has extensive know
how in system integration. Siemens 
PCs are available in Austria, Belgium, 
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden 
and Switzerland. 
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Supercomputers, 
Software and pes 
NEe's new supercomputer family and ozone
friendly printers from Memorex Telex. 

BY LAUREN MURPHY 

l apan's NEC Corp. has launched its sx-
3 series of supercomputers, boasting 

ot only that the machines have achieved 
speeds of 22 billion floating point op-
erations per second (GFLoPS), but that 
they are also the first Japanese supercom
puters to use a multiprocessor configura
tion. 

Seven models are available in the se
ries: sx-3 models 22, 24, 42 and 44 are 
multiprocessor versions, with speeds 
ranging between 5.5 and 22GFLOPS, 
while models 11, 12, and 14 are single
processor systems, with speeds ranging 
from 1.37 to 5.5GFLOPS. The computers 
are based on the NEC SXOS operating sys
tem, but also support the company's 
UNiX-based system, SUPER-UX. 

Prices for the sx-3 series range be
tween $7 million for the model 11 and 
$24.2 million for the top-of-the-line 
model 44. NEC CORP., 33-1 Shiba 5-
chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan, 
(81-3)-454-1111. 

Circle 175 

Software 
GIE Emeraude of France, says its newly 
launched Emeraude PCTE is the only in-

dustrial implementation ofthe European 
standard Portable Common Tool Envi
ronment (PCTE). The company says 
Emeraude PCTE acts as a "super operat
ing system," allowing development of 
CASE tools that can be readily ported 
from one shop to another, independent 
of both the operating system and the 
hardware. While it is currently offered 
for UNiX-based systems, there is a version 
for Bull-HN workstations, and the com
pany will be announcing versions for 
Apollo Computer Inc., Hewlett-Packard 
Co. and Sun Microsystems Inc. worksta
tions in the near future. GIE EMERAUDE, 
38 Blvd. Henri Sellier, BP 145,92154 
Suresnes Cedex, France, (33-1)-45-06-
18-18. 

Circle 176 

Canada's Empress Software Inc. has an
nounced version 4.0 of its relational data 
base management system, providing en
gineers with object-oriented program
ming coupled with relational data base 
technology 4GL tools. 

Empress says applications have ranged 
from mapping and voice messaging to 
simulator design and image processing, 
as well as traditional RDBMS applications. 

NEe's SX-3 series of supercomputers provides speeds of up to 22GFLOPS. 
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EMPRESS SOFTWARE INC., 250 Bloor 
Street East, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M4W 1E6, (416)-922-1743. 

Circle 177 

Personal Computers 
Olivetti Systems & Networks has pre
miered its new M380/XP9 microcom
puter. Based on the Intel Corp. 80386 
microprocessor, it runs at a speed of 33 
megahertz and is fully compatible with 
IBM AT/XT architecture. The M380/ 
XP9 features 4 megabytes of RAM, ex
pandable to 8MB, and a 32KB cache mem
ory. The XP9 runs a number of operat
ing systems, including MS-DOS, MS-OS/2 
and UNIX V /386. ING. C. OLIVETTI & CO. 
SPA, G. Jervis 77, 10015 Ivrea, Milan, 
(39-125)-525. 

Circle 178 

"Green" Printers 
Memorex Telex NV has declared that its 
latest line of high-speed 4390 and 4780 
printers, along with the 4800, and the 
desktop 2115 and 1808 laser printers, is 
"ozone-friendly" because the models do 
not use or emit chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCS). European guidelines seem to lag 
behind U.S. rules for environmental 
safety, but the company's printers are 
monitored by U.S. standards officials, 
whose rules stipulate that the machines 
must not emit any CFCs. The company 
also says that all models use nontoxic 
toner powder. MEMOREX TELEX NV, Hoo
goorddreef9, 1101 BA Amsterdam, The 
Netherlarids, (31-20)-97-4331. 

Circle 179 

Monitors 
Belgium-based ETAP Information Tech
nology NV, a manufacturer of high
resolution monitors, has announced the 
ETAP Pictor 2, a Trinitron color display
based monitor for the PC, ps/2 and Apple 
Computer Inc. Macintosh. Aimed at pro
fessional desktop publishing, CAD and en
gineering markets, the system has 
1,024 X 768 square pixel resolution on a 
20-inch screen and a low transmission 
factor (38%), which ETAP claims is the 
blackest monitor background on the 
market. Thanks to the company's dedica
tion to ergonomics, the monitors are 
coated to decrease glare and have tilt and 
swivel bases. 

The ETAP Pictor 2/10 is designed to 



Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport is 
the world's. favorite, and it 
maintains that reputation by 

offering the excellent facilities and 

services that passengers and ship
pers need and demand. 

Integrated information systems 
are the key to staying on top of any 
business, and that's what the 
R/2 System from SAP offers. 

Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport 
uses the R/2 System to track its 
general administration information, 
from plant maintenance and 
materials management to financial 
and cost accounting. 

Our R/2 System is integrated 
business software that provides 
every decision-maker in your 

company the management infor
mation he really needs. Contact 
us for more details. 

- = - -
-

SAP (International) Inc. 

p. o. Box 130, 2500 Biel 6, Switzerland, 
tel.: (032) 427111, fax.: (032) 427211 
tlx.: 934364 sapi ch 
Circle 21 on Reader Card 



Every bit counts in 
data communications 

Wandel & Goltermann 
Electronic MeasurementTechnology 

The right test equipment helps to locate 
trouble spots long before your system 
fails. AtWandel & Goltermann we build 
future.;.oriented datacom test equipment. 
From portable interface testers and com
pact data analyzers to complete data net
work diagnostic systems. We stress re
liability because your test equipment has 
to perform when you need it. .Modt,Jlar 
design and dependable product main
tenancehelp you to cope with the ever
increasing amount of data. Ask for the 
test equipment that the leading banks 
and airlines use. 

Wandel & Goltermann, VMW, Postfach 1262, D-7412 Eningen 
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Tel. +(49) 7121-86-0, Tlx.729833 

o Information about your patacom test equipment 
o Please arrange for a sales engineer to call 

Name .................................................................................................. . 

Company ......................................................... ;.................................. m 
to 

Street ................................................................................................... r:::. 
6 

Town .................................................................................................. .. 

Telephone no ...................................... E 1.891VMW/041 4C/EU 
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be used with for IBM PC ATs and compa
tibles, while the Pictor 2/20 is for ps/2s 
and compatibles, providing 16 colors si
multaneously from a palette of 4,096. 
The Pictor 2/50 is for the Mac II, IIx and 
IIcx, and features 256 simultaneous col
ors from a palette of 16.7 million hues. 
ETAP INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY NV, 
Steenovenstraat 1 A, B-2150 Malle, Bel
gium, (32-3)-310-04-11. 

Circle 180 

Cebra Communications Ltd. has a new 
series of 9-inch color monitors for use 
with the industrial and process control 
applications. 

The EG 1522 runs applications compat
ible with the Extended Graphics Adaptor 
(EGA) and Color Graphics Adaptor (CGA) 
standards, with automatic scan frequen
cies of 15.75 kilohertz to 21.8kHz and 
pixel resolution of up to 640 X 350. The 
EG2040 automatically scans frequencies 
between 20kHz and 32kHz, with pixel 
resolution of640 X 350 to 640 X 480, and 
is EGA compatible. It also offers a range 
ofVGA graphics cards. The vM3135 is de
signed for use with the IBM ps/2 and the 
Macintosh II. It has pixel resolutions of 
640 X 350,640 X 400 and 640 X 480 and 
allows use with a wide variety of VGA 
cards. CEBRA COMMUNICATIONS LTD., 
Suite 2, 26 Lorne Park Road, 
Bournemouth, Dorset BHl IJL, U.K., 
(44-202)-299048. 

Circle 181 

Networks 
BICC Data Networks, the British com
puter-networking manufacturer, has 
launched its ISOLAN Modular Repeater. 
Developed to reduce the problems of ca
ble management, the repeater, the com
pany says, provides the ability to control 
individual ports in an open systems man
ner, covers all standard media, can pro
vide multiple redundant links through 
software and supports the only open sys
tems standards for network management 
(IEEE 802.1). It can interface with net
works at speeds of 100 megabits per sec
ond. BICC DATA NETWORKS, The System 
Centre, Brindley Way, Hemel Hem
pstead, Hertfordshire HP3 9xJ, U.K., 
(44-442)-231000. 

Circle 182 

Alcatel Business Systems has launched a 
new connectivity system to link an IBM en
vironment with a variety of non-IBM envi-

INTERNATIONAL 
INNOVATIONS 

From PC to PS/2 
Isra~l-based Brain Computer Systems 
Ltd. has developed a motherboard that 
can turn a PC or an XT into a ps/2 model 
30-compatible computer. BRAIN COM
PUTER SYSTEMS LTD., 5 Halapid Street, 
POB 490, Petah Tikva, Israel, (972-3)-
924-0955. 

Circle 184 

BICC'S MODULAR REPEATER supports the 
only open systems standards for network 
management. Reports and References 

Associated Computer Experts BV has a 
new report called "Benchmarking UNIX 
Systems," surveying a variety of UNIX sys
tems on the market. The 467-page re
port consists of background information 
and benchmarking results on 62 systems. 
ASSOCIATED COMrUTER EXPERTS BV, 
Van Eeghenstraat 100, 1071 GL Amster
dam, the Netherlands, (31-20)-664-
6416. 

ronments. 
The Alcatel8940 lets IBM and compat

ible mainframes communicate with net
works running the TCP lIP protocol. The 
system can be enhanced to provide high
speed IBM-to-DEC connectivity, and Al
catel says IBM-to-OSI connectivity will be 
available shortly, as well. ALCATEL NV, 33 
rue Emeriau, 75011 Paris, France, (33-
1 )-40-58-58-88. 

Circle 183 

DID YOU KNOW ... 
Twice Each Month 

DATAMATION's Career 
Opportunities Section 

Brings You the 
Latest in Current 

Job Opportunities in the 
MIS Market, 

Where you can Reach 
Software Engineers, Systems 
Integrators, Data Processing 

. Managers, and 
Programmers/Analysts. 

Circle 185 
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Twice monthly, DATAMATION gives 
you critical technology-oriented 

editorial on Software, Systems and 
Communications. DATAMATION 

relates management strategies 
to help you: 

t/ Implement new technologies 
tA1anage personnel inside and outside the IS 

organization 
".....connect dissimilar systems 
tA?rotect existing investments in hardware and 

software 
tAlnderstand where information technology fits 

into your core businesses and organizations 

In addition, we give you comprehensive product 
updates, important economic data and special sup
plements on international affairs. All packed around 
in-depth, feature-oriented editorial to give you 
perspective on IS technology today. 

We invest in you! Let us know what you like and 
what you don't. Our charter is to wrap up all 
the information you need in one package. . 

bATAMATION 
FOR MANAGERS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE 
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EXPOSE YOUR 
ADVERTISING 
MESSAGE TO 

ALMOST 
1,000,000 

READERS IN 
DATAMATION'S 
TECHNOLOGY 

FORUMS 

The movers and shakers 

of the industry get 

together and share 

their opinions in this 

special editorial package 

September 15, 1989 
CONNECTIVITY 

Ad close August 15, 1989 

'DATAMATIoN. 
FOR MANAGERS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE 
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DATAMATION offers an award-winning package 
of news and features that have an immediate impact. 
It is the first choice for more than 180,000 data pro
cessing professionals throughout the world. 

DATAMATiON 
FOR MANAGERS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE 

Twice Each Month 

Twenty-four times each year-with a special interna
tional edition as the first issue every month
DATAMATION provIdes you with hardware and soft
ware solutions, decision quality technology reviews 
and thought provoking visions of the rapidly 
approaching future. 

If you are reading a borrowed or office routed copy 
of DATAMATION, consider a subscription of your 
own. The price is a remarkably small investment for 
a remarkably useful magazine. 

To order, simply complete the card below and return 
it with your payment to lB. Tratsart, Ltd. at the 
address indicated. Japanese readers should return 
their orders instead to the Maruzen Company, Ltd., 
3-10 Nihonbashi, 2-Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103. 

Worldwide, readers may remit payment in US Dollars 
or in Sterling. Japanese readers may remit payment 
in US Dollars (or in Yen to Maruzen, see above). 

~--------------------------------------------------
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DATAMATION 
J.B. Tratsart, Ltd. 
154A Greenford Road 
Harrow, Middlesex HAl 3QT 
England 

o Yes! Send a full year-24 issues-of DATAMATION. 

o Europe, Air Freight: US$157 

o Europe, Special Air: US$290 

o Australia, New Zealand & Japan, Air Freight: US$180 

o All other nations, surface mail: US$157 

o All other nations, via air mail: US$290 

Wire transfers through our bankers, National Westminster Bank, 
Ltd., 520 High Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 7BZ, England. 
Account No. 05320127. 

Enclose this card in an envelope and return, via air, to: 
J.B. Tratsart, Ltd., 154A Greenford Road, Harrow, Middlesex 
HAl 3QT, England 

Payment 
o Remittance Enclosed: ____________ _ 
o Please send pro-forma Invoice 
o Remittance being sent through bank transfer: 

Amount: Bank: 

Charge My Credit Card: !Z1 [ffi] IC~ 
o VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Card # I I I I I I I 
Expiration Date: _______________ _ 

Signature: _________________ _ 

Print name EXACTLY as it appears on card 

Name/Title -----------------
Company _________________ __ 

Address __________________ _ 

City _________ State/Province ____ _ 

Country Post Code _____ FOOOll 
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I OPINION 

Blank Stares 
At Blank Pages 
At the risk of sounding like the DATAMA
TION version of "60 Minutes'" Andy 
Rooney, I would like to pose a question 
to printer manufacturers that has burned 
in my mind for some time now. 

Why is it, with all of the brilliant intel
lects at work in the computer industry, 
that no one has been able to engineer a 
continuous feed printer that does not 
waste one sheet of paper for every sheet 
it prints? 

I can't count the number of times, 
printing out letters on not-inexpensive 
DATAMATION stationery, that my hack
les have been raised upon having to toss 
out at least one blank page. After the first 
few encounters with this frustration, I re
call asking whether we shouldn't perhaps 
save the cast-off stationery for that en
dangered species, the typewritten letter. 
The editorial assistant said, yes, that was 
a good idea, but one that already had 
been tried. The castoffs just piled up too 
quickly, she said; no one used them, and 
eventually they were just thrown out. 
Nevertheless, I tried saving them for a 
while and promptly discovered that she 
was right. 

Since flinging epithets at the innocent 
printer seemed a dead-end way to deal 

I PLANNER 

JULY 

SIGGRAPH '89 Traveling Art Show 
Through Sept. 5, Boston. Contact Gail 
Jennes, The Computer Museum, Mu
seum Wharf, 300 Congress Street, Bos
ton, MA 02210, (617)-426-2800. 

National Conference on Method
ologies and Tools for Real-Time 
Systems 
July 17-18, Arlington, Va. Contact Ad
rien Meskin, The National Institute for 
Software Quality & Productivity, P.O. 
Box 70555, Washington, D.C. 20088, 
(301)-498-8200, ext. 114. 

16th Annual Conference & 
Exhibition on Computer Graphics 

with the problem, I decided to talk to 
some of the responsible parties. Incred
ibly, posing the question to a few repre
sentatives from Hewlett-Packard Co. got 
blank stares and stammered nonrespon
ses. They seemed to think I was joking. 
But they didn't say it couldn't be done. 

Granted, the notion is out of the ordi
nary. The way continuous feed printers 
operate would seem, on the surface, to 
be one of those trivial facts of computing 
life that is not worth noticing. In fact, 
however, it cannot be doubted that any 

and Interactive Techniques 
(SIGGRAPH '89) 
July30-Aug. 4, Boston. Contact Chris 
Herot,Javelin Software Corp., 1 Kendall 
Square, Building 200, Cambridge, MA 
02139, (617)-494-4842. 

Database '89 
July 31-Aug. 2, San Francisco. Contact 
Sales Office, Digital Consulting Inc., 6 
Windsor Street, Andover, MA 01810, 
(508)-470-3880, fax (508)-470-0526. 

AUGUST 

International Symposium on 
Telecommunication in Education 
(lSTE) 

corporation would be shocked to dis
cover the amount and cost of unused pa
per discarded from all of its continuous 
feed printers. 

Given the never-ending search for 
cost-cutting measures and greater effi
ciency in corporations, I cannot under
stand why users have not pressured 
manufacturers to end this obvious source 
of waste. It must be because such an en
deavor, if an IS manager were to consider 
it, would fall into the category of All 
Those Things I Should Do but Will 
Never Have the Time For. 

The printer manufacturer that under
takes to change this situation could reap 
substantial benefits. In intangible terms, 
such a company would surely generate 
goodwill among potential customers by 
lending credence to the axiom that com
puters increase an organization's effi
ciency, not to mention helping to con
serve natural resources. In tangible 
terms, building a continuous feed printer 
that did not waste paper certainly would 
sell better than one that does. 

With all of this, would it be too much 
to expect that a printer manufacturer 
might take it upon itself to end such an 
embarrassment to the industry? I cer
tainly couldn't answer that, but let's just 
say I'm not holding my breath until it 
happens. 

-Marsha J. Fisher, Section Editor 

Aug. 21-24, Jerusalem. Contact ISTE 
Symposium Secretariat, C/O Interna
tional Ltd., P.O. Box 29313, 65121 Tel
Aviv, Israel, 03-654548/9/0, fax 972/3-
660604. 

UniForum Regional '89 
Aug. 22-24, Boston. Contact Heidi 
Thorne, Professional Exposition Man
agement Co., 2400 East Devon, Suite 
205, Des Plaines, IL 60018, (800)-323-
5155, fax (312)-299-1349. 

XI World Computer Congress '89 
Aug. 28-Sept. 1, San Francisco. Contact 
Stephen Yau, Organizing Committee, 
Umversity of Florida, CIS Department, 
Room 301, Gainesville, FL 32611, (904)-
335-8006. 
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I INFORMATION ECONOMICS 

As the U.S. Economy Slows, 
What's Going To Happen to Technology Prices? 
Potential buyers of new information systems may be getting confusing signs from the economy and industry. 

D o you remember stagflation? That 
economic relic of the 1970s, when 

V.S. economic growth slowed while in
flation accelerated, is back-to hardly 
anyone's surprise. It almost always hap
pens at the tail end of an economic expan
sion. Growth rates begin to slow down. 
But previous activity has generated price 
increases, which take a year or two to 
work their way through the system. 

This time, however, buyers of infor
mation systems may feel as if they're ex
periencing the effects of stagflation for 
the first time ever. Prices of systems 
aren't exactly on their way up; they're 
just not dropping as fast as they did in 
past years. In fact, prices of computers 
are hardly dropping at all, annually. But 
that borders on inflation for customers 
used to paying 15 to 20% less each year 
for their organizations' systems. 

In the general V.S. economy, both 
producer and consumer prices have in
creased mqre than 5% over the past year. 

The Federal Reserve's effort to con
tain inflation has resulted in higher inter
est rates in the Vnited States. If you're 
part of a V.S. company or agency, you 
no doubt have felt the pinch of higher 

BY MADELINE FRANCHI 

interest rates making your borrowing 
and leasing costs more expensive. The 
Fed has been steadily pushing up the fed
eral funds rate-the rate that member 
banks charge each other for short-term 
loans-in an effort to cool inflation. 
With their costs of funds rising, banks 
have been passing along higher rates to 
borrowers. This credit tightening has re
sulted in a three-percentage-point in
crease in the prime rate from February 
1988 to May 1989. 

With the V.S. economy showing signs 
of finally slowing down, inflation is ex
pected to abate. The consumer price in
dex is forecast to rise merely 3.6% next 
year. The Fed is now expected to ease 
pressure on interest rates. Cahners Eco
nomics anticipates that interest rates will 
begin to decline as early as next month
for the first time since the October 1987 
stock market crash. By the end of this 
year, the prime rate is forecast to be 
down to about 11 % and then drop to near 
9% by year-end 1990. 

So if your organization's business strat
egy calls for borrowing funds to purchase 
or lease computer equipment, you might 
get better credit terms if you can delay 

action until next year. 
In the meantime, what is going to hap

pen to prices of systems? According to 
data from the V.S. Commerce Depart
ment, prices of computers and office 
equipment remained relatively stable 
over the past several quarters, though 
still lower than they were last year at this 
time. Such stability is unusual for an in- -
dustry that has typically experienced 
steady price declines on the heels of ad
vances in microprocessor-based tech
nologies. The cost of materials, notably 
semiconductor memory chips, is one fac
tor keeping computer prices in a holding 
pattern now. Cahners Economics expects 
much the same for next year, with com
puter prices dropping barely 3%. 

Communications prices, however, are 
continuing to rise-albeit modestly. Dur
ing the second quarter of this year, the 
price indicator for communications 
equipment was about 4% higher than it 
was in the same quarter of 1988. This 
hike was in line with the producer price 
increase of the general V.S. economy. 
Expect a steady inflationary climb of 2 to 
4% in prices of communications equip
ment over the next two years. c::::J 

The Right Time to Borrow The IS Pricing Game 

Lower interest rates are coming, 
so postpone major loan and leasing activity. 

/'\ 11%1----,---+---"----t---;---+---,---+---+---;---+--+-It----r---t---,.-+---j---,----j 
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Source: Federal Reserve Board; Forecasts: Cahners Economics 
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Bet on CPU prices to go down slightly, and 
count on communications gear to cost more. 

~ 5:1········-r···r······r-···lJI~! 
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Source: u.S. Commerce Department.; Forecasts: Cahners Economics 
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DATAMATION 

Product/Services Mart 
A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION FOR NEW AND CURRENT 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, SUPPLIES AND SERVICES. 

Please circle Reader Service numbers on the Reader Inquiry Card 

for additional information from manufacturers. 

IN 1989, 
DATAMATION 
BRINGS YOU 

ANOTHER GREAT 
MARKETING 

OPPORTUNITY! 

DATAMATION 
Announces The 

Product/Services 
Mart 

A simple, cost-efficient 
way to make a BIG 

impact on 
nearly 1,QQQ,QQQ 

information processin~ 
professionals 

WITH DOCUMENTED 
BUYING POWER! 

Contact John King 
Product/Services Mart 

Manager at 
(61 7) 964-3030 for 

rates, specifications and 
more information. 

Don't 
Forget! 
Send for the latest edition of the 
free Consumer Information Cata
log. 0 The Catalog lists over 200 
selected federal publications of 
consumer interest on subjects like 
health, nutrition, federal benefits, 
money management. 0 The Cata
log is free and so are many of the 
booklets. 0 Just send your name 
and address, no strings attached. 
Write today: 

Consumer Information Center 
Department DF 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 

u.s. General Services Administration 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/XT / AT 

Now you can exchange data files between 
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 
6250 BPI 9-Track tape. System can also be 
used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up 
to 4 megabytes per minute on PCs and 
compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 101/l" 
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card 
and DOS compatible software. For more 
information, call us today! 

/JllRLSTRR; 
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 200 on Reader Card 

Reading worth 
writing for. 
The Consumer Information Catalog will 
enlighten you with over 200 federal 
consumer-oriented publications. Many are free 
and all are helpful. Get your free copy by 
writing-
Consumer Information Center 
Dept. RW, Pueblo, Colorado 81009 
u.s. General Services Administration 

To advertise in the Product/Services Mart, call John King, (617) 558-4355. 
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Career OnmortMH1lntnes 

[Q)~u~M~uD(Q)~ 
1989 Editorial Calendar and Planning Guide 

Issue Recruitment 
Date Deadline Editorial Emphasis 

July 15 June 21 On-Line Information Services 

Aug. 1 July 10 Graphical User Interfaces 

Aug. 15 July 25 High-Level Languages 

Sept. 1 Aug. 9 User Role in Standard Setting 

Sept. 15 Aug. 23 Best Computer Science Universities 

Sept. 21 Aug. 31 

Oct. 1 Sept. 7 Salary Survey 

Call today for recruitment advertising information: 
East Coast: Janet O. Penn (201) 228-8610 
West Coast: Paula Compton (714) 851-9422 
National: Roberta Renard (201) 228-8602 

~-HELP AUTOMATE THE HEALTH CARE Ir~DUSTRY--
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMPUTER SCIENTISTS/ENGINEERS 

Join the Industry leader at its Houston headquarters and help develop the next generation computer automation products for major hospital and laboratory 
customers. Advanced computer and software technologies will be utilized by creative product developers to supply state-of-the-art software on industry 
standard platforms. These challenges are available in the emerging high technology center of Texas, with low cost of living, affordable housing, and many 
attractive culture and recreational opportunities. Positions are available for: 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS AND MANAGERS 
Entry level to 15 years experience in the development of software 
using structured lifecycle techniques. Interact with customers, 
define requirements, develop solution architectures and designs, 
install and support systems. All are important attributes of the 
assignments. A degree in engineering or computer science is 
required with advanced training desirable. Experience with UNIX, C, 
PL/1, Fortran or other high-order languages will be a plus. 
Exposure to work station technology, graphical user interfaces, net
working protocol, mini or micro computer platforms, or conven
tional Healthcare applications are helpful skills. Successful manage
ment of projects involving 10 to 30 software developers is also 
required for management assignments. 

HARDWARE ENGINEERS 
Degree in electrical engineering and 10 years experience with 
mini/micro computer systems and peripherals, data communication 
products, and vendor evaluation. Excellent personal communication 
skills and willingness to work across organizational boundaries. 

PROJECT MANAGERS 
Two to five years of experience in computer system and software 
installations and customer application training. Knowledge of 
project management tools along with PC applications. 

MANAGER OF HARDWARE SERVICES 
5 to 10 years experience in the management of computer 
hardware field service personnel responsible for installations and 
maintenance of mini computer systems. Experienced with third-
party maintenance vendors and hardware purchasing. 

1:1111: 
Community Health Computing 
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MANAGER OF IMPLEMENTATION 
5 to 10 years experience in large system project management re
quiring management of multiple project teams. Degree in computer 
science or equivalent experience required. Knowledge of computer 
management tools a plus along with PC experience. 

SUPPORT ANALYST 
Provide first-line application support to customer base and assist in 
software operation problems. Degree in Computer Science or 2-3 
years experience in data processing in healthcare environment 
desired. Fortran, "C", or other high-level languages is a plus. Must 
have good troubleshooting and communication skills. 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TEAM-LEADER 
Lead the development of networking/communications environment 
for the Healthcare industry. Create state-of-the-art tool set to 
support tomorrow's hospital information systems. Requires 7 plus 
years experience in system interfaces and networks with multiple 
protocols (Ethernet, Token Ring, SNA, TCD/IP, NFS). Advanced 
engineering degree a plus. Excellent interpersonal and leadership 
skills required. 

U.S. Citizen or U.S. permanent resident required. 
If interested send resume and salary history in 
confidence to: 

Director of Human Resources 
5 Greenway Plaza, Suite 1900 
Houston, Texas 77046 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



Add your engineering expertise 
to the team the experts are 

talking about. 
In an industry where one's success depends 

on the ability to produce breakthrough inno
vation, Compaq has excelled. Just ask the 
experts. They know our products represent 
some of the most advanced PCs in the world. 

There's a story behind that success: the value 
of our products reflects the personal values of 
our people. Compaq engineers work together 
toward common goals. Their teamwork, crea
tivity and commitment, fostered by a free 
and open environment, have made us one of 
the world's leading manufacturers of high
performance business PCs. As well as the talk 
of the industry. 

Our continued success relies on our ability 
to introduce innovative new products to the 
market faster than anyone else. And that takes 
outstanding talent. We have a variety of imme
diate opportunities for motivated engineering 
professionals at our Houston world headquarters. 
If you're a talented engineer with a desire 

to do what's never been done before, now's 
your chance. 

Software Engineers
Test Development 

Put your design and development talents 
to the test improving structural software, 
increasing the reliability of PC systems 
and operating systems software. With 
four years' software quality assurance 
or testing experience and a BSEE/BSCS, you're 
ready for the challenge. Experience in 'e' and 
8086/286/386 Assembly languages is required. 

Systems Software Engineers 
Evaluate, design and develop firmware, 

operating systems, device drivers and utility 
software for PC systems. You'll need a BSCE, 
BSEE or equivalent degree with four years' 
related experience in PC software develop
ment, 8086/286/386 Assemblyl'e' languages 
programming in MS-DOS, OS/2 and/or UNIX/ 
XENIX operating system environments. 

Systems Architects 
Design new products by investigating and 

evaluating system compatibility and perform
ance of design alternatives and new technolo
gies. You'll develop hardware compatibility 
tests and performance analysis tools. 

Qualify with a BSEE, MSEE pre
ferred, and three years' hardware 
background with a knowledge of 
microprocessor-based systems soft-
ware. In addition, experience with 

CPUs/memory/bus architectures, 
numeric co-processors, file sub
systems, network/communica
tions, graphic subsystems and 
state machines is required. 

Systems Engineers-
. Multivendor/Multihostl 

Interconnected Testing 

Talented individuals, 
the Compaq team 
creates some of the 
industry's most inno
vative PC products. 

Provide vital sys
tem integration 
solutions. You'll 
select and test 
combinations of 
Compaq and third-

At Compaq. innovation begins 
with skillful insight-and results in successes such as the SLT1286. 

party hardware and software for performance 
and functionality. You'll need a BSCS, BSEE or 
equivalent and four years' experience in devel
opment or testing. In addition, knowledge of 
communications, local area networking, data
base (SQL), graphics, or mainframe (370, VAX) 
is essential. 

Project Managers 
As a Compaq Project Manager, you'll lead a 

team in ROM development and test, perform
ance evaluation, compatibility testing and 
overall qualification of new systems. A BS 
degree in a technical area and four years' 
industry experience in PC hardware or soft
ware is preferred. Matrix management experi
ence and the ability to succeed in a deadline
oriented environment are highly desirable. 

Be part of a remarkable team. 
Now's your chance to see what all the talk 

is about. Compaq offers competitive salaries, 
comprehensive benefits and an environment 
that inspires creativity and personal satisfac
tion. If you're interested in one of these oppor
tunities, please call us at 1-800-243-9003. 
Or simply submit your resume along with 
the position for which you wish to be con
sidered to: 
Compaq Computer Corporation, Dept. 
DTM615-YA, P.O. Box 692000, Houston, 
Texas 77269-2000. 

Compaq is an affirmative action employer, mlflh/v. 
© 1989 Compaq Computer Corporation. © 1989 Accent Soft· 
ware, Inc. All rights reserved. All products are registered trade
marks or trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 

CDmPAQ 



Well
Defined 
Territory 

When Amdahl staked a claim in the computing arena, we 
chose our ground wisely: large-scale, high-performance com
puting systems solutions. Since then, wive taken our specialty 
through a number of industry firsts, and we're expanding it 
further to include supercomputing. 

Perhaps the factor that makes our leadership so well established 
is the fact that our exceptional talent achieves in a territory 
well-defined by team pride, individual recognition and rich 
resources. With these in place, they - and you - have the free
dom to explore beyond boundaries. And, to stake a claim in 
yet unclaimed territories of excellence. 

If you are looking for the thrill of achievement with an adven
turous yet well-established firm, Amdahl is your territory. 

BASED IN SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 
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MACRO CODE 
DEVELOPMENT AND 
SUPPO Rf Macrocode is the layer of firm
ware embedded in Amdahl processors that makes 
"compatibility-plus" a reality. Macrocode, besides 
providing the environment in which MVS, VM and 
UTS* run, makes possible innovative new features like 
MDF, our Multiple Domain Facility. MDF is a signifi
cant development in operating system power, perfor
mance, and flexibility. 

Macrocode developers work at a level closer to the 
mainframe than any other type of programmer. Our 
macrocode developers are working on features and 
facilities the rest of the computing world won't even 
hear about for two to three years. 

Macrocode Engineer To join our macro code 
development team, you'll need a strong background in 
systems-software-Ievel development. This should 
include either VM or MVS internals, 370 extended 
architecture, and strong 370 Assembler. A BSCS degree 
or equivalent is desirable. 

Macrocode Manager You will manage a 
group of 4-7 programmers with the above outlined 
responsibilities and skills. Develop new procedures 
and languages for large technical group use. Require
ments are BS or equivalent and a minimum of 7 years' 
experience, with at least 1 year in management of soft
Ware development activities; knowledge of Assembler 
and C required. 

VMSOFfWARE 
DEVELOPMENT Be involved at the 
architectural level, creating and testing detailed simula
tions of processor architecture for upcoming Amdahl 
products. 

Software Engineers To contribute to this 
important project, you'll need strong 370 Assembler 
skills and experience developing software at the system 
control program level in a VM/ CP environment. 
Strong VM internals and 370/XA architecture skills 
are a must. Our simulation projects provide an 
unprecedented degree of technical challenge and, pro
fessional satisfaction. 

Compatibility Software Amdahl's break
througli development of a processor that handles more 
than 100 million instructions per second has created a 
whole new set of challenges in software compatibility. 

Software Engineers Your 370/XA architec
ture skills, MVS or VM internals, and 370 Assembler 
skills will be required to give project direction. 



DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT Amdahl's reputation. 
for product reliability and integrity is the result of our . 
intense commitment to quality assurance at every step 
of the design and engineering process. Our R&D 
expenditure per employee is the highest in the indus
try, and our products show the result of our commit
ment to doing things right. Diagnostic groups, CPU 
Development, Design Automation and Simulation work 
in partnership to deVelop some of the most sophisti
cated tools and methods for pre-release testing used 
by any vendor today. 

Diagnostic El12ineers Be part of our quality 
revolution in the devctopment of diagnostics software. 
Our current diagnostics development efforts represent 
a new level of size and complexity in hardware test 
simulation and fault isolation technology. Our diagnos
tics developers enjoy a high level of interaction with 
other engineering groups and the thrill that comes 
with breaking new ground. 

The high-energy candidates we seek will possess a 
BSCS/EE, or equivalent, with 3 or more years' 370/XA 
architecture experience, strong 370 Assembler skills, 
and· C/UNIX* * systems knowledge. 

Dia~ostic Manager If your background 
includes these technical attributes as well as successfuU 
management of diagnostics software development 
projects, you may be qualified for a position as a man-' 
ager in our group, leading development teams of 8-10 
people. Strong interpersonal and leadership skills are 
required. 

VALIDATION &. TEST Amdahl's 
reputation as a leader in product reliability, perfor
mance and customer satisfaction didn't happen by acci-' 
dent. Our exacting requirements for design verification 
and reliability testing have sparked the. development of 
some of the most sophisticated validation tools and 
methods in the industry. You can be part of our quality· 
revolution, in one of the following areas: 

Test Tools Development 
System-Level Bringup Engineers 
Software QA/Product Validation 
Operating Systems Validation 
Product Certification 
Each of these areas offers the opportunity to creatively 
apply your vision to new areas of test and validation 
technology. You'll gain technical depth while tackling a 
variety of assignments, such as test tool development, 
macrocode testing, hardware and system level bringup 

and the simulation of end-user environment workloads. 
AU areas influence the ultimate design integrity of 
Amdahl's mainframe products, so you'll truly have an 
impact on the Company's - and the industry'S - future. 
You'll also be in a unique position to translate your 
knowledge of one mainframe operating system to other 
system control programs or mainframe hardware 
architectures. 

The high-energy candidates we seek will possess a 
BSCS/EE, or equivalent, With 5+ years' large-scale 
integration and test experience that is relevant to the 
position sought. Knowledge of VM, MVS, UTS, systems 
programming and/ or internals desirable; 370/XA knowl
edge also a plus. Project management skills and test 
floor experience in system':'level bringup are needed 

. for some opportunities. 

PROCESSOR SIMULATION 
DEVELOPMENT Managing a team of 
systems programmers, you'll lead the effort to research 
and develop an architectural simulator that will be 
applied LO the creation of future Amdahl processors. 
Additionaily, your department is responsible for unat
tended operations product support. Your administrative 
skills will come into play for capacity planning, 
recruiting, and budgeting efforts. Throughout, strong 
interpersonal and written communication skills will be 
essential for success. 

Mana~er The technical leader we seek will have a 
BSCS/EE, or equivalent, 7+ years' experience with 
software development, 370 architecture and VM operat-
ing systems. Background must also include 3+ years' 
management responsibility. 

For immediate consideration, send your resume to 
Marianne Kilkenny at Amdahl Corporation, Employ
ment Department 6-4, P.O. Box 3470, Mail Stop 300, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3470, (800) 538-8460, extension 
6191. Principals only, please. 

Amdahl Corporation is proud to be an equal opportu
nity employer through affirmative action. 

·UTS is a trademark of Amdahl Corporation. 
• ·UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 

amdahl 
Expect The Best 
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We have just one thing to say to 
. eIM people .. 
Systems mtegratIon. 

To achieve truly integrated manufacturing 
using computers is a far greater c~allenge than 
merely aiding the process. Sun Microsystems 
knows: our goal is to make .CIM not ~~ply a 
reality at Sun, but a strategIc competItIve advan
tage. 

We already have a head start, from 
shop floor control a~d ~ut~mate~ ~~ndling,. t? 
highly automated dlstnbutlon facilitIes, decIsIon 
support, and automated testi?g of boards and 
systems. We have the COmmltment of top man
agement to statistical QC applications. 

All we need are more top CIM professionals 
to help us integrate computing seamlessly into 
every phase of manufacturing. 

What do you say? 
You can have a hand in creating the model 

CIM environment, using everything from ad
vanced Sun platforms, networking a~d co~u
nications to distributed RDBMS, obJect-onented 
programming and advanced user interfaces. 

If you're ready to roll up your sleeves and 
join our ClM team, apply now for one of ~ese 
current openings with Sun in Northern Califor
nia. 

ClM Software Development 
Engineers . 

Senior ClM Systems 
Software Engineers 

We have several positions available 
for individuals with experience in process 
control applications including factory 
automation and/or distribution, as well as 
statistical analysis in a manufacturing en
vironment. Requires 3 years' experience 
as a group leader and experience with 
structured analysis and design techniques 
in an application design environment. 
Strong user interface and excellent 
communication skills required. Sys
tems integration background and 3+ 
years' UNIX and "C" experi~~ce 
are preferred. For some pOSItIons, 
4+ years' experience with rela
tional database required. 

To apply, please send your 
resume in confidence to Profes
sional Employment, Sun 
Microsystems, Inc., Mail Stop 
DDN, 2550 Garcia Avenue, 
Mountain View, CA 94043; or 
fax your resume to (408) 263-
8439. An equal opportunity/ 
affirmative action employer. 
Principals only, please. 

Requires experience in CIM, systems mte
gration and application software develo~ment 
for state-of-the-art s~ftware systems ~~gmeer- • 
ing in a UNIXTM enV1ronm~nt. A?dltIon- • __ 
ally you will need 3+ years expenence .. VA sun with UNIX and "C" as well as 3 years' ~~ V 
ClM experience. microsystems 

THE 0 PEN C HAL LEN G E 
The Sun logo and Sun Microsystems are registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 
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Make 
The 
Connection. 

TRECOM Business Systems, Inc. is one of the premier consulting firms in the U.S. Our National 
Communications branch is staffed with some of the best minds in the business. We have 
decades of practical experience in the full project life cycle of most major systems within the 
telecommunications industry, with extensive subject matter knowledge in revenue accounting, 
customer account management, billing, collections, and conversions. 

New projects for TRECOM mean career opportunities for experienced professionals in the 
following disciplines: 

Senior Programmer/ 
Analysts 
• IMS DB/DC COBOL 
• DB2 
Self starters with strong interpersonal 
skills needed to design and develop a 
telecommunications billing system. This 
position could lead to management within 
6 months. 

Pro grammer/ Analysts 
• TELON 

Pro grammer/ Analysts 
• COBOL CICS VSAM 
• TRAIN DB2 

Programmer/Analysts with strong 
telecommunications billing background 
are encouraged to apply for this challenging 
position. 

TRE~OM 
Business Syste"llS Inc. 

Successful candidates for these positions 
within the telecommunications industry 
will be willing to relocate (a generous 
relocation allowance is provided) as well 
as be free to travel to various project sites 
within the U.S. TRECOM offers a highly 
competitive salary, a company-contributory 
40l(k) plan, and a comprehensive health 
insurance plan. 

For immediate consideration, call 
CathyAnn Powell at (201) 549·4100; or 
FAX YOUR RESUME to (201) 549-4148. 
Then get set to make the connection with 
TRECOM Business Systems, Inc. 

333 Thornall Street 
Edison, New Jersey 08837 
(201) 549·4100 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

New Jersey New York Tampa Dallas 
Kansas City Washington, D.C. 
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LEADING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

San Antonio, Texas 
Work for the company that ... 
• Keys 5,200,000 full function IMS transactions daily 

(7 million projected by 1990) 
• Is known for using technology as a strategic weapon 
• Assisted in developing an "Image of the Future" for mM· 
• Has a 4-day work week 
• Provides a flexible benefit package 
• Works with tomorrow's technology ... today 

We are currently seeking Systems Programmers who have strengths in 
the following areas: 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
Requires 5 years experience in IMS application programming, including: 
• Proven experience in design, performance and tuning of IMS databases 
• IMS application dump debugging skills 
• Experience with DB2 table maintenance a plus 

IMS PERFORMANCE AND TUNING 
Requires 2-3 years IMS systems programming experience with: 
• IMS application programming skills 
• Knowledge of MVSIFSA concepts, IMS internals and basic 

performance management tools 

CICS SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER 
Requires 1-2 years experience as a CICS Systems Programmer, including: 
• Experience in CICS programming, dump debugging, SMPE 

maintenance and system administration 
• Knowledge of MVSIFSA concepts and CICS internals (1.6 or higher) 
• Experience with MRO and ISC a plus 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 
Requires a minimum 8 years experience in mM's Systems Network 
Architecture with: 
• Proven understanding of SNA Control and Flow, Problem 

Determination, and transmission protocols 
• Proven experience in VT AM, NCP, Netview and Communication 

Controllers 
• Experience in Network Capacity Planning, Modeling, Tuning, 

Automating and Monitoring 

STRATEGIC SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
Requires 3-5 years experience in systems programming on large mM 
mainframe with: 
• Emphasis on CICS 

San Antonio, the 9th larg~t city in the U.S., has many amenities to of
fer ... a scenic Riverwalk, the symphony, live theater, fme dining, night 
life, professional sports, cultural events, as well as 5 major institutions 
of higher education. 

Qualified candidates please send resume to: 

USAA 
USAA Building 

San Antonio, Texas 78288 
Attn: Employment & PlacementIfLL DM 71 

~ 
USM 

* As appeared in IBM's full page ad in "The Wall Street Journal", September 23, 
1988. An Equal Opportunity Employer, MIF. Principals only, please. 

Datamation Databank 
Professional Profile 

Announcing a new placement service for professional engineersl 
To help you advance your career, Placement Services, Ltd. has formed the Datamation 
Databank. What Is the Databank? It Is a computerized system of matching qualified 
candidates with positions that meet the applicant's professional needs and desires. What 
are the advantages of this new service? 

• It's absolutely free. There are no fees or charges. 
• The computer never forgets. When your type of job comes up,lt remembers you're 

qualified. 

IIDENTITY I IPRESENT OR MOST RECENT EMPLOYERI -- ~~------------------__ __cw..-y. ________ _ 

cay - _____ ZV-__ ~(CIty._I ________ _ 

---«---~------
____ O.K ... _______ _ 

IEXPERIENCE I == From: To: TIlle: 
~==~-~~~~~~--------

Oo*oond~: IncMIrycleurr.nt~ 

_IorQlongl: 

• Service Is nationwide. You'll be considered for openings across the U.S. by PSl and 
It's affiliated offices. 

• You're identity is protected. Your resume Is carefully screened to be sure it will not 
be sent to your company or parent organization. 

• Your background and career objective will periodically be reviewed with you by a 
PSl professional placement person . 

We hope you're happy in your current position. At the same time, chances are there Is an 
ideal job you'd prefer If you knew about it. That's why It makes sense for you to register 
with the Datamation Databank. To do so, just mall the completed form below, along with a 
copy of your resume, to: Placement Services, ltd., Inc. 

IpOSITION DESIREDI 

'-PREVIOUS POSITION: I 
_Tllle: __________________________________________ ___ 

~-_----From:-_To: __ Cfty:----s_: ____ _ 
0M0i0n: ~cllnduOIIy:--------s.Iory:----__ _ 

~-~~:--------------------------------------

ICOMPENSATION/PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Datamation Databank 
A DIVISION OF PLACEMENT SERVICES LTD., INC. 

265 S. Main Street, Akron, OH 44308 216/762-0279 
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Stanford linear Accelerator Center (SIAC) is the world's 
leading high-energy particle physics research facility. 
Operated by Stanford University, we're located on 480 
acres in the beautiful San Francisco Bay Area Join us in 
the following position. 
Directing a team of professionals, your challenge will be 
to pioneer the design, development and implementation 
of a complex computer system to automate and integrate 
telecommunications management functions. The system 
will operate and support a 3500-porttelephone system 
using the latest digital switching technology and complex 
telecommunications networks. 
Youll need a BS or equivalent (preferably in computer 
science, communications or a related field), at least 5 
years' experience, database and telecommunications 
managerp.ent expertise, and a supervisory background. 
Demonstrated analytical skills in computer systems 
design; working knowledge ofVM/SP including REXX, 
Xedit macros; and an in-depth knowledge of voice or 
data PBX also required. 
To apply, send your resume to: Stanford linear Accelera
tor Center, Attn: B. Raines, P.O. Box 4349, Stanford, CA 
94309. An equal opportunity employer through affinna
tive action. 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Make A Major Move To CTG 
Computer Task Group can show you a better way 
to use your technical skills. We're a leading 
consulting, systems integration and professional 
services firm with a clear view of the future. The 
systems professionals who join our team will be 
associated with a company making major strides 
into systems integration, expert systems, case tools 
and relational data base. You'll use your talents to 
help our Fortune 500 client companies find 
innovative MIS solutions. 
Computer Task Group is interested in professionals 
with extensive experience in advanced systems 
development: 
Compensation and benefits are a step ahead of 
the ordinary. If you want to know more, send your 
resume or call CTG immediately. Computer Task 
Group; Office of Recruitment, 800 Delaware 
Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14209,1-800-752-6284. Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 

CrG 
Imagine a career 
that touches tomorrow 

I Systems Analyst I 
Require bachelor degree in electrical or computer 
engineering or computer science and 2 years experi
ence or 2 years experience as researcher-computers 
and programming or minimum 4 years in systems 
analysis/data processing. Require postgraduate 
studies in electrical or computer engineering or 
computer science. Must be available for emergency 
situations to minimize lost production time. To be 
responsible for recommendation, design and 
maintenance of computer hardware and operating 
systems software; review and analyze software from 
vendors· and determine installation configuration; 
analyze changes and enhancements to operating 
software and computer hardware; determine impact 
on existing production systems, programming 
standards and operating procedures; provide 
guidance in use of systems to system users; apply 
specialized training in file structures, operating 
systems, hardware architecture and teleprocessing; 
apply in-depth training in communications systems 
programming and access methods and interface of 
widely varing computer hardware. 5 day, 40 hour 
week. $646.48/week. Send resume to NY State 
Department of Labor, 677 S. Salina Street, 
Syracuse, NY 13202, Att. Interviewer #51. Job 
Order No. NY0002924. 

Programmer Analyst 
Analyze business procedures & problems 
to refine data & convert it to programmable 
form for electronic data processing. Develop 
new systems to improve production or work
flow, technical design of systems & the 
system programs. Designs & codes program 
logic. B.A. or its equivalent in Computer 
Science & one year experience in job offered 
required. Must have at least one year Wang 
experience and one year experience in Z4 
and its four generation language aU1. Mon
Fri 8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. $16.48 per/h[ 
Resume only to Job Service of Florida, 
701 S.w. 27 Ave., Rm 15, Miami, FL 33125 
Ref: Job Order #FL 0108993. 

··llID YOUKN:OW .••• 
Twice Each Month 

DATAMATION's' Ca~eer 
Opportunities' Section 

Brings You the 
.. Lates.t in Current. 

Job Opportunities in tlle 
MIS .Marke.t, 

Where you' can.·' Reach:. 
Software . Engineers, Systems 
Integrators, Data Processing 

ManagerS, . and'· . 
Programmers/Analysts. 
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Everything OS/2 can do for you ... 

05/2"1 includes a built-in 
graphical interface 
so it's easy to use. 

05/2 lets you run your 
DOS programs plus hundreds 
of programs DOS can't. 

05/2 lets you run pr()e;r'arrls 
than 640K, so you can use 
more powerful applications. 

Version 1.10 © Copyright International Business 
Machines Corp. 1981, 1988 
Licensed Material - Program Property 01 IBM -
All Rights Reserved 
© Copyright Microsoft Corp. 1981 -1988 

Note to US Govemment Users - RESTRICTED 
RIGHTS LEGEND - Use, duplication, or disclosure 
is subject to restrictions in GSA ADP Schedule 
Contract with IBM Corp. 

05/2 provides an optional 
Communications Manager 
which easy networking. 

you take advantage 
of 386 ™ power. 

05/2 lets you take full advantage 
of Micro Channel!M 

05/2 provides an optional 
Database Manager to make 
managing information easy. 

----- ,----------

This offer lets you do for less. 
Right now, when you choose OS/2, you can get from $100 

to $1,600 back on the kind of heavy duty memory that only 
OS/2 can handle. With this offer, the more memory you buy (up 
to 8Mb), the bigger your rebate. 

Plus you can get thousands of dollars in rebates on over 100 
different OS/2 programs. You can also get hundreds of dollars back 
on modems, accessory cards and hardware-all the things that 
help you do more work in less time with OS/2. 

So if you're ready to move up to all the real advantages of 
OS/2, ask your IBM Authorized Dealer about these rebates today. 
To find the dealer nearest you callI 800 IBM-2468, ext 128. 

==.~==® - -------- -. ---- - - ---------
-~-,-

05/2. Operating System/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks. and IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 386 is a trademark of Intel. © IBM Corp. 1989 
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IBM has spoken. 
And what they've said can be summarized in three simple but highly important letters: SM (Systems 

Application Architecture). 
SM is a set of standards that finally allows for integration of computer systems. 
And as IBM goes, so goes MSA. Therefore we are proud to be the first major software company 

committed to delivering the most extensive line of SM-compliant software in the industry. BrightView ™ 

applications software already complies with SM's most advanced component, Common User Access. 
By harnessing the power of cooperative processing, BrightView allows intelligent work stations to be 

something they never truly were before: intelligent. It does this by unleashing the power and potential within 
the work station, freeing you from dependence on valuable mainframe time, and dramatically increasing the 
efficiency of all application users. 

This efficiency is further heightened by BrightView's CUA compliance, which yields a friendly, 
consistent look and feel to work stations, maximizing your investment in personnel and hardware. All of which 
makes it a rather brilliant idea to call Robert Carpenter at 404-239-2000. 

IBM believes SM is the future. We recommend our software to anyone intending 
to spend some time there. £,,-=1~~=1i:::::~1~~#.!! 

The Software Company 
c 1989 Management SCience AmencCl 
BnghtView IS a trademark of Management SCience Arncrlcu, Inc (MSAI 
Systems Application Architecture & IBM" ore trauelTlmks of Internatlona! BUSiness Machines Corporation 
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